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- - - -- 

An integmted expehentai and theoreticai study of the tesidu1 t h d  stresses 

has been c8mwed out. The finai stress profiles dong the thickness were m-ed in an 

amorphous and a semi-qstahe injection molded polymer using the Iayer removal 

techniqxe. The two meterids exhiibited dmtkaliy distinct residual profiles. Furthemore, 

proce~sing parameters such as melt and cooIar~t temperatmes, pressure history, and m01d 

thickness were found to modify the profiles. 

Ln order to eIucidate the hdings, two models were derived. The two-dllnensional 

fiee moId shMkage mode1 was developed to provide a rapid estimation ofthermal stresses 

and the main features of theu profile. A more cornplex mode1 was deveioped by 

intepting the stress analysis with the simuiation of the complete injection moldhg cycle 

by McKam. This modei accounts for the fountain flow &e& the cryst~t ion,  and the 

PVT behavior of the materid. Wth the help of the mode1 predictions, explaaatioas were 

provideci for the occurrence ofvarious regions in the nsidual stress profiles. Transitions 

or reversai of the regions under variable conditions or matend properties were obse~ed 

to be maidy determined by the ratio of the thennai to the pressure effects. Using these 

concepts, practicaI conclusions were drawn for controiiing the residud stresses. 

As an alternative for optimkatio~~ of injection molding with respect to residual 

stresses, mverse methods were deveIoped to caicuiate the pressure history or the initiai 

temperahue distniiution resUged to produce a prescncbed residuai stress distn'butioa. 

These methods were tested using dmct soIutions wah added enors and experimed 

stress data 



- - - - - - - . - -  

On a men6 une &de ~cp6rhentale et théorique des contraintes thhnïques 

résidueues. On a utilisé la méthode du pelage de couche pour mesurer la répartition des 

contraintes résiduelles dans I'6paisseur des polydres amorphes et semi -aistaiiins injectés. 

On a obtenu des profiîs complètement diffirents dans les deux types de p o I ~ é t e ~ .  En 

outre, on a trouve que les conditions d'injection comme la température initiale-, la 

température de refioidi~sanent eî et'évolution de la pression, ainsi que l'épaisseur du moule 

Muencent les contraintes résidueiies. 

Nous avons formulé deux modéles pour mieux comprendre les résultats 

expérimentaior Le modèle 2-D avec retrait libre dans Ie mode a été foraid6 pour un 

dd rapide des contraintes r6siduek. Un modèle plus complexe a et6 f o d 6  en 

idgrant Panaiyse des contraintes avec la simulation du cycle complet de l'injection p u  

McKam. Ce modèle tient compte de Phffet de PhuIement en fontaine, de la - 

cristallisation et du comportement PVT du mataiau. Nous avons fournis des explications 

pour Pexistence des zones dEérentes dans les pronls des contraintes résiduek. On a 

constath que les changements et la transitions de ces zones par suite de modincations des 

conditions d'injection et des proprÎttts du matCriau peuvent être déterminer en examiamt 

la proportion de PHkt thC1111ique a P6ffet de la pression. Ces concepts nous ont conduits 

à des conclusions pratiques pour controier les contrairites résiduelles. 

Afin d'optimiser le pro& d'injection par rapport aux contraintes rkiduelles, on a 

aiternativement formulé des m a o d e s  inverses pour d d e r  Ie champs de Ir pression ou 

le profil de la temphture initiale qui produirait une dpartitioa précrite OU désîcabIe des 

contraintes résidueiies. On a test6 ces mCthodes avec Ia sdutio~~ du probléme dÏrecte 

addition& &erreures, ainsi qu'avec des contrainees expérimentaIles. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

PoIymeric materiais exhibit a broad range of  properties comparecl to mon 

traditionat materials such as metals and glasses. As a resuit, polymets d ' b i t  a versatility 

that rnakes them u& in a variety of applicationst Th& prirnary asset is thM iow 

density, rdting Li relativety high specinc stnngth and Stirsless. Polymric materials may 

be cl8SSified ~ccorciing to theu mechanid respow at eIevated temperatures 

Thermoplastics soften when heated and harden when cooled. These processes are 

revers~ible, as long as the temperature is lower than the degradation temperature o f  the 

mataial. Themiosethg polymas become pennanently hard when heat is applied. They 

do not sofiai upon subsequent heating because covalent crossIiaks are f o d  between 

adjacent moIecuIar challis. The "plastic" deformable state, achieved by thennoplastic 

polymen at elemted temperatures, and possessed by thennosating polymen b â o n  being 

chemidy *set", d e s  it possible to shape them into a varïety of products, some of 

which are of great geomehritcai complexity (1). 

Polymer processing methods are used to shape polymerïc raw materiais and 

convert them iato finished pmducts. Some of the most important polymet processiag 

methods are: screw extrusion, injection moIding film blowing blow rnoIdin&z 

dendering, compression molding, and thermoforming. As orgaaic poIymefs are replaciag 

inorganic -ends in many appücations, there is an inaeasing danand for controning the 

properb'es of polyumh products. The ultimate goai is to op* the proCeSSi11g 

condïtio~ ia orda to achieve desirrd product performance cbata;cteristics. The main 

subject of this thesis ù reIated to one of the aspects ofthis pdotmsulce: the dimendomi 

precision and dimensieonaI stability of the fiiuil part These aspects are dosdy associateci 



with the distniution of residuai stresses, relaxation of the stresses, and aging behavior of 

the material. 

This chapter is an introduction to relevant subjects and a review of the present 

state of research concerning residual stresses in injection rnolduig. 

1.1. INJECTION MOLDING 

hjection MoIding is the most wideiy used process for shaping polymeric matenais 

into complex-shaped products. This method has the advantage of rnanuf'achuing molded 

parts economicaliy in Iarge quantities with Me or practidy no fishing requirements. 

Iiijection molding evolved fiom metaI die casting. As a resdt of the high viscosity of 

polymers, the melt can not be poured hto the mold as in the case of metais. The polymer 

melt is hjected into the mold cavity by appIying large forces on it with a plunger. Once 

the mold is filied, safidification starts. An additional amount of meIt must be packed into 

the mold in order to compensate for the shrllikage due to coohg. Fig.1-1 shows a 

schematic ofthe injection molding machine. 

HOPPER 

MOLD 

SCREW BARREL NOZZLE 

Kg. L -1. S c h d c  of an mjection molding machine (2) 



Present injection machines are rnostiy of the resïprocating saew type shown in Fig.1.l. 

The screw rotates d r i v a  by a motor, to mnvey the polymer peIIets or powder towards 

the mold. The combiaation of e x t e d  heaters Iocated strategically dong the screw barre1 

and mechanical worlg causes the meIthg and homogenization of the resh  Subsepuently, 

the screw moves mCaüy to pump the melt through the nozzie into the mners, the gate, 

and the cavity (dlling stage) a d  maintanis the meIt d e r  high pressure during the holding 

t h e  (packhg stage). Duhg packing additional melt is injected into the cavity to offjet 

the contraction due to cooling and soIidifidon Later, the materid inside the gate 

solidifies, thus isolating the mold fiom the injection unit. As the melt inside the mold 

COOIS, the pressure drops gradtdy (cooling stage). Findy, the solidifid part is ejected 

fiom the moId. Fig.12 is a schematic representation of the gate pressure history at 

Merat  stages of a typicaI injection molding cycle. 

Tirne (s) 

Rgl.2. Schedc ofgate pressure at different stages of mjedon moIding 

The ultimate properties of the molded products depend to a large extent on the 

processiag conditions and the propeaies ofthe poIymeric materiaL Some ofthe problems 

ne<iuedy encountered m injection rnolded parts are associateci with dimerisionai 

irreguiarities and instabilities such as shrhkage, and warpage and they are dose1y relatai 



to residud stresses. Some other problems associated with residuai stresses are the impact 

resistance (related to the surface stress) and the long tem deformation ofthe &*de as a 

result of stress relaxation or creep. Therefore, the study of residual stresses, their 

distribution in the sampIe, and their development d u ~ g  processing are of great practical 

importance. Presently, the prevention and remediation of the defects arising f?om residual 

stresses in the molded articles are essentially based on expenence and trial and enor. 

Cornputer simulation of the process and theoretical estimation of residuai stresses dow 

us to take the nrst steps in predictuig and preventing these problems pnor to molduig. 

Such simulations can reduce the Goa and duration of process optimization and are 

therefore of great economical interest to industry. On the other hand, the experimentd 

detennination of the distribution of the residual stresses and other properties of the 

molded part are important for the development of the simulation programs and 

verification of the predictions. 

1.2. RESIDUAL STRESSES 

Residual stresses are part of the stresses generated in the sample during the 

molding process that remain d e r  Ï t  is ejected from the mold and has cooled down to 

ambient temperature. In order to obtain adequate predictions of residuai stresses, the 

complete injection moIdimg history must be considered. Residuai stresses in injection 

molded parts are hown to have two Werent origins and are accordingly classified into 

two p ~ c i p d  types: flow stresses and thermai StresseS. 

t.2L Flow Stresses 

During the fining stage of injection rnolding, the polymer melt undergoes high 

main rates. As a remit, shear and extensionai stresses are introduced in the sample. Shear 

stresses are generated throughout the meIt during filIing. The extensional stresses are 

maE[y caused by the "fountain ffow" at the melt front where hot meIt 6om the core 

moves toward the cold d c e  of the moid and soiidifies- The extensionai stresses 

are also devefoped m srpansion and contraction regions in the mdd- F i  and 



second nomai stress differences are due to the vismelastic nature of the poiymer meit and 

2s large relaxation times (3). 

It is di fEdt  to measure flow stresses diredy. Howwever, since fIow stresses are 

associated wÏth moiecuiar orientation, hzen-in birefigence may be used as an indirect 

method to measure fIow stresses, as discussed in section 1.2.3. 

1.2.2. Thermal Stresses 

During the packing and cooling stages of injection molding, the sample is cooled 

rapidIy inside the cavity until cornpiete solidincation Due to the low thermal conductMty 

ofpolymers, an inhomogeneous temperature distrriution is generated in the m p l e  with a 

large temperature gradient across the thickness. As a resuIt of cooiing the materiai tends 

to contract. Since the temperature is not uniform, the drop in temperature and thus the 

extent of the correspondhg contraction are differeat for different eiements of the sampIe. 

Due to the cdntinuity of the body, the deformation of each element is restraiaed by 

adjacent ones, thus generating tensile and compressive stresses. Since the elastic 

properties and relaxation characteristics vary signincantly with temperature during 

solidification, these stresses persist and rernain as residuai thermal stresses. T h e d  

stresses may dso be genaatd during the f ihg stage where, dependhg on processhg 

conditions, a thin solid Iayer of polymer is formed as a r d t  of contact with the coid 

mold waii. 

Flow and thermd stresses in injection molding are coupied, but the nature of this 

couphg is very cornplex (3). In mjection molding a large part of flow stresses reIax, 

since the relaxation is f i e r  at the high temperatures that p r e d  in the nIling stage. 

Residd thermal stresses are usualIy one order of magnitude larger than residual flow - 

stresses (4). However, partidarty in the rapidiy solidineci skui Iayer, the ffow stresses and 

the orientation ofpoiymeric chahs becorne fkozzen, &&g the properties ofthe poI- 

and thus the thermal stresses. Therefore, a compIete d y s i s  of residuai stresses shodd 

inchde d the stages of mjectioa molding and shodd account for Bow stresses as weiL 



It is possible to isolate thermal stresses experimentaiiy by coohg the sample in a 

quiescent conslrained, fiee quenching experiment, where the residud stresses consist only 

of thermal stresses (5). 

In the foilowùig sections, we review literature reports regarding the experimentai 

and theoretical investigations of residuai stresses. 

1.2.3. Ex~erimeatal Methods 

Experimentd methods used For determination of residud stresses have been 

extensively reviewed in reference (6). The most important techniques are hoie drilIing 

stress relaxation, layer removai, and birefiïngence. 

in this case, drihg a hole in the sarnple disturbs the equilirium of the stress field. 

Deformations are recorded on the surface ushg stcain gauges Iocated around the hole. 

The smdi change in the strain A&, for a smaii increase in the depth of the hole is reIated ta 

the average residuai stress a in the layer correspondhg to this depth, using the foIIowing 

equation: 

where E and u are the elastic modulus and the Poisson ratio, respectîvely. The two 

parameters & and KI must be obtained fkom calirating specimens with a known stress 

fieid. The hoIe drillUig method has not received much attention in the poIymer literature 

The main difndties of this method mcIude attachmem of strain gauges to the surfhce, 

&%ration ofthe system, and introduction of machinhg stresses due to dniling (3). 

Stress reIaxation: 

The stress relaxation rnethod is based on the fàct that the rates of creep and 

relaxation in a specmien depend on the Ievd of cesiduai stresses. The fofiowing power-law 

equation is used for stress relaxatio~ 

à;= -BQe (1-2) 



If there is a resr0duai stress in the sample, the stress is replaced by an effective stress 

obtained by subûacting the residual stress o, from c- Equation (12) becomes: 

O=-+-%)" (1-3) 

By solving this eqyation and eliminating the tirne, the residud stress may be found by 

plothg the relaxation curve (Zr) - versus a The main disadvantage of thir method is the 

difficuIty in measuriag the residud stresses at different positions in the thickness direction 

(3). 

Layer removd method: 

The most widely used technipue for the measurement of residud stresses is the 

Iayer removd methoci, where thùi Iayers are removed fiom the molded sample, as shown 

in Fig. 1.3, thus disturbing the aristing equili'brium of forces. 

Fig. 1.3. Bending moments and forces caused by removing a layer 

To re-establish the equilibrium, the remaining sampie warps to the shape of a circular arc. 

The forces and the moments associated with this deformation are -ai and opposite to - 

those of the residuaI stresses (7). In the case of pure bending of a fiat plate, the resulting 

curvatures in the x and y drrections, KX and K, , respectivdy, rnay be rdated, for a iinearIy 

eIastic and isotropie matenai, to the bending moment Mx necessary to prevent benduig, 

using the foIloWmg equation: 
C - 



where s and 21 are coordinates of the Wai and the new upper mfàces, respective1y; E 

is the Yomg's moduius, v is the Poisson ratio, and the negatve sign is used since the 

m a t u r e  occurs on removal of the applied moment. may be replaceci by the 

thickness of the initial mp1e. Retating the moment M. to the stress a, and a@g a, = 

0, and 67, the stress at zi may be obtained after some mathematical manipulation ru 

follows (7): 

In this simpüned case, only one component of the cumhire, IC- needs to be muisured. 

This technique is based on linear elasticity. Therefore, it must be applied to 

viscoeIastic materials such as polymers with great tare. When a layer is removed fiom the 

d a c e  of a polymenc sample, the magnitude of the curvature increases with t h e  untii it 

reaches some eqdiirium value. The deformation caused by the moment induced by 

removing a layer wnsists of an iastantaneous elastic component and a thdependent 

m e p .  Oniy the elastic component must be used in applying the Treuting and Read 

method. Shce the creep phenomenon occurs sIowIy, if the curvature is meastueci within 

the first few minutes &er Iayer removal, we obtain mostiy the elastic response of the 

materiai and the use of  the above rnentioned method to calculate the residuai stresses is 

adequate(3, 8, 9). Siegmann a ai. (IO) have however an opposite opinion. They belim 

that the specimen must be aiiowed to acbieve its eqdiirium configuration. In their 

opinion, three days shouId elapse between removal of the Iayer and mature 

measurements. As a consepuence of this merence Li the experimentai procedure, 

Siegmann et al. (10) obtairied residuai stresses m fiee wenched poIymethyI metacryIate 

@MMA) that were 55% higher than those m e d  by So and Broutman (11) for the 

same quenching conditions. 

Another p r o h  encountered is the reIaxation of residuai stresses. At 

temperstuns far beiow the glas muitïon temperature of  the potymer, the stress 

reIa>ration may be negiected (1513). 



The method of Treuting and Read (7) is applicable to isotropic materials with 

constant Young's modulus. However, due to their molecular orientation, the moduius of 

injedion moided polymers d e s  in the tbi~icness direction Tt was shown that tbis 

variation does not have a signincant &kt on the caiculated stress profile (14). 

It is important, when u&g the layer removal method, that the rnachiniiig does not 

introduce additionai stresses in the specimen. ûtherwise, the measured stresses are 

dBerent fiom the residuai stresses induced iu the processing. Mesisurement of stresses in 

anneaied Eee puenched or compression molded samples, where the themal stresses are 

removed, is a good test to evaiuate the effect of machwig on the stresses (3,9). 

Buef~gence: 

The velocity of a beam of light is decreased when it is transmied by an isotropic, 

d o m ,  non-absorbing medium The ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum compared 

to that in the mediwn is the r&ctive index n of the medium. The rehctive index in a 

materiai point ofa transparent birfigent medium can be represented by a second order 

tensor or geometncdy by an ellipsoici, the so-caiied indicatrix (5). The axes of this 

rehctive index ellipsoid represent the preferentid direction of the medium, t h e ~  lengths 

are quai to the rehctive index for the respective directions of polarkation. The 

bireauigence is determined âom the axes of the ellipse obtained by Litersecting the 

indicatrix with the plane perpendicuiar to the direction of the propagation of Iight. If this 

cross section becornes a cîrcie, no biragenœ is obsemd. Tn giassy poIymen and 

polymer melts, the application of stresses leads to biiefhgence. The use of büefnngence 

to infer the components of the stress depends upon the validity of a "stress-opticd 

relation". relation is qressed as the proportionality between the components ofthe 

reaaaive index and stnss tenson, as folIows: 

n d = n - G = c d  =C(o-IP) (1-6) 

where nd and ad are the deviatoric refiactive index tensor and the deviatoric Cauchy 

stress tensor, tespectiveIy. 1 is the uait teasor, P is the hydrostatk pressure, and ii (trace 
of the tensor n) is the average &active index that may be relatexi to the dwgtY- The 

Stress~ofical coefficient C 4 in generai, a tempefatme dependent polymer property. In 



the polymer melt, stress Ieads to molecular orientation and the anisotropy of the challis 

may be obsaved maaoscopicaUy as birefkingence. When the melt is cooled below as 
giass transrCtion or mdhg temperahite without complete stress relaxation, this anisottopy 

can becorne fkozen in, 

h injection moldiig, flow stresses are developed above the glass transition and 

meltùig temperature of the polymer. In this region, the hear stress-opticai d e  relatuig 

the stress and the büefikigence is u d y  vaiid. For polystyrene (PS), the stress-optid 

sensitivity in the glassy state is 400 times lower than in the molten state (5). Therefiore, the 

contribution of the thamal stresses, generated mostly below the glus traasition 

temperature, to the birefiingence wi be neglected compared to the contribution of flow 

stresses. The tesidual birefiingence may thus be used to determine the raidual flow 

stresses in injection molded parts. Most birefiingence studies of residual stresses have 

mployed polystyrene (PS). 

10294. Measnreâ Residual Stresses 

The raidual stresses are greatly affécted by the conditions under which the sample 

is cooled and other processing conditions, Three p ~ c i p d  cases rnay be distingw*shed : 

fiee quenching, consnaineci quenching, and injection molding. 

Free quenching: 

In free qyenching, the sample is rapidIy cooled with no constraint, extemai force 

or applied pressun. Residuai stresses in heIy qumched parts consist ody of the& 

stresses and were fouad to have a parabolic distniution dong the thichess (3, 5, 9, 

IO,IS, 16). So and Broutman (11) were the f h  to apply the layer ternovaî method 

deveioped for metais, to polymaic materiais. They measured the residual stresses in fieeIy 

cpenched poiymethyl methacryiate (BMMA) and polycarbonate (PC). In all cases of fk 

quenching a rna.xim~11 compressive stress and a maWnum t d e  stress were observeci 

on the Sucnsce and in the corn of the sample, resp&eIyy 1t wes fouad that an hcfease in 

the ~uencbiiig temperature causes a Iowexhg ofthe magnitude ofthe stresses. 



ConsncrUned quenching: 

Io constrained quenchïng, the deformation of the m p l e  due to coobg is 

restrained by a cornplex geometry, adhesion to oc Ection with the &e of the wd, or 

by an applied pressure. This sihiation occurs in compression and injection molding. In Eee 

quenching, however, fîow stnsses are absent. Mandeii et ai. (17) mea~ufed raiduai 

stresses in poiysulfone sheets quenched between two durninum sheets ushg the iaya 

removai rnethod. niey found a parabolic stress profile sllnilar to the case of fiee 

quenchhg. Wmberger-FriedI (5) found that in the presence o f w d  adhesion, the levd of 

stresses decreases significantty compared to fioe quenching. In âict, waiI adhesion induces 

tende stress on the surface of the sample, much in the same way as pressure in injection 

moIding. 

Fig-1.4. shows the radiai stress b d d  up versus the dùnensionless thickness d d  

caiculated by Wmberger-Friedl (5) for the âee quenchg (solid Iines) and constrained 

puuiching (broken hes) of a polycarbonate disk of diameter ci, nom 160°C to 60°C. 

Elasticity was assurned and the time from the beglluiing of the quench is indicated in 

Fig- 1.4. ResiduaI stresses caIcuIated for the and constrainmi quenching (5) 



liijection molding: 

Experimental determinâti*on of residuai stresses in injection molded part has been 

performed previowly by several workers (3,9, 14 18). Tn injection moIding, the polymer 

is cooled while it is pressed against the mold waiis by the packing pressure. Moreover, the 

raidual stresses consist of fiow stresses and themial stresses. UnWre qumched samples, 

the molecules in a molded part are oriented and as a result. mechanical properties and 

sfxesse~ are anisotropic. MoIding conditions bave a sisnifiCant &ect on the nnal stress 

profile. In most cases, injection molded polystyrene (PS) and polydonate (JX) samples 

exhibit a stress profiie with three distinct regions. A tensüe region on the s u m  is 

foiiowed by a compressive region and W y  a t e d e  region in the axe  (3, 5,9, 19,20). 

Isayev (3) and Menges (18) found a compressive d a c e  stress with a subsurface 

m b u m  compressive stress. In some cases, a parabolic profiie simiiar to eee quenching 

was reporteci (3). Variation of processùig conditions can change the profDe fiom one to 

the other. Siegmann (13) obtained the residud stress profiIe for moditied poly(ethy1ene 

oxide) (Noryi) and the evaiuated e f f i  of melt temperature, mold temperature, holding 

pressure, and injection rate on the magnitude and shape of the profle. Tii most a 

two region profle shiiar to fiee guenching was obtained. However, by chmghg the 

injection nite and the holding pressure a two regioa âee quenchnig profile with reversed 

stresses or a thne m e  pronle was obsewed. Coxon and White (21, 22) reported the 

residual stress distribution for hi@ density polyethyfene (HDPE) and aged poIypropyIme 

(PP) to be compressive at the surfàce and tensüe in the core. For HDPE, they obtained a 

s u b d c e  compressive tllB)Cim~~ll. For moIded PP samples stored at room temperature 

for 8 to IO months, they found a signifiant reduaioa ofcesidual stresses. Pham et ai. (23) 

measured the midual stresses in injection moIded poiywbonate rectangular ban ushg 

the layer removd methoci, aswimiag the tramverse m t u r e  to be zero. Thsy hvestregated 

the effects of molcihg conditions and location relative to the gate on the nnal stress 

profile. They found that the prome in regions dose to the end of the caviLy WU 

compressive on the SUfface and tende in the core and of the mord tempera- 

and th injection speed did not affect it sigdicantly. For Mons close to the @tey low 

mold tempaatures and 6igb injection speeds revecsed the profXe so that temile and 



compressive stresses were observecl in the skin and core, respectively. 'ïhompson and 

White (24) snidied the effect of aging and meaîing at both Morin and non-dom 

temperatures on the raiduai stress profiles and warpage of polystyrene (PS), 

polypropylene VP), and glas-fiber-filIed PP. The sources of distortion of the molded part 

were divided into two classes: nondormities in the molding and an extemai 

temperature gradient or prolonged loa- of the after molding. The effect o f  

Merent molding conditions, cyclic Ioading, annealing, and prolonged storage on the 

fatigue behavior and aging of injection rnolded PC bars was investigated by Iacopi & 

White (25). 

M o l d a r  orientation gives rise to bùefiingence and is usudy created by flow- 

induced stresses durhg molding operation Buefikgence has been Eequentiy used for the 

assessment of molecular orientation in polymeric specirnens (5,26, 27,28,29). 

1.2.5. Theoietical Caiculation o f  Residuat Stresses 

Flow stresses: 

Flow stresses are developed mainly in the filling and packing stages ofthe injection 

molding process. The governing equations: the contuiuity, the rnomentum, and the energy 

equations are soIved to obtain the f ihg pattern and the veloaty. pressure, and 

temperature fields at different thes. Various rheoIogÎcai constitutive equatioas have been 

used to solve this problem ki eariier works, the problem was simplined to a ffow between 

two p d e I  plates and a generaiized non-isothermal Newtonian constitutive equation was 

used (30). To extend the andysis ta the packhg stage, the compressibility ofthe polymef 

was amunteci for (31, 3 5  33). KMial and Lafleur anal@ ail the stages of injedion 

moldimg for a vismelastic and semi-c~ystanine poIymer (34, 35, 36). Kamal &aL (37) 

inchded the fountain fiow & i  in injection molding simdatioas. Flow-induced n o d  

stresses may be obtained fiom the components of the viscoefastk stress teruor- 

hm@atioas by Isayev and Hieber (38) and Isayev (27) show the potentid capabElities of 

the Leonov' s consththe epation (39) to predict ffow stresses and birefihgence in 

polystyrene sarnples. Compresiiility e&cts, an important feenie of the packhg stage, 



were inciuded in Leonov's model by Stickfiorth (40). In one approach to calculate flow 

stresses, the fiow kinematics was derïved ushg a generaiized Newtaaian model. The 0ow 

bernatics W then used as input for the viscodastic equation to calculate the fiow stressa 

(4). In another approach d e d  the direct approach, the viscoelastic behavior of the 

materiai is takeu into a m u t  to caldate the fiow kinematics (41). Baaijens (41) 

compareci these methods a d  concludeci that there is good agreement between the two 

approaches but the former method is more cost effective. The calcuiatiolls of Baaijens 

(41) also show that a substantial portion of fiow stresses &se after the end of the füling 

stage of injection molding before the gate fieeze-off. This is due to the fact that as a r d t  

ofthe &op in temperature, srnafi shear rates may introduce considerable n o d  stresses 

in the sample. Fig.1.5 shows the first normal stress merence Ni (NI is the difference 

between the stresses in the fiow and transverse directions) caicufated by Baaijens (41), 

dong the thickness of aa injection molded poIycarbonate stxip, using two di&rent 

methods. The initiai and mold temperatures were 320°C and 80°C, respectiveIy. 

at - Nt (MPa) 

-t 4.5 O as t 

Distance midpiane (mm) 

Fig.I.5. Residual fiow stresses dculated 
in a pdydonate sample (41) 

The transI*ent temperature field calculateci Born the transient energy w o n  and a 

constihrtive eqtation relating the components of the stress and defofmaff-on must be used 

to dcuiate We stresses. It has ban shown that the stress field has liale e f f i  on the 

en- equation (42). IiiitiaI theoretid caicuIations of t h e d  stnsses wae aimed at 



quenckg of inorganic glasses. Bartenev (43, 44) developed a mode1 assuming a 

thennoelastic response foc the glass. He assurned that above Tg the glass is plastic and 

intemal stresses are absent, and below T, the glas is elastic with interna1 stresses 

unrelaxed This theory was shown to predict dosely the arperimentai resîduai stresses for 

qyenched relatve1y slowly temperatures weil above T, (43). Later, Indeabom 

(45) miticized Bartenev's model because it only took into account the temperature 

gradient in the soiid'ifyuig layer and ipored the date of the layers that are already solid 

He proposed that the total stcaul in the x-z plane @ being the thickness) is unifom across 

y and is composed of an elAc straul, a pIastic strain, and a themai contraction strain 

The finaf stress caicuiated accordimg to Indenbom's mode1 showed better agreement with 

experiments, espedIy for the higher coohg rates. Agpwala and Saibel(46) deveIoped 

a theory based on a four-parameter viscoelastic constitutive modeL They used it to 

d d a t e  the tesiduai stresses in a Maxwe11 material with a temperature-dependent thermal 

expansion coefficient. They assumed the viscosity coefficient to be zero above T, and 

Uinnite below Ts . As pointed out by Isayev et al. (3), this mode1 corresponds to 

Inbendom's model if the themal expansion coefficient is assurned temperature- 

independent. Muki and Sternberg (47) developed a viscoeIastic mode1 for caicuIation of 

themial stresses in the case ofcooluig of a slab with no laterai strain. They used a t h e  

and temperature-dependent modulus. Later, Lee et ai. (48) modified their approach by 

assuming an innnite slab with no lad wnstraintt Their nonisothed comthtive 

equations for the deviatoric and sphericai parts of the stress-strain fields were hear 

visweiastic and pure@ elastic, respectivelyC 

Stniik (16) modified the theory of Aggarwafa and Safiel (46) by ae@&g 

viscoehsticity ( t h e  e f f i  in the elastic behavior) and voIume relaxation (time effecfs h 

the thermal expansion). Aiso, the properties such as the thermoelastic constants and heat 

coaduction parameters were assumd constant beIow and above T, , ody cban+g 

discontimoudy at T, . RePsonaMe agreement was observed between the theoretidy 

prrdicted and experimentdy m m e d  w&ce stresses for qyenched sheets of P m  

h attempts to dcuiate thermat stnsses in injection molded patts, m q  ddoped  

fia quenching models, thus negIecting the &ect of mek pressurep interaction of the 



sample with the mold waU, and cornplex mold geometnes. Rigdahl (49) used a finite- 

dement formulation assuming that the residuaf t h e d  stresses arise fiom a complete 

restriction of the thermal matraction The expression a= E& Eom elasfiCity theory was 

coupled with the transient temperature field obtained fkom soIWig the energy equaîioa. 

Kabanerni and Crochet (50) used the finite element technique for a three-dimensional 

stress analysis a s d g  viscoelastic behavior. 

It was shown experimentauy that in many cases, the residual stress profile in an 

injectiion molded sample is difrent nom the weli-known parabolie profle of fiee 

quenchhg. This suggests that other e f fm present in injection molding must be taken into 

account in the caiculation of stresses. Two models were developed by Titomanlio et al. 

(51) and Bnicato et ai. (52). using themioelastiocity but uicluding the e f f i  of pressure. In 

the first model the sample is dowed to sbrink inside the mold, while in the second modei, 

the sbrinkage is completely restrained inside the mold. These models capture the 

fiequently reporteci &ee-zone stress profile with surface tende mess for PS, suggesting 

that such a surface stress is caused by pressun. These modelq however, tend to 

overestimate the tesidual stresses. It must be noted that in the constrained shrinkage 

model (52), the residual stress is meteiy caused by pressure. 

Boitout et ai. (53) cafdated the residual themai stresses using a thennoelastic 

eqtiatÏon taking into account the effect of mord deformation and gate fieezïng the. They 

found that these parameters have a large infiuence on the h a l  stresses. 

Denizart a ai. (54) caicufated the resïdud themai stresses with a three- 

dimensional themoelastic, temperature dependent M e  element method for PS and PP 

injection mo1dd disu. They stuclied nurnerically the effect of packing pressure, 

misotropy in the thermoelastic panmeters, and temperature gradient between the upper 

and lower parts of the mold. Th& resuits agreeci quaütativdy with their warpage 

measurements and were fourd usefiil in understanding shrhkage in more compkx 

geometcies such as a box-shaped part. 

Rezayat and StafEord (55) ht modifieci Titomaniio's model (51) by including an 

d y s k  ofcooluig of the part &er ejection by convection and radiation. After *raluating 

16e resi*duai stresses, they computed the displacements and the deformeci shape by a finite 



element d y s i s ,  They found that the most noticeable effèct of air cooling was the change 

in the magnitude ofthe displacements whiIe the defonned shape temaked the m e -  Later, 

they calculatecl the thermal stress and the displacements during the packtig and coohg 

stages of injection moldiing by uaing a thermo-viswe1asfk constitutive eqytion for the 

deviatoric part of the stnss and the strain and an elastic equauation for the dilatationai part 

(56). The anaiysis was espe&By appropriate for fiber reinforcd plastics because they 

used a tmsverseIy isotropie material rnatrix and also assumed the oniy non-zero 

component of strain to be in the thichess diredon. 

Baaijens (41) and Douven (4) dculated the thmaal stresses for PS and PC 

injection molded samples using a linear thenno-viscoelastic mode1 obtained nom a 

hea&ation of the compressibIe Leonov model. The effect of pressure was impiementeci 

through the cominuity equatb and an equation of state relating pressure, density. and 

temperature. The residual the& stress distribution, cdculated by Baaijens (41) is showa 

in Fig-1.6. The Wal  and rnold temperatures were 320°C and 8O0CS respectivefy. 

Examination of Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 shows that the fiow stresses are much smaller than the 

thennal stresses, 

Fig. 1.6- ResiduaI t h e d  stresses CaIcuIated 
in a pofycarbonate sample (41) 



Fig. 1.7 presents the rneasued and calculated residual stresses in a PS injection molded 

sample (4). AIthough the shape and the regions of compression and tende stresses were 

qualitatively predicted by this model the predicted themal stresses were generdy Iarger 

Ejoction 

mttgration point L 

inte--on poinr 2 

se--..... integmïOnpoinr3 

--- intcgntionpoint4 

Fig. 1.7. Residud stresses measured and calculateci in PS injection molded 
samples; the initiai and mold temperatures were 2OO0C and 55OC (4) 

Baaijeas took into account the eIasticity of the mold and found that, in this case, the 

caicuiated pressure decay at the end of injeaion molding cycle is sIower (4 1). 

Bushko and Stokes (57) f o d a t e d  a one-dimensional viscoelastk modei, taking 

into account the effects of packhg pressure and added mass of materiai during the 

packing stage. Using simufations with this modei, they investlgated extensively the e f f i  

of proccssing and boundary conditions on predicted shrinkage and residuai stresses (58, 

59,60,61). The redts were not compared wah experirnenM data Santhanam (62) used 

a- siinilar approach but he did not allow for the actra matend entering the cavity during 

packing. Model predictions were then compareci with experimentdy measured stresses 

reporteci by Crouthamei (63). The mode1 overpndiaed the stress in most cases. 

Dependmg on the molduig conditionst dlfferent boundary conditions gave better redts- 

Ghoneim and Hieber (64) imrestÎgated, quahtiveIy, the &ect of dens-ty 

relaxation on the residuai stress pronle in a one-dimensionai post-molded polystyrene 



part- They found that de* relaxation ('scoelaoiic material bebavior in düatation) plays 

an important role in the development ofresiduai stresses in injection molding. 

Jansen and Tiomaaüo (65,66) used a simple elastic modd to derive expressions 

for residual stresses and in-mold s u e  for injection molding with shrllikage and with 

hindered shrinkage during solidification. They defined the pressure number Np as the 

of maximum pressure strain @ositive) and the thermal strain (negative). The in-pl- and 

thickness actual shrinkages depend on Np. niey also concluded that the fnctioa between 

the polymer and the mold waii can be dominant and pmrent length s u e  until 

pressure drops to a f i  MPa Jansen (67) conducted a comprehensive andysis of residuai 

stresses and warpage by deriving analytkai expressions for the so l id i i  layer thickness, 

fke quenching stress, and formation pressure (pressure at the time of sofidiif'kation) ushg 

mode1 (5 1,52). 

Most of the previous theoreticai &dies on residual stresses have been conducted 

on amorphous po1ymeq h order to avoid the effect of crystallinity on stresses. For a 

semi-crystaiüne polymer, the effect of heat of crystallization, change in the materiai 

properties with crystallinity, and the shrinkage due to crystaiüzation must be taken into 

account. Chapman et ai. (68) proposed a mode1 to predict the residud stress in semi- 

cryst;rlIine thennoplastic composite laminates. Free quenching was assumed. It was found 

that crystallinity causes an increase in the magnitude ofresidud stresses. 

1.3. INVERSE MODELING 

The cornmon approach for the andysis of plastics processhg opentions relies on 

obtaining a direct solution of the relevant equations of change. In a directly-posed or welL 

posed problem, the domain and boundaries ofthe problem, the govenMg and constitutive 

equatiom, the boundq and initial conMons, and the materid properties are known. A 

problem in which any of this information is not avaiIable is considered to be an inverse 

problem Some experimentaf information is u d y  used to obtain the unknowns. In other 

words* in berse probIem, inputs or sources are detennined fiom observeci responses or 

outputs (69). 



O p ~ t i o t i  of a process such as injection moldimg with respect to a fiiral 

property of the molded part, such as the residual stress pronle, is an inverse pmblem of 

gmat importance. This problem was considerd in the present thesis, and it was treated 

ushg both diiect and inverse methods. 

One approach to sofve inverse problems is to assume the wiknown information, 

solve the direct problem, and iterate untiI the solution agrees with the experimentd 

observations. This method hoIves a large number of iterations and in each iteration the 

direct problem must be solved. An alternative approach is the inverse formulation to 

obtain the unknown information as the solution. The diflticuities associated with inverse 

problems are : non-exrCstence, non-unîqueness, and instability of the solution (70). A 

combination of the two approaches may also be used. 

Inverse fomdation or inverse modehg has gained growing attention in d o u s  

fields of science and engineering. It has been appiied to geophysics for inversion of 

reflection seismic data to discover oü fields, and for inversion o f  gravity, electromagnetic, 

and resistivity data (71). Siwcant  work has been done on inverse heat condudon 

problems, where a the-dependent surfàce temperature, heat flux, or heat transfer 

coeEcient is calculateci using interior temperature meairementS. One of the earfiest 

papers on inverse heat conduction was published by StoIz (72), in which he addressed the 

dcdation of heat trander rates duMg quenchuig of bodies of simple finite shape. Beck 

(73), starting in 1961, and Alifanov (74) have had a major inauence on the anaiysis of 

inverse heat conduction problems. Hemel (75) presented a detaiied review of the 

berature on inverse heat conduction in his thesis. He dso provided a methodoiogy to 

soIve the mufti-dimensional transient nonlinear inverse problem of heat condudon with an 

unknown surfice condition using tempetatute measurements fiom sensors inside a solid 

bdy. Both finite element and finite d i c e  methods were used and the &ects of 

measurement erron, number and location of the sensors, and regulatization parameters 

were discussed, 

Semal methods have been suggested to deal with the non-ulllCqeness niid 

instability of the inverse solutior~, 1t was suggested by Flach and O5sik (76) that a 

re~~irernent for uniqueness is that the total ntsmber of measurements be quai to or 



exceed the munber of unknown parameters. To coatroI oscillations in the estunateci 

solution, stabilizing techniques such as digital f i i te~g and regularization may be used (77, 

78). 

In the pmcessing of polperic matetiaIs, several inverse problems of practicai 

importance arîse. An example is the estimation of the shape of the sanider die that 

produces an extrudate with prescriied shape. Cohen (79) used inverse fomuiatiot 

together with the method ofchhctenstics to obtain the extruder die profile rquired to 

obtain d o m  flow with a presaibed total flw. He deait with the problem of non- 

uniqueness by imposing the additional constraint of minimal pressure &op. Legat and 

Marchai (80) presented a numericd scheme to solve this problem for cornplex geornetries 

by means of an implicit Newton-Raphson iterative technique. 

In injedon molding, the operating conditions such as the pressure and the 

temperature distnibution history affect the finai properties and thus the q d t y  of the 

molded product. The residuaf stress profile in the part is not exempt fiom this. Kang et al. 

(81) used a least-squares methodology to obtain the optimum time history of mold-wd 

temperature that produces an injedon molded part with minimum residuai stress 

distributio~ The method was not tested with actuai experimentai data. 

In the present thesis, inverse formuiation is useci to estimate the pressure history or 

the initial melt temperature distriiution requind to generate a specified residuai stress 

pronie (82). The one dirnensionaI models developed by Titomanlio et ai. (5 1) and Brucato 

et ai. (52) were used in the inverse formulation. 

1.4. OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE OF THESIS 

In spite of a large nuber of experimentai and theoreticai investigations on 

residuai stresses, the subject is far nom behg compIetely resolved. The stress profles 

reported by various researchers are not dways consistent and do not seem to be weii 

understood The influence of the molcihg conditions on the stresses is not CI=, since 

reported data are sometimes contracüct~ry~ Most p r e h  atperiinentai and theoretical 

studies kve ban conduded on amofphous polymas. A large d a  of poiymenk 

materiah widefy used in kdustry are ~emi-ccystalline~ Therefore, a thorough analysis of 



the coupikg effect of crystallization and residual stress is of large pracb'cal interest The 

ùiveme approach for the opthbation of the injection molding process with respect to the 

residuai stresses in the product has not yet been acplored. 

The main objective ofthe present thesk was to expand the exîsting biowledge on 

the generation of the& stresses and to combine theoreticai and acperimental ilnciiigs to 

obtain a practical tool for controhg them, This goal was achieved by: 

- developing a thennoelastic mode1 for caldation of residuai stresses and to evaiuate the 

&eds ofvarious parameters on them, considering o d y  the packing and coohg stages 

of injection molcikg. 

- using the above model to assess the most important parameters that detenalie the shape 

and magnitude ofresidual stresses. 

- developing inverse methods B combination oneaùnensionai stress models to calculate 

the unknown pressure history or initia1 temperature distriiution required to generate a 

pnscribed residual stress profite. 

- linking the themaelastic model with the simulation of the complete injection moldimg 

cycle using the package ~ c ~ a m ' ,  developed at  MC^. 

- i n ~ ~ g a t i n g  the &kt of crystallinity on residuai stresses ushg M-? 

- measuring the distniution of residud stresses dong the thickness? in polystryrene 

(amorphous) and polyethylene (semi-aystdiine) samples. injection rnoIded under weE- 

de- processing conditions. 

- investigatbg and praviding exphnations for the a i  of d o u s  molding conditions and 

qstaiiization on the stress profiie, combining the experimental and theoreticai r d t s .  

- based on these hdtigs, devdoping procedures for optimipng the injection moIding 

process with respect residuai stresses. 

This thesis is organized in the foiiowîng way: 

In the fint part ofchapter 2, gened theoretid definitions and concepts an pressteci. h 

the second part of this chapter, the procedure for direet c a i d o n  ofthend stresses and 

inverse caldation of an unknown pressure hutory or initial temperature profile is 

described. 



Chapter 3 consists of the characteridon of materials and the desmDption of the 

machines aud experimentai procedures involveci in the measurement of residud stresses 

and crystallinity in injection molded sampIes. 

The expecimentai and theoretid d t s  are presented, compareci, and discussed in 

Chapta 4. This chaptes ais0 includes the r d t s  ofthe inverse fomulations. 

Finaiiy, Chapter 5 includes the main conclusions of the thesiq sorne 

recomxnendations for fùture continuation of this work, and claims for contribution to 

knowledge. 

1.5. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 1 

Injection molding is the most widely used pro- for manufacturing plastrocs parts 

with cornplex shapes. It mainly consiJts of 3 stages: fülEig, packing, and cooling. The 

ultimate properties of the molded part depend, to a large extent, on its morphology and 

the distriiution of orientation, residud stress, and crystallinity. These, in tum, are 

determined by the materiai properties and the molding conditions. This thesis is mainly 

concemed with residuai stresses. 

Residuai stresses may be classitied into Bow-induced and thermdy-induced 

stresses. The most important technique used to measure res9dual stresses is the layer 

removai technique based on disairbing the quilrcbtiwn of the stress field by succeSSNe1y 

removing thin layers fiom the Surface of the sample. 

The residual stress profiie in Eee quenched sarnples is parabolic wÎth compressive 

stress on the surtace and tensile stress in the core. In injection molded parts, various 

profiles have been observed for ciBiirent materid and molding conditions. The daraences, 

compared to fiae quenching, have been attriuted to the C f f i  of pnssure, mold 

geometries, wali adhesion, and the presence offfow Saesses. 

Optimization of a process with respect to an output or a property of the hi 

product represents an inverse probIerns which may be soIved by herse formulation, a 

new approach in polymer processing- 



Chapter 2 

CALCULATION OF THERMAL STRESSES 

Ih this chapter, the basic theory of thermal stresses is descnbed in the generai 

form. SubsequentIy, the obtained equations are simplified for speciai cases uskg 

appropriate simpiifjhg assumptions. F W y ,  the inverse problem of estimating the 

processing conditions that generate a prescnbed residuai stress profile is considad. 

2.1. INTlRODUCTION 

During the injection molding process, a highiy viscous thennoplastic flows into a 

cavity of cornplex geometry and cools until it is solidDieci. The rhedogicai behavior of the 

materhi is usuaiIy a strong hction of temperature and pressure, both changing rapidly 

d u h g  the process. As the mold is fiiied with the polymer, layen ofthe mek doser to the 

4 s  start to solidify. The large tirnedependent deformation rates cause a non- 

homogeneous orientation in the melt that leads to a highly anisotropic product, espec*aIIy 

in the case of fiber-filied composites. As the po- cools and solidifies, Ïts s p d c  

voIume is decreased and additiond materiai is pushed into the cavity due to the high 

packing pressure in order to compensate for the volume sbrinkage T h e d  stresses are 

generated as a result of the restriction of part ofthis shrinkage. This restriction is due to 

the non-homogeneity of the shrllikage and the continuity of the body. The a h  of tbis 

chapter is to formulate the deveIoprnent of these themai stresses and to calculate them in 

an injection molded p a ~  



2.2. GENERAL THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

When a materiai is subjected to a force, either it moves as a whole (translationai or 

rotational motion) or its particles move relative to each other. The Iatter is caiied 

deforrnatioa Upon appiication of the force. the thermodyrmic equili%rium is disturbed 

înside the matecinl and rearrangements take place to bring it back to ecpiiibrium. Zn any 

reai materhi, these rearrangements take a finite time. The repuired time rnay be short or 

long, dependhg on the materiai. Ifthe changes ocair so rapidly that this time is negiigiile 

compared to the time scale of the experiment, the materiai is considered purely viscous. 

As a redt, in a purely viscous materiai aü the energy rquired to pcoduce the defomation 

is dissipated as heat and the defomation is not reversible. If the iearrangements of the 

moleailes ofthe materiai take infinite tirne, the matenal is d e d  purely elastic. Ib a purely 

elastic materiai, the energy of deformation is stored and may be recovered wmpletely 

when the forces are released. In intemediate cases, the defomation may consist of a 

recoverable (elastic) and a permanent part (viscous). The behavior of the materiai may be 

formulated by a constitutive equation which is independent of the site or the shape ofthe 

body anci of the type of force and defomation, and onIy depends on its matenal nature 

(83). The nrst relevant consthtive equation was f o d a t e d  by Hooke, stating that the 

extension of a stretched spring is proportionat to the force applied to 1 In order to .be 

independent of the geometry and type of the defomation, a constitutive eqyation should 

aot be expresseci in terms of force and displacement but rather in terms ofthe stress tensor 

and the straïn tensor or the strain rate tensor. 

2.2.1. The Sttain Teasor 

The shape and volume of a body change under the inauence of an appüed force. 

Let us co~l~~kier the position of a point in a body defined by the vector r with components 

~ 1 %  x r ~ ,  and xpz in a coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 



Fig.2.1. Displacement of the position veçtor unda deformation 

When the body is deforzned, the position vector changes to r' with components 

x,' . The displacement of this point dut to the ddormation is given by the vector u = J -r.  

The components ofu are given by: 
# 

Ur =xi --Xl (2- 1) 

The vector u is caiied the displacement vector. 

When a body is deformeci, the distance between its points changes. The seain 

temor or the displacement gradient tensor relates the distance between two points in the 

deformed body to that in the undefionned body. If the change in a distance in the body is 

smd compared to the distance be ls  the strain is smaii. For smd straias or deformations, 

fie+ oftranslation or rotation, the symmetric second order stralli tensor is @%en by: 

whiIe the antisyrnmetric tensor 

represeats the rigid body rotation and is calied the rotation tetlsor 

The components on the main diagonal ofthe strain tensor are calied normal straias 

and represent extension, the off-diagonal componeats are caiied shear arallis and denote 

shear deformatioa It m a .  be show that the trace of the strain tensor (the sum of the 

diagomi components) @es the relative change in volume due to cidomation (84) : 



The time d a t i v e  ofthe strain teasor is the rate ofdefiomation temor given b y  

where : 

&f is the velocity and -is the velocity gradient tensor. 
ibcr 

2.2.2. Tbt Stress Tensor 

In a body that is not defomed, the arrangement ofthe molecuies corresponds to a 

state of t h d  @irium This means that if some portion of the body is considered, 

the resuitant of the forces a&g on that portion is zero. M e n  a defonnation ocam, the 

arrangement of the molecules changes and the body is not in its original equilibrium state 

anpore. The su~oundiig materiai exerts forces on the surface of each element that tend 

to return the body to its equüibrium state. These forces are proportional to the surface of 

the element and the force per unit area is caiied the stress. If Fi is the force vector exerted 

per unit volume, the second order stress tensor o, is relateci to Fi by the foUoWing 

expression (84) : 

where the iudiciai notation (sumation over repeated index) has ben  used. The stress 

tensor is symmeüic due to the balance ofinterd anguiar rnomentum. Therefore, it has six 

independent components iristead of nine. The diagond components are the nomai 

stresses and the componeats with d r a i g  indices are d e d  the shear stresses+ The sign 

convention found in most textbooks and foliowed throughout this thesis, is tbat a t e d e  

stress is positive. Eqyation (2.1) W a force baiance and the mens ofe@i"bfïum for a 

deformed body are demnd nom tbis e~uab'on by Iettiag Fi = O, as fobws: 



Ifulae are body forces (such as the gravi& force) acting throughout the body and whose 

mapitudes are proportionai to the volurne ofthe element, equation (2.8) becomes: 

where Fb is the body force per unit volume. nie extemal forces applied to the sucface of 

the body appear in the boundary conditions of the equiliinum equations. If P is an 

a t d  force per unit arana acting on the 6 c e  of the body and n is a unit vector ahmg 

the outward nomai to the surface, we have: 

Cr& =q (2.10) 

This is the condition that must be satisfied at each point on the d a c e  of a body in 

equilrcbriwn, Vaii parts of the body are not in static equiii'brium, equation (2.9) takes the 

more g e n d  form : 

where p is the den@ and sl, is the acderation in the xi direction. 

To dcdate  the strains or displacements in a body, equation (2.9) or (2.1 1) must 

be solved. To thm end, howtver, a constitutive equation is needed to relate the stress and 

the strain. The sirnplest relation between the stress and the 9 t h  is a linear relation. 

Experiment has shown that Iinear relations may be assumeci to be obeyed in the iîmit of 

infinitesimdiy smaii elastic defomations. In the generai case, this linear relationship may 

be expressed as: 

b# = cw 811 (2.12) 

where C is the fourth order modulus tensor with 81 components. In ptueiy elastic 

deformations, these components are materiai constants known as elastic coefl[icientssts Due 

to the symmetry of the stress and strain tensors and 16eU relation wîth the Eeimholtz fiee 

energy, oniy 21 independent constants are rqired. Introduction of d o u s  dwee~ of 

~ymmw in the materid reduces hther the number of matehi constants nquired to 

descrîibe its behavior (85). Isotropie materials pospess oniy two elestic constants. 



3.2.3. Elastic bebavior 

F r o m t h e m o d ~ c s  of deformation, the components ofthe stress teiisor may be 

obhed  by diïeientiating the âree energy f with respect to the strain at constant 

temperanire, as foliows (84): 

where & and G, are the buik modulus and the shear modulus, respectively and a, is the 

volumaric coefficient of thermal expansion; 6 is the âee energy in the absence of 

defiormation; To is a refixence temperature at which the body is stress-âee in the absence 

of extemai forces and 6 is the second order unît temor. If the body is at a temperature T 

dBerent âom To then it will be deformed even if there is no extemal force, due to t h e d  

expansion. Using equaîion (2.13). we can obtah the resuliing stress by diientiating the 

Eee energy: 

a, =-KbaY(T -T,& + K&$, +2G& -:S,&,) (2. IS) 

The Srst tem on the right-hand-side denotes the stress caused by the change in the 

temperature, the second is due to an isotropic defornation such as compression, and the 

Iast t e m  is the result of pure shear. In fact, the trace of the Iast term is zero meanhg that 

there is only change in the shape of the body and no change in its volume. The above 

expression provides the stress tensor in ternis of the strain tensor for an isotropic elastic 

body. To obtain the formula that expresses the strain tensor in terms of the stress teasor, 

we take the trace of the equation (2.15) and salve for the trace ofstrah. Since the trace 

of the Iast terni is zero, we finci : 

& p h h g  in eqyation (2.15) and sohring for q we obtak 



In the case of the isothermal simpIe extension of a rod dong the z-direction due to 

a tende force per unit area of magnitude p, the zz-component of the stress tensor may be 

obtained ftom the boundary condition as: O, = p. From the general expression (2.17) the 

non-zero strains are given by: 

p , = + )  3 3K, G, (2-18) 

The component E, gives the increase in the Iength of the rod. The coefficient of p, 

I(i+i) , ir d e d  the caeficient of extension and its reciprad is d e d  the moduius 
3 3K, G, 

of extension or Young's modulus E. Therefore, the Young's moddus is related to the 

shear and buik moduli, as foilows: 

The components E, and E, give the relative compression of the rod in the transverse 

direction. The ratio of the negative transverse compression to the longitudinal extension 

-&sr - is cded the Poisson ratio u and is derived nom equation (2. La), as fouows: 
=, 

The relative increase in the voIume of the rod is p/3&. 

Expanding equation (2.15), the components of stress and main are reiated for an 

elastic and homogeneous deformaton, as folIows: 



TV=- -- -- l+,,b ' ?= - l+o'Y= * =w - l + y Y ~  

where the shear components of the stress and strain are denoted by T and y, respectively. 

The above equations may be rewritten in the foUowbg way: 

and 

where ET is f a r , ( ~  -G), is the volumetric thermal expansi-on co&cient, as bdore. 

PIane strain case: 

nie two-dimensiooal date of pIane strain is defineci as one Ui which the 

displacement cornponent in one direction 4 this case 2) is negügi'ble and thus assumd to 

be zen, (86). C o n s ~ ~ e n t i . . ~  nom the dennition of nraia, equation (2.2), the 

comspo~~dmg strain components an: 

a, =r, =s, =O ( 2 W  

If we replace E, =û in the equatons gMng the strain components m temis of stress 

components (2. H), we obtain for o, : 



a, = ~ ( e ~ + a , ) - ~ e ,  (2-24) 

-hg a -  in equation (2. IY), equation (2.21) for the plane strain case becomes: 

Equation (225) mny be expressed in mat& notation as foiîows: 

Plane Stress Case: 

The second aitemative to have a twodimensional system in a themelastic 

anaiysis is plane stress. 

In the plane stress case, we have: 

0, =a, =a, = O  (2-27 

Substitrrting (2.27) in the gened thennoeiastic equations (2. V), we obtain for the Jtrains: 

The stress-stralli relationship (2.21) now becomes (42): 

or in matrac notation: 



2.2.4. Viscous Bchavior 

In elastic bodies, it is assumai that the defiormation is reversîble. This is due to the 

fact that the level of- energy in the deforneci body remains constant as long as the 

externai force is not changed. In a viscous fluid, when the defonnation distrrrbs the 

existing equEIi'brium, irreversibe processes take place imrnediately to briag the body back 

to quili%rium, The Eee energy is, tlnis, dissipated as the molecules transit ftom the 

imtially r a i d  energy level (defonned state) to the bai eqpiliirium state. Consequently, if 

the applied force is removed no strain enerm is lefi to return the body to its initial state. 

Lfwe have a mechanid system whose motion involves the dissipation of energy, 

this motion cm be descnied by the usual e q u a b s  of motion, taking into account the 

dissipative forces or âictionai forces which are hear fiundons of the rate of the motion 

(velody) (84). 

In order to derive a constitutive equation for viscous fiuids, we consider the 

dissipative f'unctioa R wbich desmies the internai fnction and must be zero for a 

translation or rotation and in the absence of %&on (84). ' E s  means that it must depend 

not on the velocity itseIf but on its gradients and contaî~ onIy combinations of the 

derivatives of the velocity that vanhh for pure rotation, as follows: 

As mentioned before (equation (2.5)). the tensor Pg is the symmetric part of the velocity 

gradient tewr and i s  called the rate of defonnation tensor (87). The antisymmetric part 

of the velocity gradient is cded the vorticity tensor and is given by: 

The dissipative bction R must then be a quadratc fùnction of  the velocity gradient 

terisor and its most generai fom is (84): 

The fourth order teasor q* is the viscosity tensor. Equation (2.33) is andogous to the 

expression for Eee energy of an e M c  aystaI (84), hat the viscosity tensor replaces the 



elastic modulus tensor. Various symmeaies in the materiai reduce the number of 

independent components of the viscosity tensor. For an isotropic body, equation (2.33) 

may be wrïtten in the following fom: 

1 2 R =+# -TGP, r  i, (2.34) 

where q and 5 are the shear and the dilatational Viscosity coeEcients, respectiveiyY The 

dilatationai viscosity is zero for ideid, monoatomic gases; for incompressible materiais, 

sbl = O .  Theidore, the dilatationai viscosity is of no importance in these two limiting cases 

(88). In anaiogy to the elastic stress, the dissipative or viscous stress tensor a, is defined 

in the generai case by: 

For an isotropic body, we have: 

The stress tensor is symmetric for materiais with no preferred direction other than 

that imposed by the deformation. This is a consequence of the p~c ip ie  of conservation of 

anguIar mornentum for isotropic materiais (87). 

Two important types of fiow, present in rnost processes, are shear fiow and 

elongatiod fiow. In a shear flow, the rate of deformation tensor has the form: 

where i is the shear rate. The shear rate Y is in fact the second invariant of i ( j  = a). 
In the simple shear ff ow between paraDe1 plates, shown in Fig.2.2, the shear rate is dvJdy. 



Fig23. Simple shear ff ow between parallei plates 

The stress tensor in shear ff ow is given in the general case by: 

where P is the isotropie pressure. The quantities of experimentd interest are the sbear 

stress and the normal stress diierenw as foDows (88): 

Shear stress: 5 2  

In many polymer processes such as fiber spînning, blow moldins thermoforming 

and others, the major mode ofdeformaton is eiongation. In elongatiod flows, the rate of 

deformation tensor is given by: 

Exampies ofuniaxiai, biaxiai, and pl- elongations are show in Fig.2.3. 



Fig.2.3 .Uniaxial (a). biaxid @), and planar (c) elongationai fl ow 

The stress tensor in elongational ff ow is &en by: 

A viscous fl uid that follows equation (2.36) with constant viscosity coefficients is 

caiied a Newtonian fluid, The viscosity of a Generalized Newtonian fluid depends on the 

deformatioa For most poIyrner meIts, the viscosity depends on the rate of deformation, 

temperame. and pressure. Fig.3. I in Chapter 3 shows the variations of the shear visc4sity 

of the polystyrene sample used in the present study with the rate of shear and temperature. 

In a simpIe shear ffow, for instance, the shear viscosity for a Generalwd Newtonian fluid 

may be expresseci as a hctioa of the shear, the temperature, and the pressure: 

q = q ( f . ~ , ~ ) .  The temperature and pr-e dependence of viscosity are n o d y  

factord out and approxïrnated by exponentrntrai hctions, as foilows: 



where To and Po are the reference temperature and pressure, respectively; E. is the 

activation energy, R is the gas constant, and f3 is the pressure coefficient- Most polymers 

are shear thinning- This means that their viscosity decreases with increasing the rate of 

deformation. The Power Law model is a simple mode1 that accurately represents the shear 

thinning region in the viscosity versus strain rate curve. However, it negiects the 

Newtonian plateau observed at d straùi rates. The dependence of the viscosity on the 

shear rate may be expressed using a Power Law mode[ given by: 

q= ~ ( T . P )  Y"' 

where m is referred to as the consistency index and n is the Power Law index. The 

temperature and pressure dependence of the viscosity are included in the consistency 

index. The shear thinning behavior corresponds to n < 1. According to equation (2.42), 

the viscosity is W t e  at zero rate of deformation. This Ieads to an erroneous resdt in 

problems where there is a region of zero shear rate, such as the center of a tube. 

A model that fits the whole range of strain rates is the Carreau-Yasuda model that 

contains five parameters: 

Some materiafs such as polymer emulsions and sIumes exhibit a no-flow region beIow a 

certain yield stress r,. The Bingham Fiuid mode1 represents their behavior, as foDows: 

where r is the magnitude of the deviatoric (zero trace) stress tensor. 

ViscoeIastic materials exhir'bh an elastic behavior in fast deformations and a viscous 

behavior m slow deformatom. A useM parameter, often used to estimate the eiastic 

&ects during ffow, is the Deborah number, De, dehed by (89): 



where kR is the relawtion time of the material and tp is a chacactenstic pmcess time. A 

Deborah numba of zero represents a viscous fluid and an elastic solid has aa W t e  

Deborah numbez. As De becornes larger than one, the moIecuIes of the materid do not 

have enough tirne to rdax and rearrange during the deformation Therefore, when the 

deformation ceases, the material r e m  to its initia1 configuration. Polyrner melts are 

vismelastic fIuids and show elastic and viscous behavior when defonned. 'ExampIes of 

theù eiastic behavior are: rod c W i g  in a rotatkg shaft (Weissenberg &kt), 

inegularities during extrusion such as extrudate swell and melt fiacture, the possiiiüty of 

fonning a tubelesa siphon (87). Fig.2.4 shows some ofthese phenornena 

1-- -1 
(a) rod chbing 

(O) - opil- Fkw a=a=s=m 

When the deformation stops in viscoelastic fluidq the stresses relax in the course of time 

so that &er a mfticientiy long tirne, aimost no internai stress remains in them This tirne 

depends on the appüed tempeniture and pressure. For srnaii deformations, a ümar 

viscoelastic theory may be used to descr i i  the ôehavior of these materials. Various 

combinan'ons ofeIastic and viscws eIements have b a n  used to approxhte the behavior 

ofpoIymers. The most cornman one is the Mamvefl modtl that consists of a sphg and a 

da~hpot, as shown in Fig2-5. 



t 
Fig2.5. Schematic diagram of the ManweU modei 

For homogeneous ünear, and at most orthotropic materiais (materials possessing 

three mutudy orthogonal planes of symmetzy), the general hear constitutive equations 

(2.12) may be simpüfied and expressed in the Cartesian coordinates as two uncoupled 

equations, as foiiows (57): 

and 

Eqyations (2.46a) and (2.46b) may be d e n  in vectorial f o q  as fokws: 

a= LI *(s-s2) (2.47a) 

i = L p  y (2.47b) 

The fourth order tensor C dehed in the gened equation (2.12), is fepfaced here by the 

second order tenson Lx and LI. The components ofLI and represent the moduli of the 

po1ymer and are in g e n d  timedependent The general hear operator * w2i be s p d e d  

below. In ecpations (2-46) and (2.47). the shear defiormation is denoted by y. The vector 



E in -Bon (2.47a) is the adud or obsennd (65) deformation. This equation shows that 

the normal themai stresses are zero ifthe themiai straul sr is -ai to E (no restrhion on 

the thermal deformation). 

MaDy thermopIastics behave as thenno-rheologidy simple viscalastic materiais. 

This mems that the stress in a giwn fiuid element depends only on the deformaton 

history ofthat elemuit and not the deformation history of the neighbo~g elements (88). 

For these mater&, the thne-temperature superposition prhcipie together with 

appropriate shat fkcton rnay be used to descn'be the behavior over a wide range of 

temperature and pressure, by a single masternirve at some reference state. For such a 

materid, the hear operator * in equations (2.47a) and (2.4%) may be denned as: 

a= 1; ~l(s<t) -m) d(&3 -hl (t9) (2.48a) 

= 1; mt) -m) N 3  (2.48b) 

where the m o d i i  time scale c(t) ù dehed by: 

a~ is the temperaturedependent shift ftnction, ofken characterized by the WLF equaton, 

as follows: 

s and EZ are materiai constants, and TO is the reference temperature conesponding tu the 

tempetanire of the m a s t ~ ~ e e  The pressure dependence of the shift factor may be 

inwrporated, as foUows (4): 

&(P)=~@)+sP , q ( f ) = c 2 ( 0 ) + ~ .  (2.5 1) 

where s is a constant* It must be noted that since the temperature and pressure are space- 

dependent, the components of 4 and LZ depend on Spa- as weü. 

Bushko and Stokes (57) suggested to write the tensor Li in the foUohg gened 



The value ofM and the fom of the ma& A' and the function Li detemine the class of 

material tbat is considered. For example, for an isotropie rnatea M4, L: is the shear 

moduius G, L&S the buik moduIus &, and : 

For a vkcoelastic materiai, Ga and &, an the tirne-dependent relaxation moduli 

In poIymer processing mas, momentum, and energy transfer occur 

simultaneously. In order to d y z e  these processes quantitatively, we mst foliow the 

changes in these properties with t h e  and position and relate them to the finai properties 

of the produceci artide. One way to determine the distribution of these properties ai 

different tirnes is to ignore the molecuiar nature of matter and view t as a continuum. The 

baiance equations may then be used to state mathematicaliy the physicai Iaws of 

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. 

2.2.6. Balance Eauations 

In deriving the balance equations, the assumption is made that the points over 

which they hold are large enough to be characteriad by properties averaged over a large 

nimber of moledes so that there is no discontinuity fiom point to point. It is also 

assumed that Iocaiiy the moldes can establish equiii'briurn very fiist (1). 

The Equation of Continuity 

The equation of continuicy deals with the principle of the conservation of masa If 

we apply it to a stationary volume element AV over which a fiuid of d e  p ( ~ ,  t) is 

flowing with a velocity v(x, t), the principIe of cooservation of mass may be éxpressed as 

folIows: 

Rate ofmass Rate ofmass transfiied Rate ofmass t r a a s f d  

accumulationin AV = into AV - out of AV 

In terms of dauity and veIocity, the application of the above baiance produces the 

equation ofcontinuity, as folloows: 



where 'ch' is the operator defhed by: 

in Cartesian coordinates. For an incompressible material, the density is constant and the 

equation of continuity becomes: 

V.v=O (2.56) 

The Equation of Motion 

The equation of motion denotes the conservation of momentum and is iderreci 

nom Newton's second Iaw. Mornentum is a vector. Therefore, the eqyaîion of motion is a 

vectorid eqyation that has three wmponents in the three spatial directions. Momentum 

can be transported by two mechanisms. The first is convection due to the bulk flow of the 

fluid, and the momentum fiux (momentum per unit area per unit the )  associated with it is 

@en by pw. The second mechsuiism is due to intemiolecular forces and the momentum 

flux associated with it is the totd stress tensor a. The ij wmponent of rt represents the 

ff w of the j-component of the momentun in the i-direction. The equation of  motion, a h  

c d d  Cauchy's q a t i o n  may be expresseci as: 

in deriving equation (2.57), the c o n s d o n  of momentum in the control volume and the 

divergence theorem of  Gauss are used The totd stress teosor ot coasists of two parts: the 

dynamic or exira stress tensor a associated with flow and the isotropic pressure P, as - 

forIows: 

q = P6+a (2.58) 

where 6 is the second order unit temor. In the absence of fiow, P is identid to the 

thermodec pressure and is reiated to the density and t e m p e m e .  Thdore, the 

contniution of pressure is incorporateci ni the mommtum ecpation through the isotropic 

part of the totd stress tensor mt . FIow produces non-eqdï'brium conditions. Furthennote, 



the incompre~~lïility assumption is generaüy used in sohriag some problem processing 

problems mch as mold filhg in injection moldùlg. As a r d t  of these two points, the 

meaning of P is not completdy ciear in the above situations. No difECUIty arases, however, 

since the pressure gradient is solved for. It must be noted that in the absence of flow, 

equation (2.57) reduces to the equiliirium equation (2.9). 

The Equation o f  Energy 

FoUowing the same procedure as for the conservation of mass and momentuq we 

caa denve an equation for the rate of change ofkinetic and internai energy. The resultîng 

energy equation may be expressed as foiiows (1): 

where U is the s p d c  internai energy ber unit mass), q is the heat fi ux vector, and Sis a 

themal energy ber unit volume per unit rime) source tem. The tem P(V.V) is the 

reversible rate of interna1 energy increase per unit volume by compression, and the term 

(sr VV) is  the irreversible rate of energy increase per unit volume by viscous dissipation. In 

non-isothed problems, the energy equation and the equation of motion are wupled 

through the viscous dissipation term and the temperature dependence of viscosity and 
D 

mua be solved simuItaneously. In equation (2.59) the operator -is the substantiai 
Dt 

derivative and is d&ed by: 

It corresponds to the change ofa variable with t h e  as measured by a viewer that moves 
a 

with the particle velocity @a8fangian point ofview). The tirne derivative - on the other a 
han4 is evafuated at any nxed position in space @lerian point ofview). 

The mechanism oftransfer ofheat between two particIes depends on the character 

of the matter between and su~oUILdcmg them. There are three modes of heat traasfec 

conductiog radiation, and comrdon. 



Between two particles of a solid body that are at difrent temperatures, heat is 

ody transferred by conducfion. This is a process that takes place at the molectxiar and 

atomic ievels. The conduction heat flux vector may be related to the temperature gradient 

using the folIowing generat fom of Fourier's equation: 

aT 
4, = 4, - (2.6 1) 

4 
where the second order tensor k is the t h d  conductivity tensor of the material. For an 

isotropic materiai, it is a scalar and simpIy cded thermal conductivity k. In the latter case 

ar 
the heat flux vector is p d e l  to the vector of gradient of temperature - . The Fourrier 

Cçc, 

law of conduction rnay be deriveci fiom the themodynamics of irreversible processes. first 

fordated by Onsager (85). 

Heat trad'iér may also take place by electromagnetic radiation. Ali bodies emit 

radiant electrornagnetic energy at a rate which is found to be dependent on the fourth 

power of the absolute temperature of the body. When this radiant energy reaches another 

body, it rnay be either transmitted, reflected, or absorbed. The terms transm*ssivÎty, 

reflectivity, and absorptivity denote the correspondhg fiactions of the incident energy. 

The sum of these hctions is quai to For most engineering opaque materiais, the 

tmiismissfi~ is negiigiile and the ümitllig case of unit absorptMty and zero refiedMty is 

the ideai case of black body. The total radiant energy e m h d  in unit t h e  fiom unit area 

ofa non-black body is its emissive power, given by: 

W = E @  (2.62) 

where ae is the ~ t e h - ~ o l k  constant, E is the emissMty, and T is the temperature in 

Kef* The emissMty g of a &ce is the ratio of the emissive power of the surfice to - 

that ofa black body. Iftwo d a c e s  fo- part of a structure are separated by a non- 

absorbing medium (vacuum or p), radiant energy may be transferred between them 

Keat transfer m a tluid takes pIace by conduction, convection, and 

Convection occurs when the fluid is in motion In this case. the rate of heat traiisfér 

mmeases sÎ.nce portions of the fluid at different temperatures can be brought doser. For 

heat c o r n d o n  fiom a fluid to a solid, the heat flux at the solid d a c e  rnay be d e n  as: 



where h is the heat tramfier coefncient and A T  is the temperature difference between the 

fluid and the solid. If the motion of the ffuid is due to the den& variations in the fluid 

caused by a n o n - d o m  temperature distniution, the process is calied fiee or n a t d  

convection. Ifthe motion is due to any other cause, the convection is saÏd to be forced. In 

generai, heat transfer by fiee convection is quite smd. 

Basidy7 two types of flow can occur near the sdace  of the solid: la& or 

turbulent. In Iaminar ffow7 the fluid moves mainiy in layers pardel to the surtace, whereas 

in turbulent flow the fiuid particies have random motions in aiI directions such that mWng 

of the ffuid Iayers occurs. The heat transfer at the d a c e  takes place by molecdar 

conduction in the ffuid Iayers adjacent to the d a c e  in both cases. Turbulent motion has 

the &kt of steepening the temperature gradient in the fiuid near the d a c e ,  thereby 

haeasllig the heat transfer rate. The heat transfer coefficient h is not a constant and varies 

consïderably with conditions in the fiow. 

In addition to the balance equations, the solution to many polymer processing 

problems requires an equation of Gate relating the pressure, the specific volume, and the 

temperature. For exampie in injection molding, as the cavky is being med with polymer 

melt, the applied pressure hcreases to overcome the increaslllg resistance to flow. Once 

the mold is completely meci, a large packing pressure is applied through the gate to 

compensate for voIumetric shrinkage due to cooiing and phase change. As a r d t ,  

diffierent portions of the polymer solidifi/ under variable pressure. The local density of the 

materiai is greatiy flécted md an equation of state is needed to cdculate these changes. 

The gate area may solidify before the part is compIereIy solid. In thÏs case the moIten core 

materiai is cut of fiom the applied pressure and the P-V-T relatiomhip is used to caidate 

the density and pressure at each point as a b d o n  of tirne. The pressure and its variations 

are found to have a great auence on residual stresses and the ctystallinity distribution Ïn 

the product. Some P-V-T equations of state are briefly discussed in the next section- 



2.2.7. Pressure-VoIum&l'em~tmture Relations 

Two approaches can be used for the formulation of an equations of state- The first 

is atperimeatal, yielding empirid equations obtained fiom auve fittkig of the data The 

second approach is to obtah the equation ofstate âorn a Lnowledge ofthe intemoIecuIar 

force field. Then statisticai mechanics averages are taken over rnoIeailar van*abIes to 

obtain maaoscopic quantities. 

The Spencer and Giimore equation is an empincai equation as given below: 

(P+IC)(V-a) = RT (2-64) 

where P is the pressure, x is an 'intemal pressure', V is the specinc volume, CU is the 

specinc volume at O and R is the ideal gas constant. 

Another frequently used empiricai equation of state is the Tait quation expressed 

as folfows: 

where Vo is the specific volume at atmospheric pressure, C is a constant (C z 0.0894), 

and B is a temperature dependent material parameter. UsuaIiy, the regions below and 

above Tg or Tm (for amorphous or semi-crystalline poIymers) are fitted with different 

parameters. 

In the processing of qstabable polymers, due to a n o n d o m  temperature 

dishibution r d t e d  nom simultaneous effect of large coohg or heatbg rates and the 

reIease of heat of crystauization, the degree of crysîaiiidy varies fiom one point to the 

otha in the f ial  product. The final m e c h a n d  propertks of the part are largely 

ineuenceci by the microstructure and the extent of crystalluUtyalluUty The process modeiing of 

crystallizable polymers must therefore be coupled with information about the kinetics of 

ccystallization. This is the subject of the folowing section. 

2.2.8. Cirstaaîtion Kinetics 

The rate of aystanization of pure polymers depends on two processes: mrcI&~n 

and aystaI growth (1). Nucleation rates are high at Iow crystallizatioa tempetatwes, 

wfiere chairis have Iow energy IweIs. Hïgh aystenization temperatures aivm rapid crystai 



growth rates. This is due to the fact that the melt viscosity demeases at high temperatures, 

thus increasing the chah mobility and the rate of growth of the crystals. It is expected, 

then, that the rate of crystaiiization has a maximum at some crystalIization temperature 

between the melt temperature Tm and the glas transition temperature Tg. 

The generaiized A d  equation has been used to desmie the kinetics of 

crystailization of polymers under isothermd conditions, as foliows: 

where XR(t,T) is the relative crystallinity at t h e  t, &(t) is the absolute crystallinity at time 

t, & is the ultimate absolute crystaIIinity, Z is the isothennal crystaiiization rate constant 

containhg the nucleation and growth rates, and n, is the Avrami exponent. In polyrner 

processing operations, the temperature varies with tirne and position, and crystaIlization 

occurs under non-isothed conditions. Nakamura et ai. (90) obtained the foiiowing 

equation for these conditions based on the assumption that the growth of a crystd ceases 

when it irnpinges on a neighboring one (37): 

where n, is the Avrami exponent determined fiom the isothemd crystdhtion data, and 

K(T) is related to Z(T) as foiiows: 
f 

K ( T )  = [ z ( T ) ] ~ P  (2.68) 

The rate of crystaiiïzation is strongiy dependent on temperature and molecuiar orientation 

in the polymer through K The rate constant K is zero above Tm and below Tg and exhibits 

a maximum IQ. in the intermediate region. The relative degree of crystalluation XR is 

wntroiied by the rnaxkum rate constant IQ, and the increment of time the polymer - 

spends in the vianity ofthis maximum, therefore the cooiing rate dT/d& as foiiows: 

The temperature dependence of the rate constant is determined nom experimental 

measurements, as ~ I a i n e d  Iater in Chapter 3. 



The pressure has been found to have a large &ect on the rate constant of 

crystallizatjoi~, Accordhg to He (91). a doubhg of pressure fmom 100 to 200 MPa causes 

an inaease in K equivaient to five orders of magnihide. Such a change is very signincmt 

espddy d u ~ g  the packhg stage of injection molding. 

2.3. CALCULATION PROCEDURE 

Ln the previoue section, the balance quations and constitutive equations were 

bndy revkwed In this part, we make use of these equations to deveIop a methodology 

for caldation of thermal stresses in injection molded arnorphous and semi-crystaiiine 

poIymers. To calculate the evolution of thermal stresses in the soiidifying materiai, we 

rnust solve the energy eqyation to obtain the temperature distn'buton history, and the 

equüirium equations for the stresses. We also need the pressure history in the cavity from 

experimentai measurements or fkom caIcuIationq a constWtutive equation reiating the 

stresses with the strains, the kinetics of crystallization to calculate the evolution of the 

degree of crystallinity in the materid as it soüdiies in the mold, and a P-V-T equation of 

state for pressure CaIcuIations. The volume change in the polymer due to variations of 

temperature, pressUr6 and degree ofqstallinity is the main drMng force for gaieration 

of thermal stnsses and may be infend fiom the P-V-T data A realistic caldation of 

temperature, pressure, crystallinitj, and d e n e  distribution throughout the sample rnust 

be couplai with a complete simulation of flow and heat aansfer in aii the stages of 

injectrCon mofding. This has been done using the package M*' devdoped at the 

Department of Chemicai Engineering of McGiii University and introduced in later 

SecfionS. 

2.3.1, Strain and P-V-T 

The generation of t h d  stresses in poIymer processing is closely relaieci to the 

P-V-T behavior of the polymers. In injection moldomg, especiaiiy during packing and 

cooiing, the specinc volume of the maîezid changes n o n - d o d y  as a r d t  of non- 

u&rm varr*ations in temperature, pressure, aud Crystaninity. If the masaiaI LP fta to 



d&om, an infinitesimai change dV in its specific volume Ieads to a deformation 

dY cocresponding to the linear strain - and no stress is generated- Shce the temperatme, 
3V 

pressure, and crystallinity fields are usually not uniform, the change in volume varies fiom 

one point to auother and is thus partly restricted by adjacent elements. This restriction 

&es rise to stresses ifthe material is 'soiid' enough or if the mo1ecuIar relaxation time is 

sufiïcientiy large for a viscoeIastk material. The effècts of variafiom of temperature, 

pnssurq and crystdhity on the specific volume may be exprwsed as: 

The coefFicient of the first terni on the nght-hand-side, 1 av 
--(ar)PXCk the vcthmetric 

shows a shplined sketch of a typicai P-V-T diagram for a semi-crystahe polymer. 

Fig2.6. Schematic of a P-V-T diagram for a s e m ~ c r y h e  polymer 

For a constant pressure, the specinc volume decreases as the matenal is cooled. haing 

crystalbtion, a sharp drop in volume is observed due to the lower volume of the 

growing crystaIline phase. An hctewe in the pressure leads to a Iower spedk volume at 



a constant temperature (Pz > Pi). The solid h e s  in Fig.2.6. represent schematidy 

isobars in a typicai P-V-T experhent. In most cases, however, especidy close to the 

glass transition and crystahtion regions, the behavior of the materid is no longer 

uniquely d e t e h e d  by the equilibrium P-V-T diagram done but also by the t h e  and rate 

of heating and coohg and in generai, by the entire thermd hiaory (1). The soIid Lines in 

Fig.2.6 correspond to a specinc rate of cooluig. For a bigher cooling rate, the specinc 

volume of the sotid increases as shown by the broken lines. Monnation about the non- 

equiliiriurn behavior of the materiai or its stnichiral relaxation are usudy not available, 

and the equili%nurn P-V-T data are used in practice. 

If the specific volume of an isotropic matenai changes by dV during the time dt, 

the infinitesimai h e u  strain may be expressed in tenns of the speafic volume V or the 

density p = IN, as follows: 

ET is the diagonal hear thermal stralli vector and, in the generai case and if caicdated 

fiom equation (2.71), it contains the e E i  of variations in temperature, pressure, or 

degree of crystdhity of the material on its specific volume. ui an isotropic materiai ai l  the 

components of ET are equaI and denoted by the sdar ET. Ifwe integrate equation (2.71) 

over a f i t e  time increment At ddurig which the specinc volume changes h m  VI to V2 

and the density changes fkom pl to pz , the total Linear strah AET ÏS given by: 

&+ =f Ln(%) =*h(e) (2.72) 

The change in the thermal strain may aiso be expressed as: 

at, =If: r r , ( ~ . ~ . ~ , )  a (2.73) 

where a1 is the hear thermal expansion coefficient which is generally variable with 

pressure, temperature, and degree ofcryPriinmayPriinmay In a reactive system, or< depends on the 

degree ofconversion or cure, as well. Equation (2-72) is ecpivaient to @on (2.73) and 

dom us to use directiy the fïtted P-V-T da- instead of nrst calcdating and the 

therd expansion coefEcient fiom these data As mentioned in sedon 2.2.7., however, 

most equatzons of state do not provide a good fit m the phase transdion regions. 



1 

Furthemore, they do not inchde the effect ofcooiing rate. A suggested methodology to 

account for these effects in semi-crystalline polymers is descnibed below. 

The density in the solidined materiai rnay be obtained ushg the mie of mixtures 

and the cddated degree of crystallinity, as foUows (1): 

P=x,P,+(I-x,)P, (2.74) 

where M. is the volume fiaction qstalIinity related to the mass fiaction crystallinity X, 

through the fouowing expression: 

p is the density of the semi-crystalline matenal; 

(2.75) 

p, and p, are the densities of  the 

crystalline and the amorphous phases, respectively . p, is found in the fiterature and p. 

may be inferred by extrapolahg the melt d e n e  (nom PVT data) to the desired 

temperature. Combining equations (2.74) and (2.75), the following expression is obtained 

to relate the density to the m s  fraction crystallinity X, : 

Note that the degree of crystallinity cdculated by ~cKarn' is a mass fiaction crystalIinity. 

The disadvantage of this method is that any error involved in the crystahity 

dcuiations is incorporateci in the d e n e  of the solid obtained by this method. 

2.3.2. Pressure Strain 

Sofidification of the polymer melt in injection rnolding may start during flIing, but 

r n d y  occurs in the packhg and coohg stages. During these stages, two phases are 

present in the cavity as shown in -2.7. 

Fig3.7. So1idificatZon under pressure in the moId 



A very high pressure is applied to the melt through the n o d e  to add more matenal into 

the cavity and compensate for the shrinkage due to cooiing and soiidincation At the 

solid-melt interface, the melt applies a n o r d  force equd to the instantaneous vdue of 

pressure to the solidifjing material. The effect of this force is to counteract the volume 

decrease in this element by expaudhg it. This strongfy affects t h e d  stresses and must be 

taken into account. The pressure effect is incorporated in the cdculations by adcihg to er 

in equation (2.46a) and (2.47a), a pressure straui EP induced by the packing pressure. 

FoDowing a procedure similar to the caicdation of the t h e d  strain in equations (2.71) 

and (2.72)- the pressure strain in a s o l i ~ g  element may be expressed as: 

where T. is the soiidincation temperature and P, is the melt pressure at the t h e  of 

solidification (soiidincation pressure). It may be verified fiom equation (2.77) that kp is 

positive since the density increases with increasing pressure, while the thermal saain is 

negative in cooling. The melt pressure varies with t h e  during solidification. Therefore, 

différent elements of the sample solidi@ uader different pressure strains. As a 

consequence, we expect the pressure history to have an influence on the finai thema1 

stress profiie. In fact, it is observed experimentalIy ui the present work that this influence 

is quite signifïcant. 

2.3.3. Strain-Dis~lacement and Com~atibilitv 

As mentioned in section 3 -2.1 ., for s d  deformations, the strain is @en by: 

Eqgation (2.2) consists of six equations for the six independent components of the strain 

in terms of the three components of displacement. These equations are not necesdy 

satisfied for Iarge deformations. 



By eliminating the displacements in strain-displacement relations, we obtain the 

compatibiüty equatioas for the straias (92). Ody if the strain components satisfy the 

compatibüity equations, there displacement components that are s01utioas of (2.2). 

If the problem is formdated in temu of the displacements, Le., if the variabIes to be 

calcuiated are the displacement wmponents, the straias are derived fiom the calculated 

displacements and automaticaiiy Satie the cumpatiibility equations. 

2.3-4. Eauilibriurn Eauations 

If the body is in equilibrium, the stresses mua sati* the eguilibrium equations in 

three direztions, &en in vectorial fonn by equations (2.9) as foiiows: 

The three equiiiirium equations in tenns of the components of the mess tensor are 

obtained by expancikg equation (2.9), as foiiows: 

where the normal and shear wmponeats of the stress are denoted by a, and qj, 

respectively; FI, is the body force per unit volume. The stresses in equation (2.78) are 

replaced in temis of the straias ushg an appropriate constitutive equation, as explained in 

the next sectior~ Furthemore, the sttain-displacement relations (2.2) are used to eümiaate 

the strauis leading to three equations for the three unknown wmponents of displacement- 

These equatioas rnay be soIved simuitaneousy with appropriate boundary conditions. The 

bomdary conditions may be on the wmponents of displacement or their 

@ents (stresses or straias) at the boundaries. Once the above eqyations are solved, the 

strains and the stresses rnay be caldated fkom the displacements. 



2-3-5. Thermoeïastic 3-D and 2-D Stress-Straia Rdationshias 

We bt devefop a general three-dimensional stress anaipis fodation. For au 

isotropie and elasbCc body, the components ofthe matrix ofmoduli Lg and L, are constants 

and the ünear constitutive equations given by equations (2.46) and (2.47) reduce to 

ecpation (2.22) in d o n  2.2.3, as foiiows: 

and 

Equations (2.22a) and (2.22b) may be written in a more concise fonn, as follows: 

a= D.(s-+) (2.79) 

where o, E, and er are the vectors contaking the stress, strain, and thermal strain 

components, respectively. The matrix D relates the stress and the straui as &en by 

eqyations (222a) and (2.22b) in an elastic body. 

If u, v, and w are the dispIacements in x, y, and z directions, respectively, the 

strains rnay be re1ate-d to the displacements wing equation (2.21, in the foIIowing way: 



If the displacement vector is denoted by e and the m a t e  relating the straias and 

displacements by 4 equation (2.80) may be written as: 

E= A.e 

It may be verified that the equili%riurn equations (2.78) rnay be expressed in vectorial form 

using the transpose of the maaix A in equation (2.8 I), as foiiows: 

A ~ -  o + F = O  (2.82) 

RepIacing the stresses Eom equati-on (2.79), equation (2.82) becomes : 

A ' - [ D - ( S - ~ ~ ) ] + F = O  (2.83) 

Fimaiiy, e k t i n g  the strain E using equation (2.81), the foilowing vectorial 

equation is obtained for the displacements: 

( A ~  - D - A ) - ~ = - F + A '  - D - I ~  

The second terni on the right-hand-side of the equation (2.84) is anaiogous to a thermal 

Ioad. 

The twoilunensionai plane strain and plane stress cases may be denved sllniiarly: 

In the pIane stress case, we have: a, = o, = o, = O. The constitutive equation (2.22) 

reduces to equation (2.30) deriveci in section 22.3 ., as foiiows: 

The strah-displacement relatiomhip in the two-diniensional case becomes: 

Foliowing the same procedure as for the 3-D anaIysis, we obtain two equatiom for the 

two unknown components of the dispIacement u and W. These quabons may be 

expresseci in vectorÏai form as show in equation (2.84), where A and D may be mferred 

nom equations (2.30) and (2.85) for the plane stress case. 



ui the plane strain case, we have: r,=~yy= += O. The fordation is % same as 

the plane stress, only the constitutive equations are given by equation (2.26) derived in 

section 2.2,3., as follows: 

In this case, equation (2.84) becomes: 

( A ~ * D - A ) * ~ = - F + ~ K ~  ( A ~ W E ~ )  (2.86) 

where & is the bulk moduius &en by: 

The effect of packhg pressure is incorporated as explained e a r k  in section 2.3.2. 

The isotropic pressure strain is added to the thermal strain at the t h e  of solidEcation 

The pressure strain may be obtained ushg diredy the P-V-T data and equation (2.77). 

For an elastic materid, equation (2.17) may be used to derive the Iinear due to 

pressure in the nelt, as foiiows: Shce this strain is normal and isotropic, we have: E, = E, 

= and the normal stresses in the melt are quai  to -P where P is the instantaneous 

pressure. The minus sign is cornsuCstent with the negative sign conversion for a compressive 

stress. The thermai contraction in the solidifying material may be neglecîed since above 

the solidification temperature the material relaxes rapidly and the thermal contraction does 

not Iead to sipnincant stresses. If we substitute in equatîon (2.17) we obtain for the 

pressure strain, induced in the s o i ï d ~ g  element: 

where (1-2u)/E is the compressbüity of the elastic solid materiai. The strain induced in 

the soIidifying element, by mcre8Sing the pressure fiom zero to P. ( s o l i ~ ~ o n  pressme) 

is @en b y  



The pressure strain is added to the thermal strain at the instant of solidincation Bushko 

and Stokes considered Agp as a reference strain in the meit. 

The boundary conditions used for the stress analysis are zero force (fke 

displacement) at the mold walls. At the moving boundary made of the soiid-melt interface, 

the stress normal to the boundary (a,) is equai to the pressure P(t). 

246. Two-dimensionnl Free Mold S h ~ k a g e  Mode1 ( 2 4  FMS) 

Injection molcihg of a polymer sample in a thin rectangular mold is considered as 

shown ki Fig. 2.8. 

Geometry for the 2-D FMS mode1 

in this shpiified model, only the packhg and cooling stages of injection moiding are 

considemi. The veiocities are neglected and the energy equation is solved with the 

assumption that the main temperature gradient is in the thickness direction t The 

temperature field inside the cavity and the transient position of the solid-meit intefice are 

obtained fiom the sofution of this equation with appropriate boundary conditions. For an 

arnorphous polymer, the giass transition temperature Tg is used to h d  the interface. In a 

semi-crystalline polymer, an average solidification temperature Ts or the degree of 

crystallullty may be used for tbis purpose. ifthe thermai properties are assumed constant, 

the energy equation @en by equation (2.59) sùnplifies to: 

w k e  p, Cp , and k are the d e ,  specific kat, and heat conductivity of the maîera 

respectiveiy- AHf is the heat of and -is the rate of crystallization Due to 
dt 

~ymmetry, half the thickiess is comidered and the t h e r d  botmdary conditions are as 

follows : 



aT BT Biot 
- k - = h ( ~ - T , )  or -- ---(T-T,) a r = b  

aZ & 6 

where Biot =hb/k is the dllnensiouiess Biot number, h is the heat trader coefncient 

between the smple and the coolant, b is haif the thickness of the mold, and Tc is the 

coolant's temperature- In an alternative approach, the kat  of crystallization is Uicluded in 

the variations of the spe&c heat q. In this case, the second term on the right-hand-side 

of equa'on (2.90) is omitted (3 5). 

For a semi-ctystailine polymer, equation (2.90) together with boundary conditions 

(2.91) are coupled with an equation describing the kinetics of crystdhtion, as explaineci 

Iater in section 2.3.9 (McKamg). In the absence of crystakation and for constant 

properties, the Iast term in the right-hand-side of equation (2.90) (the source tem) is 

omitted. An anaiytical solution exists for equation (2.90) in this case, given by: 

k 
where u = - is the thermal diffusivity of the materiai and the eigenvalues Pm are the 

pcP 

positive roots of the ecpation P tanp = Biot (93). Once the temperature field and the 

position of the soiid-melt interface are obtained, the thermai suain is calcuiated using 

equation (2.73) with a constant ab and the pressure strain is obtained nom equation 

(2.89). It m u t  be noted that in the stress caiculations by this modei, the experimentally 

rneasured pressure was uscd The solidification pressure P, varies with space and is 

obtained for each eiement tiom the time of soiidifiication of this eiement and the pressure 

at this the. The pressure strain is added to the thermal saain upon sol id in cation^ 

Assuming a plane strain case, equation (2.86) is solved at eadi tirne step for the 

displacement e during this the, assumnig no body forces @=O) and using the GaierkÏn 

hite element technique- The changes in strains and stresses are caictdated ushg equatiom 

(2.85) and (2.26). The procedure continues umü ai i  the eiements of the sampIe have 

reached the h d  arnbient temperatme The total dispIawments, strains, and stresses are 



then obtahed by addœmg up their inaemental changes Çmtegrating) over tirne. It must be 

noted that for the geometry shown in Fig.2.12, the non-zero components of stress and 

strain are tbe xx, zz, and xz cornponents and the non-zero displacements are u and w (the 

x and z components). The numerical technique is dimssed in more detail below. 

2.3.7. ~ e ~ i r n ~  

In this model, the fidl injection molding cycle is considered and the velocity, 

temperature, pressure, and crystallinity fields are cdculated by the ~ c ~ a m ~  package. 

The injection moldiig pmcess involves injecting the molten polyrner into the 

cavity (mg), then maintainhg a high pressure to add more materiai into the mold 

(packing). Packing is to compensate for the volume shrinkage due to cooling. Findy the 

material is woled until it solidiies and takes the shape of the cavity (cooling). 

Mathematid modehg of injection molding presents several challenges. It invoIves 

transient nobisothermal flow of non-Newtonian and viscoelastic polymer melts with 

simdtaneous solidification. Furthemore, the fiee surface is moving contiauously through 

channels and rnolds of cornplex geometries. In order to solve the relevant equations, 

simpiifjing assumptions must be made. Various modeIs differ in these assumptions and in 

the method of solution, 

~ c ~ a m '  employs the Fiite-Volume Method for discretizing the 

consenration equations (94). FVM is used together with the Boundary Fitted Cudhear 

Coordinate transformation PFCC) with the dependent variables in the momentum 

bdance behg the cornCant velocity components. ~ c ~ a m '  is based on the so-ded 2Y2- 

D arralysis that employs a 2-D flow analysis (x-y plane) and a 3-D (iduding the thiches~ 

direction z) heat transfer adyas. In the advaacing fiont region during filling, the rapidly 

moving mek at the midplane in the thicbiess direction, spilIs out to the moId walI to form 

the &ce of the rnolded part at that location (1). Thus, in the fiont region the central 

con dece1erates in the fîow direction as it aquires a velocity component m the thickness 

direction This phenornenon is d e d  the fountain e&ct and its incorporation is for 

the description of the temperature field, both neaf the fTow fiont and near the moId 4 
and for determination of the surface quality and morphology. Iii particuIar, the evoIutÎon 



of crystalliui~ is stmagîy infiuenced by the fountain ûow (37). The BFCC technique is 

used to transfomi the phpicai domain and Snplement finite difference to solve the 

resulting partial Herential ecpations. The propedes of the materiai are aiiowed to 

change with t h e  and space. 

The viscoelastic nature of the melt may be taken into accaunt in this package with 

the use of the White-Metzner eqwtion. Ti1 the present work however. to sùnplify the 

analysis, non-isothermal Power-law or WLF-Carreau constitutive equations are employed. 

The Nakamura mode1 (90) is used to couple the kinetics of crystaUization with the energy 

equation The empirical Tait eqyation of state (95) is impIemented to describe the P-V-T 

behavior ofPS and HDPE with appropriate constants. 

A schematic representation of the geometry of the rectanguiar mold aVi@ 

considered throughout this thesis is shown in Fig.29. The continuity and the momentum 

equatioas (2.54 and 2.57) are sotved in MC&I# and mupled with the energy equation 

(2.59) through the t e m p e m e  dependence of the viscosity. The Nakamura equation 

(2.67) is solved in its dif5erentia.I fom: 

simuitaneously with the baiance equations, where 

and Xi is the relative crystalllluty &en by: & I IL. The initiai condition for the degree of 

aystaUization in equation (2.93) is zero crystallinity at tirne zero. However, in order to 

avoid a zero initia1 rate of aystallllathn, a very s d  value of say luL' must be arbitrady 

assumed for the initial crystallùiity (96). 



A - A  

Fig.2.9. The mold cavity geornetry 

In this mode& the stresses are obtained as in the 2-D FMS mode1 (section 2.3.8). 

The themai stresses are assumed to be generated d u ~ g  the packing and cooling stages. 

Durhg packing, the pressure is heId at a high value until the end of holding tirne when the 

nozzle pressure goes to zero or the material in the gate soiidines and the melt pressure in 

the cavity starts decaying as the material COOIS accordiig to its P-V-T behavior. If the 

noale pressure goes to zero before the gate fkeezeq the pressure in the cavity may cause 

some back-fiow. The materid may be added or removed fiom the cavity durhg packiug 

and before the seaiing of the gate. 

The temperature dependence of the themai properties, the P-V-T behavior and 

the crystallization kinetics have an important impact on the cafcdated temperatun and 

pressure fields and thus on themal stresses. These factors are taken into account in this 

model. The crystaIluation kinea'cs is coupled with the energy bdance equation through 

the heat ofcrystallization in the source term. 

The Youag modulus E ofa semi-crystsrlflne polymer is cafdated using a simple 

nile of mixaire fkom the cryst;iUine modulus Et and the amorphous moduIus E. (97), as 

folIows: 

E=x~,+(I-x,)E, (2.99 



2.3.8. Numericd Techniaues for Stress Anabsis 

At each time t, the set oftwo caupled second order partial dinérentiaf equations 

@DE) @en by equation (2.86) with F-O is solved for the displacements u and W. These 

two qations may be expanded to give: 

where the iinear themal expansion coeBCicient a< has been assumed constant and the last 

tenn on the right-hand-side is added to each element at the instant of soiidincation. 

Gaakin finite element method is used to soIve these equatioas numerically. 

In the finite element method, the domah is divided into subdornains commonly 

refiened to as finite eiements. The &own functions are represented within each element 

by an hterpolating polynomiai which is continuous, dong with its derivatives to a 

spesed  order withm the element. Genedy, the interpolating finction is of fower order 

contliuity between elements tfm within an element (98). One approach to derbe the 

finite element formulation is the Mahod of Weighted Residuds (MWR). The GaIerLin 

method is a sped case of= 

In the method ofweighted residuals, the unknown finction u is repIaced by a finite 

series approximation rS, as foiiows: 

The set of nuictîons qj are chosen to be polynomials that satisfL certain boundary 

conditions irnposed on the problern and can be defhed over both the the and space 

domain. These hctions are caiied shape hcb'ons, basis functions, or UiterpoIation 

fiinctions. Ufs are undetermined coefficients. Substitution of Cinto the PDE results in a 

residuai R The objective is to seIect the coefficients ws in such a way as to minimue this 

residuai. To generate N etptÎons for the N &om coeEcients, a weïghting hctiou wi 



is introduced. Seaing the integral of each weighted resiciuai to zero yields N independent 

The GaIerkin method results when the weighting hction is chosen to be the basis 

fbctioa, Thus we have: 

II R.cp,dYdt=O i = I J  ,....., N 
tY 

The theory and detaiis of the finite element method are elaborated by many authon (98, 

In the present work, biltiear basis fiinctions and rectangular elements were used. 

Numencal integration was penorm by Gaussian quadrature. The initia1 code was taken 

fiom the fouowing reference (101) and was modified to include solidification, the themial 

and the pressure "ioads", and other aspects specific to this probIem. 

The problem of thennd stresses may be ttrther simpMed in some simple one- 

dimensionai and lllniting cases. Some of these cases are now considered to provide more 

insight into the problem. 

2.3.9. Fret Quenchinn IF01 

When a body is cooled under no applied load or restriction to its deformation, the 

process is caiied fiee quenching (FQ). The iinear themai strain As* for a temperature 

&op of AT and a constant hear themai expansÎon coefficient ai is &en by: 

s, =aI AT (2.100) 

As mentioned before, thermal stresses are caused by simuitaneous effect of non-unifonn 

temperature disûiiution, continuîty of the body, and significant changes in properties. Let 

us consider the one-dimensional fiee queaching of an amorphous pofymer melt where the 

temperature gradient is large m the thichess direction z, comparexi to x and y directi011~ 

(see Fig.2.8). As a resuit of symmetry, only haIf the thickness is wasidered- SoIidXcation 

siaas fkom the surfàce and proceeds rayer by layer towards the core untü alI the sample 

has soliûified. Equation (2.90) teduces in this case to: 



The analytid solution of equation (2.102) and the bounchy condition in equation (291) 

is @en by equation (2.92). The evohition ofthe position ofthe solid-melt intertàce t;;r, is 

obtained by replaciag T in the solution (2.92) by the solidification temperature T. of the 

poiymer. The materid is assumed to be elastic and the elastic moddus of the melt I 

negli'ble compand to the modulus of the solid polymer. Due to symmetry, the mlt ing  

themal strains and stresses in the x and y directions are identical. The normal strain = 

% = e may be obtained iÏom equation (2.17), (2-19), and (2.20), as foiiows: 

E is the actuai or observable shrinkage in the part. The generated thermal stresses are 

C X I T = ~ ~ = ~ -  In free quenching, Ushg equation (2.102) and the above 

considerations, the increment of thermai stress generated in the Iayer z during the time At 

is given by: 

Ifthe sample is assumed to maintain its shape without benciin& e is independent ofz (51). 

The final residual stress distriauton is obtained by addimg up Ads up to the time when the 

temperatun in the ample has reached the h a l  temperature everywhere. Equation (2.103) 

may be integrated aIoag the thickness of the solidified part ofthe sample to obtain: 

where 4 is the position of the solid-rnek interface at t h e  t. In the absence of extemai 

Ioads, the equiliiirium offorces requires that: 

Replacing @on (2.105) imo (2.104) and rearrangkg, the actuai shrinkage at the t is 

obtained, as foiiows: 



where A refers to the change with respect to the previous tirne step. Equation (2.106) 

shows that in this speci0aL case, the acîual shrinkage during a time step At is equal to the 

average thermal strain in the so6Med layers. Fig.2.10 shows the evolution of the thermal 

stress distn'bution during fkee quenching of a polystryrene sample with an initiai 

temperature of TF 235°C and a constant su~ace temperature T600C, as calculated 

fiom equations (2.103) and (2.106). An infinite Biot number was used (equivalent to a 

constant surface temperature). 
10 1 

Fig.2.10 Evolm*on o f f k  guenching thend  stresses 

The stress distni~n-on obtained fiom this simple mode1 is, as reported in many 

experimentai saidies (3). compressive on the surface and tende in the core of the sample. 

The sLnpLified cooling mode1 of Stniik (16) may be used to understand these 

obsemtions: When the layers close to the d c e  sol idi  the layers in the core are stilI 

molten The molten layers do not exhilit a raCstance against the contraction of the &ce 

layers because of the negiigibk value of the melt modulus. When the cure solidifies and 

contracts, the solidifed d c e  layers impose a constralld on its shrinkage. Co~i~e~uently, 

at the end of coohg the a r e  is under tende stress and the surnice under compressive 

stress. It must be noted that in ibe absence of such a iarge in the modulus, the 



Using some approximations, Sûuik obtained an anaiyticai expression for the final 

stress distribution in tenns of the reduced stress and a 
1-u 

Biot boundary condition was used on the surfkce (&). TM and T, are the d aad the 

giass temperatuns, r e s p h l y .  This expression and the details ofits derivation are &en 

on pages 247-249 of reference (16). Subsequentiy, SStniür obtained simple expressions for 

the foICowing cases: 

The mid-plane stress (dl ): 

a(0.t = m) sin pl 
No)  =,-~,)=l-y 

Very low Biot number: 

The sudace stress and very large Biot ( ~ b ) :  

a(b,t = 00) f 
~ ( b )  = A(T, = 0.06-- h ( ~ i o t )  Biot >> 1 

2 

In equation (2.107), is the fht root of the equation P tan P = Biot ot. 

23.10. Constrained Mold Sbrînkaee (CM§) 

kt us assume that the quenched sampIe considend above is inside a moId and its 

shrinkage is completely constrained due to the geometry of the moId or due to fiidion 

between the surfàces of the sample and the mold wd.  In thk case that we wül call 

Constrained Mord Shruikage (CMS), the sbrinkage of the d a c e  Iayer is prewnted in the 

first stage ofcooling and thus the surfàce is under tension, In the second coohg stage, 

the m e  cools fiom the same inia'd to f ia l  temperature as the d c e  Iayer dÏd dunDg the 

first stage. The total t h d  contractions on the surEice and in the core are identicai and 

completeiy rdcted. The resulting stress is thus d o n n .  When the product is ejected (as 

in injection molduig), the cooStraints are removed, the actud shrinkage is d o m  and, as 

a consequenice, the h a î  product is stress-fiee (5, 52, 67). The tende stress bdote 



ejection is usuaiiy quite Iarg~, therefon the viscoelastic stress relaxation &ecf~ are 

expected to be more important* As a result, srnall stresses wiU remah in the part (5). 

In the case of injedon molding, the polymer melt is soüdified under high applied 

presswe. If viscoelasticity is neglected and it is assumeci that, as in case of coassaiaed 

quenching, the shrinkage ofthe sample is completeIy prevented in the mol& the r d t i n g  

residuai stress wül be entirely due to pressure variations. FoUowing Brucato et ai. (52), let 

Si be the fiaal shrinkage when the sample bas reached the ambient temperatwe Ta outside 

the mold. 6f is the sum of the strain given by equation (2.102) and the pressure strain 

given by equation (2.89). Shce the thickness is much smder than the other two 

dimensions, the stress in the thickness direction z may be neglected and we have: 

cm=aYY--d and a, 4. Replachg in equation (2.102), we obtain: 

where the total thennai stnwi gr = 1; al (T) d~ is independent of 

(2.1 10) over haEth*ckness of the sample and making use of the 

the foiIowîng expression is obtained for the totai shrinkage &: 

(2.1 10) 

z. Integratbg equation 

equüibrium of stresses, 

(2.1 1 1) 

where Z=db is the dimensionless distance fiom the rnidplane of the sample. Replacing in 

equation (2.1 IO), we obtain: 

Therefore, the CMS stresses may be caiculated tiom equation (2,112). The above 

qat ion  shows that the stresses do not depend on the moduius În  this case. As pointed 

out by Tansen (W), the reason is that we have assumai the moduius E to be temperature 

independent. As a resuîc the moddus ofa layer that just soücüfied is v a 1  to the average 

modulus. It may be san 6om -on (2.112) ffiat, in this case, ifthere is no pressure os 

ifthe solic€iiication pressure is the same for all layen, the sample wiiI be stress-fiee. 



2.3.11. On~Dimensiond Free Mold Shrù ikt  (1-D BMS) 

If the sample is aüowed to shnnk inside the mol4 the r d t h g  residuai stresses 

are due to simultaneous thermal and pressure eEecfs. Titomanlio et ai. (51) devdoped a 

simple mode1 to calculate the stress in this case. The procedure is simüar to the case of 

free quenching. However, the pressure enters in the stress-strain equatiom and in the 

integration dong the thickness since the pressure force must be in eguîlibrium with the 

resultant intanai stresses (67). Eqmton (2.102) may be used to caldate the stress 

Ao(qt) generated in each Iayer between the soliciification tirne and the instant t. In this 

case, a,= -P. Since the stress at the tirne of soiidification is zero. A(4t)= ~(qt). Each 

Iayer solidifies at a diierent time, therefore, the shrinkage during this t h e  period is 

diEerent for each layer and is &en by S(t) - SS(z). where 6(t) and &(z) are the shrinkages 

of the sampIe at time t and at the instant of soiidification of layer z, respectively. The 

thennal strain cr(4t) for a constant thermal expansion coefficient is alp(z,t)-T,]. The 

e f f i  of pressure is implemented as the solidification pressure straui %(z) (see equation 

(2.89)). The generated stress in a layer z is proportionai to 6(t)- &(+or(qt)-~(z)). 

RepIacing in and reanangïng equation (2.102), the stress in the layer z and at tirne t is 

&en by: 

Equation (2.1 16) may be integrated dong ha@thickness otthe soüd sample to give: 

where q(z)=~&)-s,(z) and the foîiowing force baiance between the melt pressure and 

interd stresses has been use& 

The edge intetacfions are negiected since if the sampIe shrinks, they are zero, and 

o t h e s e  the moId prevents the defornation (W). 

Wnting equation (2.113) for the melt next to the so(id@hg layer z at tirne t (e fO and 

Mt) , we obtain the compressive (negative) pressure strah, as foiiows: 



which i s  e q d  and opposite to the pressure-induced 

equation (2.89)). 

(2.1 16) 

strain in the solidifymg layer (see 

The evolution of stresses may be calculateci using equations (2.1 13-2.1 16) above 

(51). In the case of no applied pressure, this mode1 reduces to fiee quenching (equation 

(2.104)) and in case ofvery large pressure or friction that prevents shrinkage h molci, the 

final stress profile is quivalent to equation (2.1 12). 

Fig.2.11 (same as 4.82) compares the experimentaiiy measured stresses (18) with 

the CMS and 1-D FMS stress profiies. Fig.2.11 aiso shows the estimated pressure history 

dunDg injection molding of polystyrene with uniform initial melt temperature of 235°C 

and mold temperature of 20°C. Menges et ai. (18) did not report the exact pressure-tirne 

profile. The profle shown in Fig.2.11 was suggested by Titomanlio et al. (5 1) using the 

reported values of maximum pressure and holding the. The cornparison with the 

predictions ofthe two models suggests that in this experiment the shrinkage of the sample 

was constrained in the mold and the stresses are mostly due to pressure. It is dficdt, 

however, to comment on the predicted surface stresses suice data are not provided close 

enough to the surface. The shpüfied models descnied in section 2.3.12 (CMS) and 

section 2.3.13 (1-D FMS) are used. 

Fig2.lI. Resiciuai stress profles rneasu~ed (18) and calculateci using 
Merent models for PS and conditions 1 m Table 2.1- 

So k, we have disaisseci direct models to caicuiate the& stresses fiom a set of 

hown pmcessiag conditions. The pmblem of optimization of the injection molding 



process with respect to tesiduai stresses may be handled by using the above d i r e  models 

in conjuncton with triai and errot. The aiternative approach of inverse formulation has 

ais0 been employed in this thesis and is the abject ofthe next sedion. 

X4. INVERSE FORMULATXON 

2.4-1. Gened  ASQ- 

The inverse formulation is used to estimate the processing conditions required to 

achieve prescflied product properties, in this case, the residuai stress distribution. Thus, in 

the staternent of the problem, the distribution of residuai stresses is given as a starting 

point, and the inverse formuiation is employed to provide uiformation regarding the 

processing conditions. In this manner, the inverse formulation may be used as a tooI for 

process optimization, design, and controt. The analysis is applicable to the injection or 

compression molding process. 

2.4.2. Unknown Pressure Historv 

The cooling and soiidiication of polystyrene with conditions of Menges et al. (18) 

is considered. This conditions are Listed in Table 2.1, below as 1. The mold surface 

temperature and the initiai dom temperature of the melt are known. The pressure 

history that is required to generate a prescriied residud stress distnim*on needs to be 

caicdated, 

Constrrined Moid Shrinkagt (CMS) 

As mentioned in 2-3-12., the sampIe is not aiiowed to shrnik whiie inside 

the mold in thU case. Halfof the samplq b, is M d e d  into N q a i  layers of dimem*onIess 

thiclniess, ==M. The final stress profiie is related to the pressure listory through 

qation (2.112) above. Equation (2.112) ma. be expressed as: 



where q and Pi are the stress and the solidification pressure in the layer i, respectiveIy. if 
.v N 

al1 the Iayers have the same thickness A.2, the term ZP, dZ,, becomes U..-Ef, and is 
j= I s= f 

identical for dEerent layers. in this problem the vector P is unknown and must be 

cdcuiated using a known residud stress distribution CT,. The stress distribution may be 

presmied or obtained from experïmental data Replaclng this stress into equation (2.1 17) 

resuits in a residual R as folIows: 

In order to calculate the pressure history, we must find Pi's so that the residuals Ri vanish 

Then the pressure history P(t) may be found by knowiag the transient position of the 

soIid-melt interface ~ ( t )  and eliminating z We need at least N equations for the N 

UnkIlown Pi's. Using a multi-dimensional Variable Metric method (102). the sum of the 
N 

squared residuds ZR, &is minimized with respect to Pi. As a result, N equations an: 
l=f 

obtained for N unknown Pi's. The pressure history is obtaùied as the solution of the 

1-D Free Mold Shrinkage (1-D FMS) 

In this case, the sarnple is dowed to shrink inside the mold. It is assumed that the 

finai residual stress profle and the total shrinkage are known or prescribed and the 

unlaiown pressure history is then caicuiated using the following methodology. 

Equation (2.1 13) m y  be -en for the t7nd the ,  as foflows: 

where a&) is the known nnaI stress profile, 6f is the &ai shrinkage of the part, and guis 

&en by ai (Tr - Ts) , Tf beîng the final uniform temperature of the sarnple. The final 

pressure Pr is the pressure at the butant before ejection of the sample and is assumed zero 

as a nrst guess. When the pressure histoty is dculated f?om the inverse modei, the naaI 

pressure is corrected, ifnecessary, and a new iteration starts wÏth the new d u e  ofPs The 



final shrinkage & may be detennined experimentaUyp q(z) is caIailated in the N Iayers 

fkom eqyation (2.119). To calculate the pressure, we &art fiom M (z=b) and march 

forward in time untü complete solidification (%=O). At each the  t, we calculate the 

pressure P(t) and the shrinkage 6(t) fiom equations (2.1 14) and (2.116). Combining these 

two ecpations and rearranging, the foiiowing expressions are obtained in tenns of the 

dimensionless Z=db: 

6(>) =(̂ -)[ u-i z'&) - ZOZ,(~) + u 
2u-1 1 2, 5 

&*) - \ ~z)dzc f 

Note that, at the t h e  of solidification of Z, we have: 6(t)= 6,(&) and thus in equation 

(2.116) s,(z,) =0(t)+&). 

The position of the solid-melt interface 4 (t) must be obtained at tirne t by solving the 

enexgy equation, as in the forward model. Once P(t) and S(t) are caidated, the stress 

distribution at tirne t may be obtauied nom equation (2.113). 

2-4.3. Unknown Initial Melt Tem~erature Profilt 

In this example, cooiing of a po1per mek in the mold is considered as above. The 

god is to obtain the temperature profile in the cavity at the end of filling that r d t s  in a 

prescn'bed residuai stress distribution. The shrinkege is assumed to be prwented in the 

mol& thetefore, the CMS mode1 is used. An initial temperature profile Ti@) is assumed 

as au initiai guess to solve eq~aa-on (2.102) together with equation (2.103). The position 

of the soiid-meit interfàce may be obtained fiom equation (2-104). The procedure is 

simüar to the dcdation of the presswe history ushg the CMS rnodel. In this case, the 

residtd Ri is formed as in equaîion (2.121). The initiai tempaature is to be 

al' 
the mitiai temperatures at f i e n t  layen Ti's. The derivative - is needed in the 

4 



aP at 
minimiilltion procedure. It is replaced by -.-, since P depends on Ti through tirne t. 

at aq 

dp at 
The term - may be caiculated tfom the known pressure history P(t) and - is O btained, 

at a-r: 
for each solidifying layer z, from the temperature distribution history given by equation 

(2.92), by replacing the temperature T by the solidification temperature Ts. As before, a 

multi-dimensional Variable Metnc method (102) was employed. 

In subsequent testing of this methoci, it was found that the stresses have a low 

sensi* to the initial temperature distriiution and the minimization Ieads to mdtipIe 

Iocd solutions. In order to deai with the problem of non-uniqueness and obtain a 

physicdy acceptable temperature profile, we imposed some physical constraints and used 

regularization to narrow the sohtion domain. The imposed constraints required that the 

initiai temperature be larger than the solidification temperature everywhere and that the 

temperature decrease as the mold wall is approached from the core of the sarnple. These 

constraints may not be valid in some actud cases. For example, if the flow of the polymer 

meIt is slow enough in the filling stage, a thin layer of the polymer close to the sudice 

may cool below T.. Also, due to viscous heatuig some points between the core and the 

mold w d  may have a higher temperature than the midplane. In regularîzatioq constraints 

are imposed on the magnitude of the inverse solution, its fint, secon d,... derivative 

dependimg on the order ofregularizatioa To this end, a term or severai terms are added to 

the svared sum of residuais; each term is muItipIied by a coefficient hi, i 4 , I  f ,... caiied 

the regdarization parameters. For up to second order spatial regularization on the whole 

domain rO to z b ,  the objective hction S to be minimued becomes: 

2.4.4. Testint? the Inverse Methods 

The fist test for an inverse soIution is to use the solution of the direct mode1 as 

the prescrïbed residud stress profXe and compare the obtained pressure history with the 

pressure history used m the nrst phce for the direct probIem. This is a test for the 



n~rnerÎcal minhization procedure. Subsequently, random errors are added to the 

prescnied stress profile to simulate experimental erron. An important criterion for the 

perfiormance of an inverse method is its sensitivity to errors. The ha£ test is the use of 

experimentai data The experimental conditions and properties used for testing are iisted 

in Table 2.1. as I(18) and 11 (4). 

Poisson ratio, u 

1 Ma)ri31um pressure @Pa) 1 20 1 48 

EIastic moduius, E @Pa) 

Thermal diftiisMty, a (d/s) 
Coefficient of iinear t h e d  

expansion, ai Q') 

1 Mold half-thckness, b (mm) 1 2 I i 

2000 

6.13 x loa 
7 x  IO-^ 

Holding the  (s) 

1  MOI^ temperatwe(OC) 1 20 I 55 

2000 

6.13 x loJ 
7 x  IO-^ 

5 

Table 2.1. Properties and conditions used for testing the inverse methods (4. L8) 

2.5 

SoIidification temperature 

2.5. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2 

In this chapter, some theoreticd aspects of caldation of thermal stresses m 

polymer processing were reviewed- PoIymers are viscoelastic materiais. In order to 

understand their behavior, we must understand the eIastic and viscous behavlors. The 

constmitive equations for eiastic and viscous behaviors may be de* fiom 

thermodynamics considemth and starting nom the fiee energy and the dissipation 

iùnction. Vrscoeiastic matexiais Bhibii eiastic behavior in Eist deformations and viscous 

80 100 



behavior in slow deformations. The Deborah number De, may be used to estimate the 

elastic effects during the ffow of these materiais. 

Balance equations are used in polyrner processing to state mathematidy the 

physicai Iaws of conservation of mass, momentun, and energy. To mode1 a process, these 

equations are coupled with constitutive equations describing the behavior of the materid: 

rheology, P-V-T dependence, crystahtion kinetics, and stress-strain relationship. 

The derivation of the relevant equations for the injection molding of an amorphous 

and a semi-crystalline polymer and for the development of thermal stresses is introduced. 

Thermoelastic constitutive equation were used to relate the stress and the strain, The 

e f f i  of packing pressure on stresses was discussed and ïncorporated. The two- 

dimensional plane strain case was f o d a t e d  in t e m  of displacements. The equations 

were dved  numerÏcally using the Gaierkin h i t e  element technique. The stresses were 

obtained from the caicdated dispIacements. 

Two main versions of the mode1 were empIoyed: a simpler version (two- 

dimensional fiee mold shrllikage 2-D FMS) providing insight and quick estimation of 

stresses, and a more complex and redistic version, where stress cdculations were linked 

with a complete simulation of injection molding by the package M C K ~ ' .  Some speci*al 

cases, such as fiee quenching (FQ), constrained moId shnnkage (CMS), and one- 

dimensional fiee mold shrinkage (LD FMS), were discussed. 

FinaiIy, two inverse methods to calailate the pressure history or the initiai 

temperature distriiution fkorn a prescnied residuai stress profile, were presented. 



Chapter 3 

EXPERIMENTAL 

This chapter desmies the experhental aspects, including materials, equipment, 

and experimentd procedures employed for sample preparation and the various 

measurement S. 

3.1 MATERIALS 

Two resins were used in this study: Polystyrene(PS) and High D e n e  

Polyethylene (HDPE). 

3.1 -1. Poly~tvnne (PSl 

The polystyrene resin, STYRON 685D, was suppiied by Dow Chernical Canada 

uic. Some of its properties are given beIow. 

Rrleorogy: 

The viscosity versus shear rate data for three different temperatures were provided 

by Dow Chemid Canada Inc. These data were fitted to the Carreau-WLF equation (89), 

as folIows: 

where q is the shear vkcosity, 5 the shear rate, and a= is the temperature shat faaor. The 

temperature dependence of ai. is @en beiow: 



Table 3.1. Carreau-WLF constants for Styron 685 D 

The viscosity data and the fitted curves are presented in Fig3.1. It must be noted that, in 

order to obtain a more appropriate fit, we must have data in a broader range of shear rate 

and temperature. 

PressuroVolume-Temperature: 

The P-V-T data for this matenai were measured using a GNOMIX PVT 

Apparatus avaiiabIe in the Chemical Engineering Department. This apparatus masures 

the volume change of the po1yrner at various temperatures caused by an apptied pressure. 

A hydrostatic pressure of silicone oÏI is produced by a motorized pump. This pressure is 

transrnitted to the sarnpIe by a flexible bellows. The deflection of the bellows is a measure 

of volume change. 

The temperature was varied h m  30°C to 200°C and the pressure fiom IO to 200 

MPa The sampIe was kept at each temperature for a complete pressure scan. The 

pmcedure was repeated for the next temperature. The holding time for each pressure was 

60 S. 

The Tait equation was used to M the PVT data for PS, as foliows (4): 

Ki's, FI,..,S are material dependent constants and their vaiues for Styron 685D are iisted 

in Table 3.1. 

T is the temperature in "K and B(T) is &en by: 

B(T) = 4, e x p ( - 4 ~ )  (3-4) 

T in equation (3.4) is in OC. The pressure dependence of the giass transition temperature 

Tg is &en by: 

b 

r 

Styron 685D 

T,(P) = T , ( O ) + S ~ P + S , ~ ~  (3-5) 

&, Ar, Bo, BI, sb and a in equations (3.3-3.5) are constants and their vdues for Styron 

685D are given in TabIe 3.2. 

K 1 e s )  

2165.71 

~2 (SI 

0.068 

K~ 

0-76 

~ c r  (OC) 

244. O 1 

& ec) 
1 

203.0 



The PVT data and the fitted ~ w e s  are show in Fig.3.2. As may be seen in this figure, 

the data are fïtted weii with the Tait eqyation mcept in the glas transition region 

Styron 685 D 
1 

( m 3 b )  

Al (m3k3x) 

Bo @'a) 

BI (0cr4 

Heat Capacity: 

Data for the temperature dependence of heat capacity were taken nom cefierence 

(4). Note that these data are given for PS 678 E fiom Dow Chemica. The foIIowhg 

ecpation was proposeci to fit the data: 

CP =CA +c,,(T-c,,)+c,, ~Q~(c,,(T-c,,)) (3 *6) 

T is the temperature in "K end the constants Cp, I=1,..,4 are given in Table 3.3. 

L 

T, (0) cc) 
SI (m'a) 

0 
r 

Table 3.3. The M panuneters for heat capacity of PS678E 

melt 

7.63 1 x 104 

5.846 x W7 

2.3058 . x 10" 

3.7911 x W3 

dm 
8.888 x lo4 
2.486 x IO-' 

330298 x 10'~ 

3.1068 x lu3 

Table 3.2. Tait parameters for Stymn 685 D 

100 

6.135 x loo7 

-1.457 x 1wLs 

100 

6.135 x L O * ~  

4.457 x 1oWU 



ie+3 1e+4 

Shear rate (Ils) 

Fig.3.1 .Viscosity data for Styron 685D fiffed with with 
Carreau-WLF equation 



40 80 120 160 200 240 

Temperature ( O C )  

Fig.3.2. -enmental (symbols) and fitted (lines) specific 
volume versus temperature for different pressures 
in MPa (Styron 6850 fitted with Tait equaüon) 



Themai  Conductivity: 

The t h e d  condudvity for this matenhi was provided by Dow Chernid. As 

iliwffafed in Fig.3.3, the data were fxtted by a second order poiynomid as shown below: 

k=kO+k,Z'+k,~' (3 -7) 

T is the temperature in OK and the constants are given in Table 3.4. 

TabIe 3.4. Fitting constants for themai conductivity of Styron 685 D 
9 

. 

Other P r ~ p e ~ e s :  

The measued value ofthe elastic modulus at ambient temperature was 2300 MPa 

The values used for the Poisson ratio o and the ünear thermal expansion coefficient ai 

were 0.35 and 7 r 10~' K?, respectivety. Some other properties of Styron 685 D provideci 

by the company are listed in Appendix 1. 

1 

Styron 685 D 0.1006 2.51 x 10'' 
1 

-2.5 x 10" 





3.13. Polvethylene O P E L  

The PoIyethyIene resh was SCLAIR 2908, suppiied by NOVA Chemid hc. 

Rheology: 

The Arrhenius-Power law equation was used for the non-isothermai 

fiinction of shear rate, as foilows: 

q = m, e x p ( ~ ,  / ( R T ) ) ~ ~  '' 
where the constants G, E,, and n are 6sted in Tabie 3.5. 

TabIe.3 S. Power law parameters for Sclair 2908 (EDPE) 

The viscosity data in Table 3.5 were taken mm: Kamal, M A  and Papathamsiou, TD., Polym.Eng.& 

Prc~sure-Volume-Temperature: 

The PVT data, obtamed by Samara (103) are presented in Fig.3 -4. Tait equation 

given by equation (3.3) was used to nt these data. Some of the fitted m e s  are shown in 

Eg.3.4. Note that V(0,T) was fitted to a second order poIynomiaI and B(T) was fitted to 

second and third order polynomids. Fig.3.4. shows that the fit is not adequate for the 

crystabation region Tait parameters are liaed in Table 3.6. 



O 50 1 O0 150 200 250 

Temperature (OC) 

Fig3.4. Experimental (s y mbols) and some fmed (Unes) 
specific volume venus temperature for different 
pressures in MPa (Sclair 2908 ftted with Tait 
equaüon, data taken from Samara(l03)) 



Ccyseillmtion Kinetics: 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Nakamura equaîion (2.60) was used to descriie the 

non-isothermd kinetics of crystaiiization of Sclair 2908. The temperame dependence of 

the rate constant of crystatiization K(T) was obtained fiom an empincai formula proposeci 

by Ziabicki (37). According to this formula, the crystalli7ntion W t i m e  is &en by: 

where tm is the ha-time (the to reach 50 % conversion) and may be related to the 

isothermd Awami rate constant as foiiows: 

n is the Avrami exponent (equation (2.59)). 4, , T,, and D were detefnUlIled 

experimentdy by Samara (103) and are üsted in Table 3.7 below. The isothermd rate 

constant z(T) is related to K O  according ta equation (2.61) : 

K(T) = MT)]% (2.61) 

Table 3.7. Crystallization kinetics constants for Sdair 2908 

The pressure dependence of T, was fitted by the folIowing equation (103): 

T, = 973+03568P (3.11) 

where the temperature is in OC and the pressure P is in MPa 

Spccific Hat  : 

Samara (103) measured the spedk heat (q) of ScIair 2908 using Diffèrenfi*af 

Scanning Caiorimetry. The s p d c  heat inCrrases h d y  with temperature rip to the 



melthg range. In this region, C, exhiiits a sharp peak and M e r  raise in temperature 

causes C, to &op back to the hear fuaction The linear hction was found by Samara 

(103) by fitîing the data, as foliows: 

C' = 95+6J58T (3.12) 

where C, is in IIKSpK and T is in OK. If C, is caidated nom this qation, the source 

terni co~espoadmg to the heat of crystallization must be inciuded in the energy equation, 

as show11 in equation (2.90). If the source term is omitted in equation (2.90), the heat of 

crystallization is taken into account in q. 

Tbermai Conductivity: 

The tempenihue dependence of the thermai conductivity of Sciait 2908 was 

expressed by polynorniaIs (2). as follows: 

Solid: k = A, + A , T + ~ T '  + A,T' + A,T' + AJ' (3.13a) 

Melt: k= B,+B,T+BJ~ +4r3 (3.13b) 

where k x is the thermal conductivity in W/(m.OK) and T is the temperame in OC. 

The constants in these equations are listed in Tabie.3.9. 

TabIe.3.8. F i g  constants for t h e d  conduannty ofsclair 2908 



Other Properh: 

The value ofthe average eI4c modulus was taken as 971 MPa. The d u e s  used 

for the Poisson ratio u and the t h e d  expansion coefficient ai were 0.33 d 11 x 1ooS 

"R', respectively. Aisa, the amorphous and crystaiiine moduli, E. and E were 430 and 

5700 MPa, respectively. 

3.2. Injection Molding 

The resins were injection molded into rectanguiar plaques using a Danson 

Metalmec (Model 60-SR, 2-113 ounce, 68 ton) reciprocating screw injection molding 

machine. The banel is divided into four heating zones (104). Each zone is independentiy 

heated by an electrical heating band. The temperatures are controiied within S O C ,  with 

respect to the set temperatUres. nie automatic mode of operation was used m the 

preparation of the moldtigs. Opaating conditions were set using a cornputer that 

controiied the machine settYigs, the operation of the machine timers, and the data 

acqufCsitioa. Before each experiment, time intemals for recordiig pressure and temperature 

data, temperatures dong the band and on the mold cavity d c e ,  injection rate, and 

injection, cooling, and recycle times were set- Sdcient tune was allowed for thermal 

stabkation of the unit. PoIymer pellets were then fed h m  the hoppa into the barre[ 

where they were plasticized and conveyed through the meIt reservou section The 

polymer melt was then injected into the mold cavity through the gate, where it was cooled 

ushg cooling water. As the meit solidifies, its volume decrwises. More melt is sent into 

the cavity by applying high pressure during the pacbg stage. Finally, the molded part 

was ejected nom the moId To produce plaques with dierent thicknesses, two 

recfanguiar molds were used wîth the following dimetls~~ons: 10 cm x 6 cm x 3 mm and 10 

cm x 6 cm x 1.5 mm. Each run comsponds to one set ofprocessing conditions. In order 

to attain steady state and obtain a d u e n t  number of samples, 30 spechens were 

produced for each m a  In orâer to prevent reIaxation and aap in the specimens, they 

were stored at low temperatures (-34.8OC). Tables 3.10 and 3.11 list the processing 

conditions for the injection molding ofPS and HDPE, respectiveiy. 



Tabfe.3 -9. Processing conditions for injection molding of PS 

Runs 

Th*chess(mm) 

a~de)mut 

(Pfid- 

Tc~olat CC) 

' L i t  (Oc) 
End of holding 

(s) 

TabIe.3.10. Processing conditions for injection molduig of HDPE 

3.3. DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL STRESSES 

A variety of methods may be used to determine the residual mess distribution in 

the injection moided specimeos. In this work, the Iayer removai technique was empIoyed. 

The theory of technique was descriied in detail in Chapter 2. The procedure is as 

Wows: Spechens were ait fiom several positions on the injection molded plaques. They 

were 8.6 cm long and 5 mm wide in the longmiciinai case. The distance between 

specmiens on the pIaque and the end and the sides of the c a .  was 1 CIIL The axes of 

symmetry of the specîmen 2 and the cavity coincide. The distance between specimens and 

the gate edge is 4 mm. In the transverse case, the specimens were 5 mm wide and thek 
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length was equal to the width of the molded plaque (6.25 cm). The distance between the 

gate edge and specimen 4 was 12 mm, between spechens 4 and 5 it was 33 mm, between 

5 and 9 2 5  mm, and M y ,  between 6 and the end of cavity there was a 15 mm gap. The 

positions were seIected in order to avoid the transducer marks on the specimen. Figures 

3.5a and 3 -5.6 show the configuration of different IongitudinaI and transverse specïmen. 

c 
Fig.3 Sa Longitudinal locations on the side opposite to the ejecton 

gate 

Fig.3 Sb. Transverse iocations on the side opposite to the ejecton 

Successive layers were then removed nom the d a c e  of the specimen using a 

milling machine and a two- flute end-miII cutter rotating at hi@ speed, tahg care to hoId 

the sp-ea tlat in a prectCsion vice duing cutting to ensure uniform thickness of each 

Iayer removed. In order to be c o d e n t ,  the rayer is aiways removed nom the side 

opposite to the ejector, and the defieetion of the &ce on the ejector side is measured, 

ushg an opticai system, This qatem consists of a iight source directed onto the 

specimen, a v i ~ o a  system of macro-Iens for magnification, a video camera, 

and a data acpkition system tem cornputer to grab the Hnage and to magnifj. 

the defleaion of the sampIe, The specimen stands on two supports at the ends 



and can traveI horizontally reIative to the camera, usÎng a micrometer screw device 

connected to the system and a stationary length scale. Measurements were made in 5 mm 

intervals. In this way, it was possible to measure the deflection and calculate the mature 

at any position dong the spechen or the flow path. Unlike the mechanicd methods (9), 

the optical method does not apply a force to the sample, causing no additionai defiection 

Foliowing Hastenberg et aL (9), the totai pronle was subdivided equaiiy into three 

segments as shown in Fig.3.6, and the cwature and stresses were assumed to be comant 

within each segment The mid-points of each segment were Iabeled G, C, and E denoting 

near the gate, center, and near the end of cavity locations, respectively. 

Center 

Fg.3.6. Gate, Center, and End locations in the specimen 

The amahire K can be dcuiated firom: 

where L is the Iength of the chord and 4 is the deflection (distance nom chord to arc at 

the midpoint of the chord), as shown in Fig.3 -6. The derivation of this equation is &en m 

AppendEr 1. The curvature data points obtained fiom a segment were fitted by regession 

with a poiynomiai hction. The stress ciidritbution was calculated using the stress- 

curvature relation derived by Treutulg and Read (7) and shown below: 

where z is the nmaining distance dong haif ofthe thickness of the specimen and vafies 

f?om O at the core to 4 the specheds halfthÏckness. The derivative and the integrai of 

the cunmture in equation (3.15) were obtained using the 6 t h g  poIynomiai h c t i o e  



A similar analysis was camed out on specimen cut dong the cross-fiow direction 

(transverse direction). The procedure was identical to the longitudinal one and the 

segments were labeled T, C, and B for top, center, and bottom, respectively. 

An important source of error in this procedure is due to the viscoelastic behavior 

of the polymeric material. As a resulf part of the internd stresses relax with time, thus 

modif;ling the residuai stress prome resuiting fiom the process. Aiso, the r d t i n g  

curvature of the spechen hcreases in t h e ,  due to creep. These phenornena were more 

pronounced in the case of polyethylene, because of its Iow giass transition temperature (=- 

100°C). To minimize errors due to this phenornenon, the deflection was aiways measured 

within 5-6 minutes of removing the layer. For more discussion on equation (3. IS), see 

AppendDc 1. 

The main sources of erroa in this technique are: effect of machinin% creep and 

relaxation, initial difference in the thickness of specimen near the gate, in the centeq and 

near the end, thickness readings, order of the polynomial fitted to the cwature, 

simpliS>ing assumptions in the stress equation, and variations of E and u dong the 

thickness. 

3.4. DETERMINATION OF CRYSTALLINITY 

For semi-crystabe poIymers7 crystalliration must be taken into account in the 

simulation of the injection molding pmcess. The diseTbution of the degree of cryst- 

&&ts the calcuiated thermal stress profile. The degree of nystallinity is in turn aneded 

by the processing conditions, especialIy the temperattire and pressure histories. Other 

Fdctors such as fiow, orientation ofpolymeric chahs, and the presence and orientation of 

fier reinforcements aiso affect the distriiution of crystalIinityalIinity As mentioned in the 

previous chapter in the deveIopmenî ofmodels a nurnber of sirnplifiùig assumptions must 

be made in order to solve the relevant equations. In order to evaiuate these calculaaons 

and attain a betta understandhg of the morphology of the moideci polymer, the 

distriiution of crystahky was detamieed experimentdy dong the thickness of the 

samples. 



3.4.1. Microtominp 

Square specimens of 1cm x lm were cut nom selected locations in the injection 

molded plaques of polyethylene, as spedied in Fig.3.7. The horizontal distance between 

the specimens was 3 cm The distance betwem position 1 and end of c a .  as weii as 

between positions 3 and the gate edge was 5 mm. Aiso the samples 4 and 5 were 5 mm 

apart fiom the side of cavity. 

Fig.3.7. Locations of specimens cut fiom the molded plaque 

These parts were then mounted on a Plexiglas support ushg a five-minute epoxy glue and 

aliowed to settle ovenUghtt The apparatus used to remove successive .layers fiom the 

specirnen in the thickness direction was the rotary microtome, b d t  in the Chemicai 

Engineering Department. The support was cIamped to the microtome camage and aligned 

with the steel blade. The -age moved orthogonal to the blade and its vefocity was sa 
at 40 on the diai. The blade rotated at o speed indicated by the did as 40. The thickness of 

each removed Iayer was controiied by setthg the re@ed depth wing the indeci 

Mautoyo micro me ter^ M v e  successive layers were ait fkom haKthickness of each 

sample. The degrec ofcrystallinity at seven diffèrent depths was then measured usbg the 

differentiai scanning dorimeter @SC). 

The main enor in miaotoming is in the readiq ofthe depth ofthe removed layer, 



A Perkin-EImer differentiai s&g dorimeter, mode1 DSC-7 was used to carry 

out meking experimecits. The change in the en* ofthe specimens during mdting was 

measured in order to detemime the de- of crystallinity- The sarnple and derence 

compartments in the dorimeter were kept at identicai temperature, by means of two 

heaters Iocated under the sarnple and reference holders. Temperature data are fed into a 

differentid ampliner. The output of the differentid amplifier adjusts the dinerentiai power 

increment to keep both the sarnple and the refetence at the sarne temperature throughout 

the dys i s .  

The microtomeci specimen of known weight was encapsuiated in the aluminum 

sample pan using a crimping press. Mer ninning the baseiine for the DSC, the seaied 

sample pan was placeâ in the sample cornputment and heated at a rate of IO°C/min f?om 

50 OC to 200 OC. In a typical DSC thennogram, the power is plotted versus tirne, 

providiig ulfonnaf~~on about the melting range and the enthalpy of ftsion of the sample. In 

the melting range, the curve &'bits a sharp peak correspondhg to the heat of fision, The 

enthalpy of fision A& is given by the area under the curve. The weight M o n  

crystallinity of the sample, Xc may be dadateci as foIiows: 

where a is the mea~u~ed heat of fiision of the sample in J/g and AHf is the theoretical 

heat of fision of a 100% crystaiiine sampIe. For high d e n e  polyethylene, the latter was 

estimateci by Dole to be 293 -076 Jfg (2). 

Besîde the mon irmolved in the DSC equipment, taking the average aystalluiity 

in the microtomed Iayer prociuced some error. 

3.5. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3 

rii this chapter, the rheoiogicai, t h e r m ~ d ~ c s ,  and mechanid charactezistics of 

the two tesius used in the present shrdy,* Styron 685 D md Sc[& 2908, were pre~erded. 

These resins were inje~n~on moIded into thin recteaguIat pIiques under various conditions. 



The residuai stress distriion aIong the thickness was measured at differeat Iocations in 

the part, using the hyer n m o d  technique. 

The differential d g  dorimeter was employed to measwe the degne of 

crystallinity in thin layers cut fiom the molded sample by microtoming. 



Chapter 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the f h t  part of this chapter, the experimentai and dculated resuits for 

polystyrene (PS) and high density polyethytene (HDPE) are presented and compareci. 

Furthemore, the & i  of various parameten on the finai stress profiie is inva*gated, 

usuig simulations and experiments. The r d t s  are then discussed in the second part. The 

objective is to understand the origin of thermal stresses and the factors innuencing them, 

in order to predict and control the b a i  stress profile. 

4.1. RESULTS 

The residual stress profïie in injection molded PS samples was measured using the 

layer removal technique, as explaineci in Chapter 3. Fig.4.I shows a gradual increase in the 

defiection of a typical sample, as successive thin layers an nmoved nom its surface. 

Using equation (3.14), the cuzvatures are caIcuiated fhm the ddection m e s  at three 

locations near the gate (G), center of cavity (C), and near the end of &ty (E). The 

cunmtures are fitted with polynomids and used in eqyation (3.15) to obtain the residuai 

stress diiiution, The curvatures and the residuai stress profiles conespondiDg to nin 1 

(see Table 3.10) are shown in Fig.4.2 to Fig.4.4. The node and gate pressures are 

recordeci during injection molding and are presented in Fig-4.5. The measrneâ &dual 

stress profiles comist of thtee main mgions in this case: tende (positive) stress on the 

swfhce (-1) fonowed by a compressive (negaiive) region, and finaDy, a tende region 

in the con. These tbree regions have-been observed by other inves@tors for various 
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Fig.4.1. Defiection of the PS sample aff er fernoval 
of successive layers Rom ifs surface. 



FigA.2.Cunrature and stress profile near the 
gate for nin 1 with PS. 



FigA.3.Curvature and stress profiles in the center 
of cavity for nrn 1 with PS. 
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Fig.4.4.Cunrature and stress profile near the end 
of cavity for run 1 with PS 
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Fig.4.5. Nonle and gate pressure histories for 
nin 1 with PS 



rnatds  (18.9, I9,5,64). In some cases, there is a compressive peak near the a&e 

but the md5ce stress does not becorne positive (tende) (18). Three main regions mny 

aiso be distiapCshed in the @te pressure history, shown in Fig.4.5. During fillinp. the 

pressure Uiaeases lineariy (to about 5 MPa for this nui), until the moId is cornpleteiy 

filied. Then, during packhg, the pressure capidly nses to a high value of20 MPa This 

high pressure is held until the gate fieezes or the applied pressure at the noele is set to 

zero at the end of holding. At this stage, the pressure decays acwrding to the 

thermodynamic properties of the materid In the case shown in this figure, the gate does 

not solidi& completely before the end of hoIding. 

The two-dimensionai fiee mold shrinkage (2-D FMS) model, introduced in 

Chapter 2, was used to caidate the stresses for PS. 

Free Quenching (FQ) 

To iliustrate the thermal effects in the absence of  pressure, the fhe quencbing 

(FQ) case is tint considered. The position of the solid-melt interface is caicuiated using 

the solidification temperature of PS (Tg = 100°C) and is shown in Fig.4.6. The FQ stress 

pronle is calculated by letting W in the 2-D FMS model. The evolutiton of the 

temperature pronles and the xx component of the FQ s m s  in wthi~kness of the sample 

are illustrated in Fig*4.7 to 4.10 for dÎÎerent Biot numbers. 

For s m d  Biot numbers (1 and 3), due to large resistance to heat transfer at the 

waiI, the sudice layer (+-1) takes Ionger to soi%& whereas it solidines instantaneously 

for high Biot numbers (30 and 100). For the same reason, there is a Iarger temperature 

gradient dong the thickness for iarger Biot numbers (Eig.4.9 and 4-10, top) compareci to 

d e r  Biot numbers (Fig.43 and 4.8, top), whea the polyma melt cools down startirig 

nom its bitid temperature (230°C). The coolant temperature is 30°C and the waU 

temperature is about 34°C. 

As found by other invest@tors both experimentdy and theoreticdy (3, 15), a 

compressive stress region dose to the smhce and a tende region in the axe may be 

distinguished in the FQ profiles. The sd î ce  stress seems to be more affected by 
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Fig.4.6.Evolution of solidification front for cooling of PS 
with variable Biot number (2-0 FMS model, run 1) 
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z f b  
Fig.4.7.Evolution of temperature and residual stress 

profiles in cooling of PS using the 2-D FMS 
model (nin 1, Biot = 1) 



Fig.4.8.Evolution of temperature and residual stress 
profiles in cooling of PS ushg the 2-0 FMS 
mode1 (nrn 1, Biot=3) 



z / b  
Fig.4.9. Evolution of temperature and residual stress 

profiles in cooling of PS using the 2-0 FMS 
mode[ (runl, Biot=30) 



Fig.4.1 O. Evolution of temperature and residual stress 
profiles in cooling of PS using the 2-D FMS 
mode1 (ml , Biot=fOO) 



Biot number than the niidplane stress. The surface stress varies nom about -3.2 MPa for 

B i o ~ l  to -27 MPo for Biot=100, whereas the midplane stress changes fkom 0.9 to 2.8 

MPa Fig.4.11 shows the thet components ofthe FQ stress for ciBetent Biot numbem. 

The top graph illustrates the increase in the magnitude ofthe xx-component on the wfkce 

and in the mid-plane with Biot number, as observeci previously. The negative SWfZLœ 

stres d e s  much more rapidly at first but Ievels off for high Biot numbers. As shown in 

the middle figun, the zz component of the stress is almost zero, except for Bio~100  aad 

near the surfhce. The physid meaning ofthe non-zero a, at the surfàce is not cl= since 

the tempera- changes oniy in the z direction. The bottom figure shows smaii shear 

stresses in the sampte, due to the variation ofshrinkage dong the thickness, z. 

As illustniteà by Fig.4.12, all three wrnponents of the 5 t h  are negative aad their 

magnitude increases with Biot number. The xx-component of strain has a paraboiic 

profile. simïiar in shape to on. It is large near the surface and s m d  in the core. nie profile 

for the a-component is dso parabolic but its maximum magnitude is in the mid-plane. 

The shear defornation and the shear stress both show rt maximum at db = 0.76. This is 
the point where the xx-component of the stress changes sign (see Fig.4.11). 

Injection Moidins 

The calailateci transient position of the intefice in injection moIding is identical to 

the FQ case- nie 2-D FMS mode1 with P+O was used to calculate stresses in the injeaion 

moIded PS sample (nin 1 in TabIe 3.10). The resuiting stresses depend on the Biot 

numbers as shown in Fig.4.13 and 4.14. These figures show the evoluli*on of the stress 

profle for Biot number of 1, 3, 30, and 100. For Biot = 1, a paraboGc pronle simüar to 

fiee wenching is obtahed. The surface and rnidplane stresses are identicai with the fiee 

quenching stresses shown in Fig.4.7. For Iarger Biot numbers, the nidplane stress ranaias 

sllnilat to h e  quenching The compressive aufixe stress, however, rises graduaUy it 

becornes t d e  (FigC4.13 and 4-14). A h ,  the zero-stress point, where the stress changes 

sign, shats to lower fi's (cIoser to the core) when pressure is taken into account and as 

the Biot mimber increases. It must be noted that the a r p e r i m d  pressure h o r y  near 



Fig.4.11 Final distribution of 3 stress components for different 
Biot numbers in free quenching of PS (2-0 FMS, mnt) 



Fig.4.12.Final distribution of 3 strain components for different 
Biot nombers in ftee quenching of PS (2-D FMS, run 1) 
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Fig.4.13.EvoIution of the xx-component of stress for 
PS using 2-D FMS mode1 (run 1, Biot=l, 3) 



Fig.4.14.Evolufion of xx-component of stress for PS 
using 2-D FMS model (ml, Biof~30,iOO) 



the gate for run 1 Pig.4.5) was used to obtain these resdts. In an actuaI process, the 

pressure histoly does not remab constant whm the Biot aumber, cooiing rate, and other 

studied parameters change. This assumption is used here to better understand the a e c t  of 

different parameters separately. 

Fig.4.15 shows the evolution ofthe sucface stress for dinérent Biot numbers. For 

s d e r  Biot numbers (1 and 3), there is an induction t h e  for the surface stress to become 

non-zero (soiidincation of the h c e ) .  Except for Biot = 1 where the s h c e  stress 

decays to a finai negative value, for other cases the surface stress iirst inmeases to a 

maximum and then decreases. Its final value depends on the Biot number: it is slightiy 

negative for BioM, positive for 30, and negative for 100, as iiiustnited in the bottom 

graph. These peculiar diaerences in the resœduai stress profiies may be understood by 

considering the solidication pressure profiles, as in Fig.4.16. The solidincation pressure 

P.(@ is the pressure in the melt at the tirne the layer z solidified. This pressure is important 

since the stretching force of the melt pressure on the newly formed solid layer counteracts 

its shruikage (see equations (2.88) and (2.89)). In the CMS (52) it is assumed that this 

force prevents the shrinlcage in the mold completely. Fig.4.16 shows that the soüdincation 

pressure is zero everywhere for BioH. Therefore, the cdculated stress profle is identicai 

to the fiee quenching case (see Fig.4.17,top). The reason for the zero soiidification 

pressure is that, in this case, cooiing is so slow that it takes a long time for the surfâce to 

soli@ (a55 s). As show in Fig.4.5, the pressure reaches zero 17 s afker the cycle starts. 

This situation is cIearly not reaIistic since the sample would be molten when ejected from 

the mold. For B i o ~ 3 ,  P. is large at the surfkce and decreases to zero at zmt0.83. It may 

be seen in Fig.4.17 @ottorn) that the stress protile is identrWd to f?ee quenching for 

W2WO.83. This corresponds to the layers with P H  (Fig.4-16). 

Fig. 4.18 compares the nna( FQ and m j d o n  moldimg stress profles for Biot=30 

and 100. The profiies are ais0 idenhi in the core. 

In Fig.4.19, the mea~u~ed stresses for PS in nm 1 are compared to the predicted 

d u e s  âom t h e  Merent models: the CMS and 1-D FMS models developed by 

momanüo et aI. (51.52), and the 2-D FMS mode1 . AI[ these models take the effea of 

pressure into account. The stresses, here and throughout this thesks comspond to the xrc- 
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Fig.4.15.Surface stress for PS using 2-D FMS model 

and different Biot numbers (ninl) 
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Fig.Cl6.Final stress and solidification pressure profiles 

ushg 2-D FMS and different Biot (runl, PS) 



Fig.4.17.Effect of including pressure in the stress 
calculations using 2-D FMS model (nini, PS ) 



Fig.4.18.Effect of including pressure in the stress 
cafcufaüons using 2-0 FMS model (ml, PS) 
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FigA.1 O.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using different models (run 1 , PS) 



cornponent of the stress teasor, d e s s  othetWiSe specified. AU thtee models capture the 

Surface tende region but overpredict the rnaxhum compressive stress. For Biot=3û, all 

the prediaeti zero-stress locations are closer to the mid-plane than the experimentai data 

The results of the 2-D FMS mode1 with B i o ~ 3  seem closer to the experiments in th& 

case, aithough the maximum compression is stül overpndicted. Comparexi to other 

rnodel-experiment evaluatims (4,62) and despite ail the simptifications, the perfoma~x 

ofthe 2-D FMS mode1 is good. The predictions suggest that this mode1 might Uiçlude the 

important parameten involved in the generation of themai stresses. 

In the foilowing sections, the effect of various parameters on the residuai stresses 

is investigated experimentally and theoretidy. 

4.1.1.1, Effect o f  Melt Tem~erature 

Fig.4.20 shows the measured residuai stress distriiutions at three locations dong 

the flow in PS sarnples, injection molded with two initiai melt temperatures of230°C and 

250°C. The three stress regions are obsemed for both cases. The surface stress is Iarger 

for T,.5O0C near the gate and in the center of cavity. It is smaiier at the end location. 

Variation of Tm does aot seem to have a sigRiacant efféct in the mid-plane, The zero- 

stress point moves towards the core as Tm is increased. The magnitude of the compressive 

stress near the gate and near the end of the cavity increases when Tm is raiseci. In the 

center, this effect is reversed. 

The conesponding recordeci nonle and gate pressure histories are presented in 

Fig.42l(top). In order to better understand the resuits, the experimental gate pressure 

profiles were used with the 2-D EMS mode1 to calculate the solidification pressure and the 

rm*dual stress p r d e s  in these two cases. These profiles are show in Fig.4.21 (bottom) 

and Fig.4.22, respectively. As Asustrated by Fig.4.21, the nozzie pressure was about 1.5 

MPa higher for the high meking point case. The rnruamUm gate pressure for this case is 

higher by 3 MPa The mea~u~ed and caicuiateâ stresses at the gate for these two r u s  are 

compareci in Eg..422. The nm at the hÏgher melt temperature (250°C) Ieads to Iarger 

caldated tende d c e  stress, Iowet maximum compressive stress, and Iowa midplrne 

tende stress. 



z l b  
Fig.4.20.ResiduaI stress profile for 3 locations along the 

flow and 2 initial melt temperatures (ninf,3, PS) 
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Fig.4.21 .Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
solidification pressures (bottom) using 2-D FMS, 
for 2 melt temperatures (ninslr3,PS) 



Fig.4.22. Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
osing 2-D FMS modef for 2 melt temperatures 
(nins 1,3, PS) 



As menti-oned above, in the experimental r d t s ,  near the gate and in the center of the 

cavity, the larger melt temperature Ieads to a larger surface stress as predided. The 

situation is reversed for the end location, as shown in Fig.420. It must be noted that 

according to the calculation, the FQ stresses are independent of Tm. This is consistent with 

StnlllZs r d t s  (15). The compressive region in the center location is consistent with the 

mode1 predictiotis. It must be noted that the melt temperatures are close to each other, 

and the Werences in the stresses are smail compared to the experimental errors (the 

errors associatecl with the stress measurements are evaluated in the polyethyfene section). 

in order to isolate the e f f i  of the melt temperature on the residual stresses, the 

pressure history was kept constant and the residud stress profiles were caicuIated for 

three diierent melt ternperatures, as presented in Fig.4.23. A high melt temperature leads 

to a higber cooüng rate, thus the mSuQmum solidification pressure extends over a smaiier 

region as rnay be seen in Fig.423, top. The residuai tensüe surface stress deaeases and 

the maximum compressive stress increases with Tm. 

4.1.1.2. E nect of Holding Tirne 

As illustrated by Fig.4.24, the suflace stresses are afEected substantially by the 

holding tirne @.te). At aü thm locations, a short holding the  causes the surface stress to 

fa to a negative value and the stress pronle to approach the fiee quencbg curve. This 

&kct seems to be weaker in the centec. The niw with larger holding tirnes (h.t.=5 S. and 

8.5 S.) show srnail tende stresses on the d c e .  However, contrary to what was 

acpected, the &ce stress is siightiy lower for h.t.=S S., near the gate and near the end of 

cavity. This rnay be associated with arperimental mors, considering the satter obtained 

in the CUNature data for these two m s ,  

The actuat pressure histories for diierent h0Id'i.g times are presented ia Fïg.4.25 

(top). M g  packhg a high pressure is applied to the poCymer mek through the node. 

As more layers on the surface solidi&, the pressure measured at the walI near the gate 

starts decayhg slowly. This is due to the fàct that the solid shell becornes thicker end the 

mdt presstue is ttansfetred las &cientiy to the pressure trstosducer on the mold Wall. At 

the end of holdin~ the node pressure is set to m o ,  and the gate prwsure fint drops 



Fig.4.23.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for 3 melt temperatures calculated using 2-D FMS 
( PS, other conditions: fun 1, ûiots30) 



Fig.4.24.Residual stress profiles for 3 locations along the 
flow and 3 holding times (runs 6,1,7, PS) 
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Fig.4.25.Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
solidification pressures (bottom) using 2-D FMS, 
for 3 holding times (nins 6, Ir?, PS) 



@ckiy then decays s1owIy as coohg continues. The quick &op after holding Îs due to 

the flow of some m a t e d  out of the caviity once there is no more resistance to it. This 

badc-80~ is smaiier for larger holding times, since more matenal has solidified. The 

maximum packing pressure near the gate for h.tA.5 S. is süghtly higher than in the other 

fuIlS. 

The solidification pressure profiles near the gate are presented in Fig.425 

(bottom). Tn Fig.4.26, the final stress profiles caicuiated by the 2-D FMS mode1 are 

~rnpared wîth the measured stresses for different holding thes. The predictions agree 

weU with experiments except for b.t.o2.S S. 

In Fig.4.27, the rddual stresses are caicuIated for conditions correspondimg to run 

1 and for dinérent holding times. As expected, the tende stress on the d a c e  increases 

with holding t h e  and the compressive region becomes wider. AN three stress cames join 

the tende fkee quenching stress in the core that is identicai for them. 

4.1.1.3. Effect of Motd Thickness 

The measued residuai stress distriiutions for 2 diierent mold thicknesses are 

presented in Fig.4.28. In the thuiner mold (1.5 mm), the temperature gradient over the 

thickness and, thus. the fiee <luenchini stress are higher. Consequentiy, a large 

compressive stress is added to the surface stress. The magnitude ofthis compressive stress 

is the largest near the gate and the smaiiest in center. The correspondimg measured 

pressure histories and the caicuiated soüdification pressure pronles are shown in Fig.429. 

h the case of the thin mold, the pressure near the gate staxts decaying soon after ii 

reaches the maximum packuig. This is due to the rapid soüdification (fieezing) of the gate. 

The pressure evmhiaIIy reaches a constant value of= 12 MPa untii ejection fiom the moId 

at wbich point it &op to zero. The rapid solidification of the material may be obswed 

nom Fig4.29 @ottorn). Accordhg to the calCUIations, the core solidifies under a hi@ 

pressure correspondhg to the peak of the packhg pressure. 

The residuai stress profiles presented in Fig.4.30 are dcuiated using the 2-D FMS 

mode1 and the comsponduig recordecl pressure historÏes (Eg-4.29). The CaIcuiated 

residuai stress in the thin mold adiibits a negative d c e  stnss and a d compressive 
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Fig.4.26.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS mode1 for 3 holding ümes (mns 6, 
1 t7, PS) 



Fig.4.27.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for 3 holding ümes calculated using 2-D FMS (PS, 
other conditions: nin 1) 
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Fig.4.28.Residual stress profiles for 3 locations along 

the flow and 2 mold thicknesses(nins 3,8,PS) 
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Fig.4.29.Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
solidification pressures (bottom) using 2-0 FMS, 
for 2 mold thidmesses (nins 3,8, PS) 
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Fig.4.3O.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS model for 2 mold thicknesses 
Inins 3.8. PSI 



midpIane stress W a r  to the experimentai observation. It shows, however, a m a h m  in 

between, that is not depicted in the measurements. Fig-4-31 illustrates the &kt of the 

mold thickness on the cdcuiated stresses when everythhg else is kept constant. A definite 

conclusion about the &kct of this parameter cannot be drawn f?om the trend. The issue 

wiU be clarined Li the discussion section In a r d  situation, the pressure history at the 

gate is not independent of the solidication of the materid. 

4.1.1.4. Effect of Packinp Pressure 

To study the infiuence of the packhg pressure, the stress profiles calculated fkom 

the 2-D FMS mode1 using 3 dinerent packing pressures, are compared in Fig.4.32. 

Appropriate experimental runs to isolate this effect were not available. hcreasing the 

rnagnhde ofthe packuig pressure fiom 10 MPa to 40 MPa causes the surnice stress to 

vary graduaiiy fiom compressive (-9MPa) to tende (+2OMPa). An intermediate 

compressive region is fomed and the maximum compressive stress grows for higher 

packing. The tende stress at the core is not affécted by the packing pressure since, as 

shown in Fig.4.32 (top), P. is zero in this region for d cases. 

4.1.2. Polvethvlene (HDPE) 

In this section, the generation of stresses is investigated in a semi-crystaiIine 

polymec high density poIyethyIene @XE). The residual stress pronle was measured in 

injection molded HDPE samples using the layer removal technique, as descrihi 

previously. Severai injection moldùig m s  were peflomed, varying one parameter at a 

tirne, to the extent possible (Table 3.1 1). Fig-4.33 illustrates the variation of the nozzie 

and gate pressure with time for mn 1. Mer the cavity is filied (= 3 S.), a large packmg 

presswe (s 30 MPa) is applied at the node. The pressure near the gate reaches 23 MPa, 

showing a pressure drop of7 MPa with respect to the nozzie. Compared to the pressure 

histories measrued in the nuis with PS, the maximum packuig region is sigdicantly 

pr010Ilged for mPEE 

1i1 FÏg.4.33, dWng packïng, the gate pressure decreases slightiy and inmeases 

again beftore dropping. This may be due to the wmpeting effécts of coohg and the 



Fig.4.31 .Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for 3 mold thicknesses calculated using 2-D FMS 
model (PS, other conditions: run 1) 



Fig.4.32.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for 3 packing pressures calculated using 2-D FMS 
model (PS, other conditions: run 1) 
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Fig.4.33.Measured gate and noule pressure histories 

for nrn 1 with HDPE 



generated heat ofcryshllidon. Furthemore, the gate pressure star& decaying befiore the 

n o d e  pressure is removed (t =22 S.). Thk is the gate-fieeze the, the t h e  when the 

material in the gate completely solidifies. The melt pressure in the cavity is no more 

comected to the node and starts decaying with temperature accordlig to 

themodynamic P-V-T relations. Note that this decay is fastex in EIDPE than PS. This is 

due to the PVT behavior of HDPE and to some extent, to its larger wnduaMty (-5 

thes), as a resuit ofcrystallinity. 

The next three figures (4.34 to 4.36) show the measured m a t u r e  and the 

resîdual stress distniution for run 1 at three diierent locations in the cavîty. Fourth order 

regression was used Tor the CUNature, and the stress profiles were caicdated using 

equation (3.15) (7). The obtained stress profiies show large tensüe stress on the sunace 

and s d  compressive stress in the core of the sample. The stresses in the center 

(Fig.4.35) and near the end Wg.4.36) of the cavity are very sunilx in this case- The 

sufice stress is large and as the core iis approached, the stress becomes compressive, goes 

up to neariy zero, and becornes compressive, consecutivety. This fluctuation may be 

reIated to the oscination in the maximum pacbg pressure, observed in Fig.4.33. The 

surface stress near the gate (Fig.4.34) is nearly haif of its IeveI at the other locations, and 

the fiuctuation in the compressive zone is Iess pronounced 

The repeatabiiity and the error imrolved in the stms measurements were duated 

by meamring the residual stresses in position 1 vig.32.a) for two samples injedon 

molded with the conditions of run 2 (Table 3.11). The stnss profles for near the gate, in 

the center, and near the end of cavity are presented in Fig.4.37. All the profiles exhilit the 

two major regïons, previoudy observeci in mn 1. The largest error is obtaiaed on the 

surfâce, esp&dy near the end of ~ 8 - t y  (S ma). Conside~g afl possible sources of 

a o r  in various measurement and dadation steps of the layer remuval technique, the 

resuits are satiCsfactory. Due to a large gradient of stress on the stufàce, this location is 

more sosceptr%le to error. It must be noted thaî, in order to decrease the mors, thuiner 

iayers were removed near the su&ce, and the data points were doser to each other in this 

ngWoe The surface was also found to be especiiy sensitive to the regession order for 

the curvature- The ator magnitude &ouid be kept in mind when anaSljng the 
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Fig.4.34.Measured cunrature and stress profiles near 

the gate ( fun 1, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.35.Measured curvature and stress profile in the 

center of cavity (nrn 1, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.36.Measured cunrature and stress profiles near the 
end of cavity (mn 1, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.37.Repeatability of residual stress measu rements 
for different positions in the mold (HDPE, run 2, 
position 1) 



experimeatal stress pro&s. Aithough these samples were taken fiom the same nui, they 

correspond to different cyctes (different molded plaques). Therefore, the condoitions rnay 

slightly âiffier due to fluctuations of conditions fiom one cycle to the other. Lt must be 

noted that the stress proses shown in Fig.4.37 were measured 2 weeks d e r  moldkig. 

Due to the vismelastic nature of polymers, the stresses in the polymeric samples 

are time-dependent. Residual stresses relax and the extent ofrrlaxation depends on theu 

storage tune, temperature, and other conditions. If the storage temperature ex& the 

@as traasition temperature (T3, the stress relaxation may be signincant. In Fig.4.38, the 

residud stresses mea~u~ed 2 weeks and 6 rnonths after injection rnolding are compared. 

They correspond to nin 2, position 3 (see Table 3.1 1 and Fig.3.5a). The samples were 

stored at -34.8"C. This temperature is weli above the T, of HDPE (= -llO°C). The 

surfiace stresses show a consistentiy lower value for the sampIe that was stored for 6 

months. This merence ranges Eorn 5 to 7.5 MPa The nid-plane stress seems not to be 

affiècîed. 

4,1.2,1. Effect of Location Inside the Cavitv 

Fig.4.39 shows the longitudinal (>or) stress profiles measured at various Iocations 

in the cavity for ruri 2 (see Fig.3.k and b for the locations). Positions 1 and 3 are 

exp-ed to be simüar due to symmetxy. This is me except for the Iarge stufàce stress in 

the center of c a .  and in position 1 (sa Fig.4.39). This, however, may be due to an 

mor in the rneasu~ed value of this stress at dùs position. in fiict, as mentioned before, 

Fig.4.37 shows that the measwed midplane stress for cycIe 30 (used for position 1 in 

Fig.4.3 9) is larger compareci to the other sample nom the same nui and position. 

Fig.Q.40 illustrates the residud stresses in the transverse directions (jy- 

components). In generai, these stresses seem tu be s m a k  than the lon&M oaes. Thn 

is especialIy ûue for position 6 at the end of cavity. Smalier stresses may be associateci 

with the absence offlow stresses and a lower orientation in the transverse direction, y. 

Residuai stnsses in EDPE sampIes were caldateci using the 2-D FMS mode1 and 

~cKarn@.  ~ c K a r n @  predictîons are based on a compIete simuiation of the injection 
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Fig.4.38.Effkct of time elapsed between molding and stress 
measurements (HDPE, fun 2. position 3) 
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Fig.4.39.Effect of location (see Fig.3.5) in the mold on 
measured residual stress ~rofiles fnin 2.HDPEI 
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Fig.4.4O.Effect of location (see Fig.3.5) in the mold on the 

measured residual stress profiles (nin 2, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.41 .Residwi stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS mode1 (runl. HDPn 



molding process, whüe the 2-D FMS mode1 is a simplifieci model that is usefùi for a quick 

estimation of residuai stresses. Fig.4.441 shows the measured and caiculated residual stress 

profdes for nin 1, using the 2-D FMS model with 4 merent Biot numbers. The 

experhentai pressure histocy was used in the model and the efEect of crystalIinity wu 

negiezted. k spite of the above simplifications, the calcuIated profles display the main 

fean~es obtauied in experiments: large tende stress on the d a c e  and smaîi compressive 

or teasile stress in the core, dependhg on the Biot number. Crystallization is not takm 

into account duedy. However, by using the experllnental pressure histones in caicuiating 

the stresses, the main &ect of aystabation, as fu as thermal stresses are concerne& is 

included: its effect on the pressure history. The closest agreement between experiments 

and dcdations was obtained with Biot=û.45. Therefore, this value was seIected for 

paramdric studies in later d o n s .  In order to better understand the caicuiated stress 

pronles, they are plotted together with the solidiication pressure pronles for 4 diffierent 

Biot numbers in Fig.4.42 and Fig.4.43. An important observed merence between HDPE 

and PS results is that, due to d i i e n t  thermal propertîes, the solidification takes place 

fàster in RDPE if crystailization is neglected. For crystaWng polymers, however, the 

large volume change and the heat generated due to crystallization delay the wobg and 

gate-fieezing. This causes the plateau of high packhg pressure to last longer. AIthough 

the 2-D FMS mode1 does not inchide the crystailhtion &kt, the use of the experiinental 

pressure helps capture the main feahires ofthe residuaI stress profle. 

The stresses caiculated using ~ c ~ a r n '  and an imposeci maximum pressure are 

shown in Eg.4.44. The gened shape of the caiculated profiles is consistent with the 

messureci ones. Note that halfthickness of the sampIe is dinded into 10 elements in 

~c~am' and 40 elements in 2-D FMS. The d a c e  and rnidplane stresses near the gate 

are, however, overprdcted. This may be partiy due to the relaxation of stresses since 

they were meastueci 6 months after molding. 

Fgi4.45 compares the measured gate pressure with the pressure histories 

caiculated by ~c~am', for run 2. The pressure during f ihg  and the pressure decriy in 

the final cooling stage an in good agreement with the mea~uzernents. The maamimi 

packing pressure iq however, overptedickd, and the gate-fieeze time is underpredicted 



Fig.4.42.Solidifcation pressure and residual stress profiles 
using 2-0 FMS and 2 Biot nurnbers (nin 1 ,HDPE) 



Fig.4.43.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
using 2-D FMS and 2 Biot numbers (nrn 1 ,HDPE) 
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Fig.4.44.Residual stress profile at different locations, measured 
and calculated using McKam with imposed packing 
pressure (mn 1,HDPE, h=600) 
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Fig.4.45. Gate pressure measured and calculated by 
Mckm (nin 2, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.46.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using McKam (nin2, HDPE, position 3) 



As ilIustnited by Fig.4.46, the stresses measund ody 2 w a k  d e r  molding are in good 

agreement with the caldateci ones if the maximum packing pressure is Unposed, In the 

same figure, the stresses caldated using ~ c ~ a m ~  without imposing the pressure are 

also presented. It may be seen that the stresses in this case are much lerger than the 

experiments. Unlüce the expecimental r d t s ,  the pressure drop between the nozzie and 

the gate, dculated by ~ c ~ a m '  is aearIy zero, causing a very large cavity pressure and 

thus, an overprediction of residual stresses. Imposhg the gate fieeze-the slightiy 

demeases the mid-plane compressive stresses. 

~ c ~ a m '  calcdates the aystaUinity disnibution in HDPE samples, at different 

stages of injection molding. In order to evaluate these caiculations and the effect of 

crystallinity on residuaI stresses, the h a i  crystaIünity profles in the molded samples were 

measured using DSC, as explaineci in Chapter 3. Fig.4.47 and 4.48 compare the rneasured 

and caiculated nnal crystalllliity distribution dong the thichess ofthe samples, for nui 2, 

at five different locations (set Fig.3.8) in the cavity. In rnost cases, the measured and the 

caidated crystallinities do not change dfasficaiiy with thickness and are around 55 %. 

Consider the top graph in Fig.4.47 correspondmg to the position 1 at the end of the 

-vit,* The caiculated c r y d h h y  is about 20% on the d c e  ( f i l )  and grows quickly 

to reach a plateau of 55% as the con of the sample (z/b=O) is approached. This mtation 

is due to the rapid cooiing at the surftace. The measurements for this case show a 

minimum crystaihity in the intermediate layeis. In fict, Iarge ffow stresses can induce 

additionaI crystallization near the surface. 

Crystalli7sition in the injection molded HDPE samples is closeiy related to the 

cooling rate and thus to the evolution of the temperature distniution. On the other han& 

the heat generated during crystallization affects the coolhg rate. Fig.49 presmts the 

temperature promes, CalcuIated by  MC^, ffo m 2, at three Iocations in the cavity 

after 5,20, and 30 S., respectiveIy. Th d u e  used for the heat transfier coefEcient h was 

6 0  ~/(rn'K) (average Biot number s3) . Fig.4.50 and 4.51 ilIwtrate the wrresponding 

evolution ofthe p e m t  maustaninitu 
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Fig.4.47.Measured and calculated percent crystalliniiy 

~rofifes foc msiüonsl.2.3 in Fia.3.8 (run 2.HDPD 
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Fig.4.48.Measured and calculated percent crystallinity profiles 
for positions 4 and 5 in Fig.3.8 ( run2 , HDPE ) 
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Fig.4.49.EvolutÏon of temperature profile near the gate 

(1=25), center(I=42), and near the end (1~54) 
calculated bv McKam (5=17. nin 2. HDPB 



Fig.4.50.Evolution of crystalkhi& profile for near the gate 
(l=%), œnter (1=42), and near the end (I=54) of 
cavity calculated by Mcffim(J=l7. nin 2,HDPE) 
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Fig.4.51 .Evoluüon of percent crystallinify X, for 3 locations 

in the cavity calculateci by M c k m  (run 2, HDPE) 



Fig-4.52.Measured residual stress profiles for 3 locations along 
the flow and 2 melt temperature~(nin3~5, HDPE) 



4.1.2.2. Effwt of Melt Temperature 

Fig.4.52 illustrates the measured residud stress pronles for two different melt 

temperatures. An increase in the melt temperature consistentiy decreases the magnitude of 

the surface and mi*dpIane stresses. In the intermediate layers, the stress is not afFected. The 

correspondhg pressure histories at the node and near the gate are presented in Fig.4.53 

(top). The maximum packuig pressure at the gate and the gate-&eeze time uicrease with 

T,. Also, a hi& Tm reduces the nilUig the. 

FÏg.4.53 (bottom) shows the solidification pressure and the residud stress profiles 

caldated using the 2-D FMS model and BioH.45. With a large Tm the solidincation of 

the sample is delayed and occurs under lower pressure. Fig.4.54 compares the 

measurements with the stresses predicted by the 2-D FMS model. The mid-plane 

compressive stress for T a 3  O°C is slightly smder than Tm= 1 90°C. 

The stress profiles caidated by MCK~M' for these two mns are shown in 

Fig.4.55. nie stresses are Iargeiy overpredicted compared to the experiments especialIy 

for the higher meIt temperature. Also the order obtained in the experiments is not 

obtahed for the effect of melt temperature. 

In Fig.4.56, the residual stresses are dculated for four difEerent meIt temperatures 

and a h e d  pressure hiaory correspondhg to mn 1, using the 2-D FMS model. According 

to these caidations, the stresses on the surfàce and in the core are reduced by increasing 

the melt temperature. 

4.1.2.3, Effect of Codant Temperature 

As illustrated in Fig.4.57, mcreasing the coolant temperature ais0 decreases the 

measured surfitce and mid-plane stresses, sùniIar to the rnelt temperature. The decrease of 

the stress m the core is Iess important near the gate. As iIIustrated by Fig-4.58, the gate- 

fieeze thne is Iarger for the higher cooIant temperature and the maximum packing is ais0 

süghuy higher. The pressure drop between the nozzie and the gate is smaiIer for this case. 

Ushg these pressure histories, the soIi&catÏon pressure and the residud stress profiIes 

are caicdated using the 2-D FMS mode1 as presented in Fig4.58 (bottom) and Fig. 4.59, 

resp&elyy Fig4-60 shows the stresses d d a t e d  by ~cKarn@. The caldateci trend is 
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Fig.4-53.Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
solidification pressures (bottom) using 2-0 FMS, 
for 2 rneit temperatures (runs 3,5, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.54. Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS rnodel for 2 melt temperatures 
(runs 3,5, HDPE) 
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Fig -4.55. Residual stress profiles measured and cakulated 
using McKam for 2 melt temperatures (nins 3, 5, 
HDPE) 



Flg.4.56.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for different men temperatures and the same 
pressure history using 2-0 FMS mode1 
(HDPE, nin 1, BÏot=û.45) 



Fig.4.57.Measured residual stress profiles for 3 locations 
along the flow and 2 coolant temperatures 
(runs 2,4, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.58.Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
solidikation pressure (bottom) using 2-D FMS, 
for 2 coolant temperatures (runs 2,4,HDPE) 
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Fig.4.59.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS model for 2 coolant temperatures 
&uns 2,4. HDPQ 
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FigA.6O.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using McKam for 2 coolant temperatures 
(nins 2,4, HDPE) 



midplane stresses are increased and decreased, respectiveIy, as the coolant temperature is 

increased. 

The cdcdations presented in Fig.4.61 using the 2-D FMS model and a k e d  

pressure history show that the d a c e  and midplane stresses decrease by increasing the 

coolant temperature. In reaiïty, the pressure history can not be constant for vm-abie 

coolant temperattues. 

4.1.2.4, Effect of Holding Time 

Fig.4.62 presents the experhental residud stress profiles for holding times (kt.) 

of 20 and 35 S. As shown in the measured pressure profiles in Fig.4.63 (top), in the case 

of bt.=3 5s. the actual holding time for the gate position is about 23 S., since the gate 

solidifies at this tirne. Therefore, the acîuai dEerence in the holding times of the two nins 

is not significant Near the gate (Fig.4.62, top), a slightly larger surFdce teasde stress is 

observed for the Longer holding tirne. For the center and end positions, however, the order 

is reversed, especiaiiy on the surface. 

The caiculated P, profiles in Fig.4.63 (bottom) indicate that more layers solidifi/ 

under high pressure in the case of the higher kt. The caiculated stress profiies in Fig.4.64 

show an increase in the magnitudes of the d a c e  and mid-plane stresses as the holding 

time is increased. The stresses cdculated by McKam in Fig.4.65 do not exhibit a Iarge 

difrence between the two runs. 

fig.4.66 illustrates more cleariy the trend in the computed residud stresses for 3 

different hoIding hes, ushg the 2-D FMS model. Since oniy the holding time varies in 

the pressure histories, the mid-plane solidaication pressure is close to zero for 1 three 

cases, resuIting in almost identical mid-pIane stresses. 



Fig.4.61 Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for dmeient codant temperatures and the same 
pressure history using 2-D FMS (fun 1,HDPE) 



Fig.4.62.Residual stress profiles for 3 locations along the 
fiow and 2 holding times (mns 6,7, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.63.Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
solidification pressures (bottom) using 2-D FMS, 
for 2 holding times (runs 6,7, HDPE) 



Fig.4.64.ResiduaI stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS model for 2 holding times (runs 6, 
7, HDPE) 



Fig.4.65.Residual stress profiles measored and calculated 
using McKam for 2 holding times (mns 6,7,HDPE) 



Fig.4.66.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 
for different holding times and the same pressure 
historv usina 2-0 FMS model (HDPE. run 7) 



Fig.4.67.Residual stress profile for 3 locations along the 
flow and 2 mold thicknesses (nins 5,11 HDPE) 



4.1.2.5. Effkct of Mold Thickness 

It was not possible to isolate the &kt of mold thickness doue. When the thh 

mold (1.5 mm) was useci, the melt temperature had to be raised nom Z3O0C to 250°C to 

prevent the polymer melt fiorn solidifying bâore filhg the cavity (short shot). The 

measund residuaf stress profiles are presented in Fig.4.67. The d c e  and midphe 

stresses are larger in the thin mold compared to the thick one. This effect is more 

pronounced in the center of the cavity. Part of the increase of the stresses in the t h  mold 

is counteracted by a highet melt temperature, since the latter reduces the stresses on the 

surface and ui the cote, as observed eartier. The corresponding pressure histories are 

given in Fig.4.68 (top). The f i g  t h e  is much shortes in the thin mold. AIso, the 

soiidiication of the gate and of the cornphte sample is significantiy faster m this mold- 

D u ~ g  packing the pressure &op between the nonle and the gate is srnaiier for the thin 

moid. The cdcdated solidification pressure in Fig.4.68 (bottom) shows that aii iayers of 

the sample solidi@ under the maximum pressure in the thui mold. The stresses dculated 

by 2-D FMS and ~ C K a r n ~  are presented in Fig-4.69 and 4.70, respectively. MAlthough the 

caldations fkom both modeis ove~redict the stresses, the .  show a trend consiostent with 

the experiments. 

Caiculations were also perfomed for molds with four diierent thicknesses using a 

k e d  pressure history. Shce the pressure history changes substantidy with mold 

thickness, the r d t s  of such ddations were not found usefiil to indude here and were 

ornitteci, 

4.1.2-6. Effmt of  Packinn Pressure 

Two runs with the thin mold were selected to investrtgate the uitluence of the 

packing pressure. The rneasured stress profiles are shown in Fig4.71. As shown by the 

measured presswe histories in Fig-4-72 (top), the difference in the paclring pressure was 

not large. The stresses show no siBnificant Merence except for the center location, where 

the stresses for the high packing run are larger. in both ofthese two runs with thin molds, 

ail the Iayers of the sample solidify under high pressure, as ührstrated by Fig.4.72 

(bottom). The stresses caicuiated by the 2-D EMS mode1 and ~ d b a i ~  show slighuy 



Fig.4.68.Measured pressure histories (top) and cafculafed 
solidikation pressures (bottom) using 2-0 FMS, 
for 2 mold thicknesses ( mn 5: thkk,Tm=23O0C ; 
mnl 1 : thin,Tm=2S00C,HDPE) 
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Fig.4.69 .Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 
using 2-D FMS mode1 for 2 mold thicknesses 
(runs 5, 1 1, HDPQ 



Fig.4.70.Residual stress profiles measured and calcurated 
using McKam for 2 mord thicknesses (runs 5, 11, 
HDPEI 
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Fig.4.71 .Residual sfress profiles for 3 locaüons along the 
flow and 2 packing pressures (runs 10,I 1 ,HDPE) 
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Fig.4.72.Measured pressure histories (top) and calculated 
soldificaüon pressures (bottom) using 2-D FMS, 
for 2 packing pressures in thin molds (nins IO,f  1, 
HDPE) 



higher stresses for the high packing IUIL (Fig.4.73 and 4.74). The stresses obtained fiom 

~cKam", however, an smder and closer to experiments, in spite of the discrepancy 

between the caiculated and experimentai pressure histories. Predicted profles in Fig.4-75 

show that, ifeverythiag else is kept constank a decrease in the packing pressure nom 30 

to IO MPa causes the Surface stress to decrease fiom 38 to 12 MPa, 

4.1.3. INVERSE PROBLEMS 

Fig.4.76 presents the measured (18) and CacuIated residuai stresses (5 1, 52) used 

to deveIop and test the inverse methods in this section. The symbols in this figure show 

the measured residuai stress distniution and the corresponcüng pressure history reported 

by Menges et ai. (18) for injection mo1di.g of PS with iriitiai meIt temperature of Z3S°C 

and mold temperature of 20°C (condition 1 in Table 2.1). Menges et al. did not report the 

exact pressure-the cycle. The prome shown in Fig.4.76 (top) and suggested by Brucato 

et al. (52) is consistent with the maximum pressure and holding t h e  in their experiment. 

Here, solidification starts at the end of fiIiing and the pressure is assumed zero before that 

instant, The figue also shows the predictions of the CMS (52) and the 1-D FMS (51) 

models for the stresses. These models have been descnbed in Chapter 2. The CMS model 

seems to predict the reported experimentai stresses more closely. 

4.1.3.1. Unknown Pressure Historv 

The alln is to estimate the pressure history required to generate a specific residuai 

stress profile. 

Constraincd Mold Shrinkme Mode1 (CMQ 

Testing wïth the Direct Soiution 

The b e r s e  method was fht tested taking the soIution of the drrect CMS mode1 

mg-4-76) as the pfescncbed stress profile. This solution was obtained ushg the 

experimeatal pressun history. The pressure history caldated by the niverse method is 

depicted by the füied circies in Fig4.77- Both the initially assumed pressure hbtory to 
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Fig.4.73 .Residual stress profiIes measured and calculated 
using 2-0 FMS model for 2 packing pressures in 
thin rnolds (runs 10, i 7, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.74.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated 

using McKam for 2 packing pressures in thin molds 
(nins 10, l  i, HDPE) 
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Fig.4.75.Solidification pressure and residual stress profiles 

calculated for 3 packing pressures using 2-0 FMS 
(HDPE. Biot=0.45) 
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Fig.4.76.Residual stress profiles measured and calculated using 
difFerent models for PS and conditions 1 in TabIe 2.1 . 
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Fig.477.Adual pressure history, two initial guesses, and the 

inverse solution wing the stress data from CMS 
model, a parabolic initial temperature, and 
conditions C in Table 2-1 br PS 



caldate the strw data ( a d )  and two different initial guesses for the m k b h t i o n  

procedure are ah shown in Fig.4-77. Starting fiom any initiai guess, the actual pressure 

is reproduced very dosely and with no difficuity, by the inverse method. 

Ef f i t  of Addtd E m n  

Real experimd mea~ucements are abject to errors. Therdiore, an importa 

derion for the perfiormance of an inverse method is its sensitivity to errors. In order to 

simulate experimental errors, random erron were generated nurnericdy (102) and added 

to the "exact" stress data These stress data were then useci as the pr-bed stresses 

dong the thickness. Fig.4.78 demonstrates the of noise in the residuai stress data on 

the estimated pressure history. The stress data with added erron of diietent magnitudes 

are a h  shown in this figure, It appean that the inverse method is sensitive to errors, and 

the introduction of noise in the stress data leads to an overprediction of the pressure, 

Aiso, as the magnitude of the noise increases, the predicted profile tends to move M e r  

fiom the actuai pressure profiie represented by the line. However, the general features of 

the pressure profile are predided with reasonable accuracy. It is interesting to note that 

the predicted pressure rises again at the end of the cycle, unüke the actual pressure, This 

may be related to the oscillatory character of the tende stress data with added errors in 

the core. Since the pressure is constrained to physicdy acceptable positive values, these 

osdations in the stress data Iead to a rise m the pressure at the end. Another observation 

is that the magnitude of the enors in the estimateci pressure is much Iarger than in the 

prescriied stress data. Random errors off0.5 MPa in the stress cause a maximum error of 

3 MPa in the pressure. 

Testhg With Experimentpl Rcsulb 

Experimentat data for residud stresses reported by Menges et ai. (18) presemed in 

Fig.4.76 were used to test the above inverse method Fig-4.79 shows the pressure history 

caICU18ted by this herse method The reported holding pressure and holding time of the 

injection mo1diag experiment were 20 MPa and 5 S., respedvely. The maximum pressure 

is undqrecücted by the inverse method This was somewhat expected, considering that 
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Fig.4.78.Pressure history calculated from inverse model, 

using the stress distribution from CMS model 
with added random enors. 
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Fig.4.79.ExperimentaI tesüng of the CMS inverse 

method using stress data from reference (1 8) 



the nwrîrnum pressure corresponds to the compressive region in the mesri pro& As 

shown in Fig.4.76, the nxuchuxn comprrssive stress is overpredicted by the direct CMS 

mode1 ushg the atperimental pressure history. Therefore, going b a c h d s  fiom the 

mea~u~ed stresses, it is reasonable to obtain a lower maximum pressure. In Fig.4.76, in the 

tensile stress region in the core, there is not a large merence between the predictions of 

the pressure-induced mode1 and the measurements. Similady, the predkted pressure 

history ia Fig.4.79 seems to be closer to the experimental profile at the end of the cycie. 

Onedirnensionai Free Mold Shdnkane G D  FMS) Mode1 

Testing with the Direct Solution 

The method was tested in conjunction with tesidual stresses cainilated nom the 

forward problem using the 1-D FMS mode1 (52) and the experimentai molding conditions 

reported by Menges et al. (1 8) (conditions I, Table 2.1). The pressure history indicated in 

this reference and detailed by Titomaniio et al. (52) was employed. Fig.4.80 shows the 

stress data cdcuiated nom the diuect 1-D FMS mode1 and used in the inverse problern as 

the prescnbed stress profiie to estimate the pressure. Fig-4.80 also compares the 

caIcuIateû pressure history ushg this method to the actual pressure history. Very good 

agreement is obtained. 

ES& of Added Errors 

As in the previous case, the above anaiysis was repeated, adding random errors to 

the stress data used as the prescnbed stress profiie. The pressure history resuIting fiom 

the noisy data is shown in Fig.4.81. As expected, the Iarger the magnitude of the emors, 

the M e r  the predicted pressure is nom the actuai presstue. However, the shape ofthe 

pressure profiie is correctiy predicied evea when the emur in the stress data is k1.O MPa 

The sensitivity to the ecron is actuaily d e r  in thu case than with the CMS berse 

metbod, 



Testing with Experimentai Resuïts 

The I D  FMS inverse method was tested with the experimental residuai stress 

data nom Menges et aL (18). The symbols in Fig.4.82 reprisent the pressure history 

caiculated ftom the 1-D EMS inverse method for three different values of final shrinkage 

& and the Illie shows the pressure history conesponding to the experiments (51). The 

total firial shrinkage & is needed to calculate the pressure history by this method. This 

vaiue may be measured stperimentaliy. Since in this case, no ~cperimentai value was 

reported by the authors, Sr was varied as a parameter around the caicuiated value Eom the 

d i r a  model for It was found thaf as the magnitude of the shrinkage increases, the 

predicted pressure decreases. This may be explained as foilows: Pressure counteracts the 

shrinkage, therefore a Iarger shruikage ('im magnitude) memis there was a smder pressure 

to restrain the shrinkage. 

Fig.4.82 aiso shows that the estimated pressure approaches a constant d u e  of 

a2.8 MPa at the end of the cycle, regardless of the magnitude of 6f. In fact, examining 

Fig-4.76 we observe thaî, using the actuai pressure in the I D  FMS model r d t s  in a 

calculated mid-plane stress, which is larger than twice the measured vaiue. Therefore, the 

use of the measured (smder mid-plane) stress means a stronger pressure e f f i  (larger 

pressure) at the end of cycle since the mid-plane layers solidi.@ at this tune. 

4J.3.2. Unknown Iiiitial MeIt Temoerature Profde 

In this example, it is desired to estirnate the initiai temperature profiie of the melt 

that wouiâ resuit in a prescriied residud stress profile. The pressure history is known and 

the CMS mode1 (52) is used. 

Testhg of the h e r s e  Metbod 

Conditions II in TabIe 2.1 (4) for coohg of a PS sample in the mold are 

wnsidered here. The residuai stress profles were obtained ushg the direct C M S  mode1 

for two cases: a lin= and a parabolic initial temperature pro& respectiVeIy. Fig-4.83 

iuumtes tiïe correspondnig pressure history and the dcuiated stress profües for these 

cases. Conditions II lead to a thneregion pro&, includhg a constarit tende stress 
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Fig.4.8O.Pressure history calculated from thel -D FMS model 
using the exact stress data obtained from the direct 
1-D FMS model and conditions I in Tabh 2.1 
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Fig.4.81 .Pressure history calculated from the inverse 1-D FMS 
method using the direct stress data with added errors 
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Fig.4.82.Pressure history calculated from the inverse 1 -D FMS 
mode[ using expeflrnentaI stress data Rom (1 8) 
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Fig.4.83.Residual stress distribution calculated from CMS 
model,with conditions II Fable 2.1) and experimental 
pressure history, for two types of melt temperatures 



region on the surfirce, foilowed by a narrow compressives and baiiy relatively smaü mi& 

plane tende regions. The constant stnss on the suditce (+-1) is due to taking the zero 

time as the beglluiing o f f i g .  The pressure is assumeci to be zero during this stage when 

the surface iayers so6difj. 

In case o f d o r m  initial temperature, Brent's method with first derivatives may be 

used for one-dimensional minbkation (102) to caIcuiate the constant Ti with no 

cWicuitytY For the case of non-dom profles, the muiti-dimensionai Variable Metnc 

method (102) was used to compute the melt temperature at dserent positions dong the 

thickness. Fig.4.84 shows a comp&n between the actual and the caicuiated hear and 

parabolic temperature profiies obtained fiom the stress data by the inverse methoci, as it 

converges to the soIution with a decreasing minimum mm of squared residuais RR'. 

Fig.4.84 aiso shows the parabolic initiai guess for minimization. In the initiai guess, the 

waii temperature was 100°C and the midplane temperature was taken to be 300°C. Due to 

the Iow sensitivity ofthe residuaf mess profiie to the Etid temperature and muItiple IocaI 

soIutions for the minhhtion problem, second order regulhtion was used. The 

optimum parameters for the Iinear and parabolic cases were found to be 0.5 and 0.1, 

respectiveIy. It can be seen that the profiie obtahed from the inverse methoci, using 

second order regularization, is in good agreement with the actuai profile. 

Fig.4.85 demonstrates the e f f i  of the value of the teguiarization parameter on 

the inverse solution in the case of the parabotic profile. As may be observeci nom tbis 

figure, X-i;O.Ol and 712= 1.0 Ieads to profles fx nom the ama i  one, whereas kf0.1 

produces a solution simüar to the actuai profile. 

4.2. DISCUSSION 

If the flow stresses are neglected, the residuai stress profle in injection molded 

parts depends, on the one hand, on the evoIution of the temperature profile and the 

position of the solid-mit interfixe, and, on the other hand, on the pressure history. In the 

absence of pressure and other coastraints, the residual stresses are due to differdaI 

contraction (thermal &kt) and are equivaent tu ftee quenching (FQ) stresseseSSeS The 

parameter variations that increase the gradient oftemperature in the sampIe, contribute to 
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FigA.84.CalcuiatÏon of linear and parabolic Ti using 

the CMS inverse model and second order 
regularization parameters of 0.5 and 0.1 



Fig.4.85.Effec-t of different values of the second order 
regularization parameter on the inverse solution 



an Ulcrease in FQ stresses. The most important of these parameters are a hi& woling 

rate, a low coolant temperature, and a thin mold. In the presence of pressure, awther 

factor plays an important role: the solidification pressure (pressure effect). This is the 

pressure under which each element of the materiai solidies. The pressure efféct is 

erhnced by a high packing pressure* high holding the, and large gate-tfeeze tirne. 

As show in Fig.4.74.lOS the t h e d  eEéct leads to a two-region profde: 

compressive stress on the surfkce and tende stress in the core. This type of profile has 

been previousty obtained both experimentaiiy and theoreticaliy by other invesiigators (3, 

16). Foiiowing the simplined model of Stniik (16), the occurrence of this profile may be 

explained in the following way. The thickness of the sample may be divideci into two part: 

the skin and the core. In the fkst stage, the Iayers in the skin shrink as a resuit of cooling 

and soIidification. Since the core is stiil rnolten, this deformation is not restricted and no 

stress is generated. In the second stage, the contraaion of the core is p d y  restrained by 

the solid skin leading to tende stress in the core and compressive stress in the skin. The 

occurrence of solidincation is crucial for residuai stresses. In fact, if not for the drastic 

increase in the modulus due to solidification, the stresses generated in the two stages 

wouid cance1 out. In a more reaiîstic model, the sample is fonned of N Iayers dong the 

thicbiess. hiruig each tirne step, the contraction of each layer i depends on its 

temperature drop during this tirne. Each layer is mounded by two Iayers: one closer to 

the surface and one fùrther nom it. The layer near the surface has a smaiier thermal strain 

and induces a tende stress- The layer closer to the core has a Iarger thermal strain and 

thus produces a compressive stress in the layer i. Thermal stresses are, thus, caused by 

differentiai contraction in the solidifjing sample. As ilIustrated in FÎg.4.74.10, at Iow Biot 

aumbers, the temperature difrence between the surface and the core of the sarnple is 

srnaii. As a result, the dtfferentiai contraction and the generated stresses are s d .  The 

sudkce stress is more dl'iiected by Biot =ber than the midplane stress. This may be 

explaineci by examining the temperature profles and by considering the foiiowing ecpaîion 

derived nom equations (2.103) and (2.105) for ftee puenching 

e )[I& kt)& 
~ a ( ~ . t )  = - - &(z. t )  

-u (a-t*) 



According to this equation, if the thermal s t la in  k, = la, n ( o r  AT, if the Iinear the& 

expansion coefncient al is constant) in the Iayer z durhg the time step At is smaller thaa 

the average thermal strain in the soiiditied Iayers, the generated stress is compressive and 

vice versa Note that AET and AT are negative in cooling. For large Biot numbers (see 

Fig.4.9 and 4.1 O), the surface solidines and its temperature dro ps to close to its final value 

aimost hstandy. As other Iayers solidify, &ce their contraction is restrained by the 

surface with near zero deformation, they impose large compressive stresses on the 

surface. For the same reason, tensile stress is hposed on these Iayers. In intemediate 

layen, tensile stress is generated until solidification of more layen closer to the core 

causes the average temperature drop to be larger than their temperature &op. At this 

the,  compressive stress is generated in these layers. The final stress in each layer is the 

sum ofthe inmemental stresses. Furthemore, the total compressive stress near the surfiice 

increases with Biot number because the differential contraction between the surface and 

the core is increased. It may be seen fiom the temperature profiles that the Biot number 

maidy affects the d a c e  temperature where the temperature gradient increases 

signincantly at large Biot nurnbers. The gradient in the core is mai1 (resulting a constant 

stress region in the core) and hcreases ody slightly with increasing the Biot number 

(resulting in a srnaiI incrûise in the tende stress in the core). 

The straui caused by pressure is positive, as shown by equation (2.89). The 

materÎd in the molten phase is under pressure and causes the adjacent soiidifying Iayer in 

the solid-melt interface to expand. Therefore, the main effect of the pressure is at the tirne 

of soiidEcation. If the pressure effect is very strong compared to the thermal effect, the 

FQ stress prome is reversed. This ma. be explaineci as follows: the initiai expansion ofthe 

surface Iayer is not restramed by the molten core. When adjacent Iayers doser to the core 

solidify under pressure, their expansion is resuicted by the surface, resuiting in tende 

stress in the d a c e  and compressive stress m the core. Therefore, in injection moiding, 

the nnaI stress is the result of two competing tàaors: the thenna1 effect (FQ and the 

pressure &ect (soiÏcEcatioa pressure, P.). Dependmg on the relative strength of the 

thermal and pressure He&, Vanous residud profles are obtahed, 



In injmton molded poIystyfene (PS) samples, we obtained both experimentdly 

and theoretically, a three-region profile in most cases. Variation of some parameters Iead 

to a FQ profile. The stress profiles caicuiated by the 2-D EMS mode1 may be used to 

better understand the r d t s .  The tende stress on the swface is clearly a pressure &ect. 

The magnitude of the t e d e  stress depends on the magnitude of the solidification pressure 

obtained nom the pressure history and the solidification fiont (Fig.4.16). For Biot=30, P. 

for intermediate layers is Iarger than the &ee Therefiore, a larger tende d c e  mess 

is introduced in the d a c e  layers, cornpared to BioM. 

Later on, the solidification of the core under zero pressure generates a 

compressive stress near the surface, thus decreasing the surfiice stress. The magnitude of 

the superposed compressive stress depends on the thenna1 effea. The FQ surfàce stress 

inmeases wîth Biot number. This explains why the finai surface stress drops to a negative 

value for Biot=100 (Fig.4- 16, top). As iiiustrated by Eg.4.17 and 4.18, the cafdated 

stresses in the core are identical to the FQ stresses. The calculated P. profles in Fig.4.16 

(bottom) show clearly that the db at which the stress profile joins the FQ pronle coincides 

with the point at which P. becomes zero. This explains the shift of the zero-stress point 

towards the core and, thus, a broader compressive region, as the Biot numbs inaeases. 

As the zero-stress point approaches the core, the superposed FQ stress becomes more 

tende (see FQ m e s  in Fig.4.17-4.18). Consequently, the maximum compressive 

residud stress decreases (Rg.4.16). 

In polyethylene (HDPE) injection molded samples, measurements and caIcuIations 

led to a two-region residual stress pronle, opposite to FQ pronles, in di cases: large 

tende stress on the d a c e  and small compressive or, in some cases, small t e d e  stress, 

in the core. As mggestecl by the typical pressure history for EIDPE Li Fig.433, the stress 

profile is caused by a strong pressure effkct, especiaiiy near the &ce. In fâct, usinusmg the 

rnea~uced pressure history, the 2-D FMS modet can capture relativeiy weü the obtained 

two-region profile without kcluding crys&Uization (Fig4.41). This alIow us to conclude 

that the main reason for the drastic dineence in the tesidual stress pro& m PS and 

EIDPE is the strong pressure e£fièct in the latter case. It is interestin8 to note that, ushg a 



different pressure history with a shorter holding t h e  in the caiculation wiLh 2-D W. 

Ieads to a tbree-region profiie simüar to PS. 

The residd stress pronle depends on the Biot number, as expected. As shown 9i 

Fig-4.42443. the stress promes obtained with malier Biot numben (0.4, 0.45. and 1) 

exhiait a t e d e  stress on the sudice as a redt of a weak thennai &ect and a strong 

pressure effect in this regi011, As shown by the solidification pressure profile, as the Biot 

d e r  is increased, solidifidon occurs Ester and the P. profile shifts towards the first 

part of the pressure cycle. Includimg the heat of crystaUization would help obtain a P, 

profle that covecs the complete pressure cycle. For Biot-100 in Fig.4.43, the superposed 

compressive FQ stress on the sutfàce becornes more important, on the one haad, and P. 

near the surface decreases, on the other hand. Both of these factors conm%ute to the 

reductioa of the surface tende stress and lead to a slightiy compressive stress. 

Residud stress pronles foc HDPE samples were also dculated by ~&ani@. In 

thœs case, the complete injection moldlig cycle is coMdered and the crystallization and 

therrnai properties are taken into account The pressuns cdculated by ~ c ~ a r n ~  

are presented in Fïg.4.45. The appüed pressure at the n o d e  during the experiments 

(3 IMPa for run I) must be specified as an input to the program. A cornparison between 

FigA.33 and 4.45 indicates that unlike the measurement that show a pressure drop of7 

MPa between the nozzle and the gate, the calculated gate pressure is identicai to the 

node pressure. In fiact, during packîng, the caicuiated velocities between these two 

points approach zero 1eadci.g to a zero pressure drop. It was first spectdated that this may 

be due to negiecting the efféa of pressure on viscosity in MCM. The elevated pressure 

during packing would increase the viscosity. The smaii velocities due to the addition of 

material into the cavity wouid then produce a larger pressure drop. The &ect of pressure 

on the viscosity was incorporateci ushg Nyun's data (105). The e f f i  was not signincatit, 

The reason for the discrepancy may be an der-prediction of the AI? due to the CU* 

enttaace or of the volume of the matenWd fl ow@ into the cavity and thus of the veIocity, 

duriag packing. This point needs to be f ider  clarified. It must be noted that the pressure 

&op in the measured pressure histories decreases for a higher meIt temperature and a 

thinnef moId (see Eig.4.21,4299445394.68). 



The rnea~u~ed and calculateci fiaal qstaiiinity profiles are in good agreement 

considerhg the enors involved in both (Fig.4.47, 4.48).The finai crystallinity does not 

vary si@cantly dong the thickness of HDPE, according to both measurements a d  

McKam dculations. This confimis that the value used for the heat trsnsfet coeflticient 

@+O0 w/(m2.Q) m the ~ c ~ a m ~  temperature calculatioas was appropriate. ms 
parameter shouid ideally be detemiined experhentdy. Fig.4.50 and 4.51 show the 

evolution of qsWi16t.y es caidated by ~cKam'. The shape of the final crystallinity is 

similar for dinerent iocations in the cavity. The final crystallliity is the Iargest in the center 

of c a .  anci the smdest near the gate. This may be understood by examinllig Fig.4-49. 

Aithough the temperature drop fiom the initiai temperature (210°C) in the center of the 

cavity is the 1arges-t aAer 5 s (highest cooling rate), it is the smdest after 20 s (iowest 

cooiing rate), It may be seen in the top graph in Fig.4.51 that, after 5 s, the degree of 

aystallinity at this Iocation is the Iargest, resuitîng in a larger heat of crystaflization. The 

latter reduces the cooiing rate. Therefore, the matenal at this position spends more time at 

crystalhtion temperatures and as shown in the bottom graph of Fig-4.51, reaches a 

higher final crystdhity. The elastic modulus used to aiailate the stresses inaeases with 

crystallinity. Since the vm0ations ofthe percent crystallini~ % dong the thickness are not 

important, their effect on the elastic modulus does not largely influence the fiad stress 

profiie. 

The sufice stresses are overpredicted by ~ c K a r n ?  Examinatioor. of Figr1.46 

shows two main reason for that: overprediction of the maximum packing pressure in the 

c a .  and relaxation of the sufice stress in the specimen. The discrepancy in the gate- 

fieeze time does not affect the residual stresses signincantiy. The positive %ow stresses 

and the effect of orientation of the moIecuIes may also have an effect In fêct, the 

measured transverse suface stresses are smder, as mdicated by FÏg.4.40. 

The eftéct of processing parameters on the residual stresses may also be 

tmderstood by considering the relative strength of the the& and pressure effiects. The 

predictions of the modeis are consistent with the measurements in most cases. A bigbet 

Biot nwnber or heat transfer coefficient for PS compared to BDPE produced stresses 

more consistent with expetiments, 



Inaeasing the mett temperature has severai effects. In the pressure histories show 

in Fig.4.21 and 4.53. the pressure at the nozzie is slighdy higher for the larger T,. This is 

due to a d e r  pressure drop before the node at higher temperature since the viscosity 

is lower. The pressure near the gate exhibits an even larger value for the large Tm, for the 

same reasoo- The complete soiidi6ication of the gate is delayed for tbis case. In case of PS 

(Fig.4.21). however, a short holding t h e  ends packing at the same tirne for both melt 

temperattues. The solidincation pressure profiles for PS (Fig.4.21, bottom) show a 

stronger pressure effect at higher T,. In fàct, the surface stresses ïncrease with Tm accept 

near the end of cavity. For HDPE, P, shows a weakec pressure effect at higher T, due to 

a delay in the soiidiiication. This is consistent with the experimentai resuits shom in 

Fig.4.52. It must be noted thaf according to the calculations, the FQ stresses are 

independent of Tm. This is in agreement with Stmik (16)- The stresses calcuIated by the 2- 

D FMS mode1 for different melt temperatures indicate (Fig.4.23 and 4.60) that, keeping 

everything else constant, inaeasing the melt temperature decreases the surface stress. 

The stress profiles measured for different coolant temperatures, Tc (Fig.4.57) 

show a decrease in the tende surface stress and an increase in the compressive surfàce 

stress, with Tc. This suggest a Iarger themai effect at higher Te. The calculatecf trend is 

opposite to the experhentai findings. A possible exphnation for the r d t s  follows. At 

Iow Tc, solidification is faster* thus, most of the materiai solidifies during packing under a 

high pressure. At high Tc, solidifkation is delayed and occurs under a decaying pressun. 

The result W a stronger pressure e f f i  for low Tc. This situation occurs in the calcuiated 

stresses for HDPE as illustrated by Fig.4-61. 

B is expected that a smaiier holding tune (ht.) would lead to a weaker pressure 

e f f t  and a decrease in the surfàce tende stnsses. In fa& in Fig.4.24, the stresses ni11 to 

a negative value for h t A . 5 ~  and the profXe approaches a FQ m e .  The d a c e  stress 

for h.t .4  s is, however, slighuy Iarger than h.t.=S.Ss. This may be associateci with 

experimental errorq cornidering the scatter obtained in the awahue data for these two 

nins. A more careful inspection ofFig.425 (top) indicates that for h.t=8-Ss, the nozde 

pressure during füiing is Iarger than the other holding thes. Also, the pressure drop 

between the node  and the gate duriag paclang is Iarger compareci to the other two ceses. 



These observations suggest that either the cooIant temperature or the meIt temperature 

was not controlied properiy and was iower for this nin (h.t.=8.5s.). Accordhg to the 

predictions (Fig.4-22 and 4.59), either of thess factors Iowers the surface stress. This may 

be the reason for the d a c e  stress in Fig-4.24 to be smaller than expected, in this case. 

For HDPE, a larger h-t. increases the surface stress near the gate (Fig.4.62), as 

expected. The order is reversed at the other locations. The actual pressure at these 

locations rnay be different from the gate pressure in Fig.4.63 (top) or ths resuIt rnay be 

due to experimentai errors. 

Stresses caldated by 2-D FMS folIow the expected trend: a decrease in the 

tende d a c e  stress for a lower kt. (Fig.4.26, 4.27 for PS and 4.64, 4.66 for HDPE). 

Note that the holding times for HDPE were not effiectiveiy varied due to the gate 

soiïdifIcation afker 23 S. for h.t.=35 S. 

Using a thinner mold has opposite effects on PS and HDPE. In PS @gg4.28), it 

enhances the thermal e f f i  whiie in HDPE (Fig.4.67), it causes the pressure effect to 

become more pronounced. A thin mold increases FQ stresses, producing large 

compressive stress on the surface. However, the effect on the stresses aiso depends on the 

solidification pressure profiles shown in Fig.4.29 for PS and Fig.4.68 for HDPE. in fact, 

for PS, P. near the surface is relatively srnaII, thus, the thermal effect is dominant. In 

HDPE. The pressure effect for run 1 1 (thin mold) is rnuch stronger than run 5. In fact, the 

packuig pressure is higher for run 1 1 (Fig.4.68) and the materiai sotidifÏes faster in the thin 

mold. Fig.4.68@ottom) shows a Iarger solidification pressure profXe for nin 11. This 

explaias the large tende stress on the d a c e  and compressive stress in the mre for this 

nin If the meIt temperatures were the same in HDPE, it is expected that the effect of 

mold thickness would be simtlar to P S. 

Decreasing the maximm packhg pressure decreases the tende d a c e  stress and 

causes the residual stress pronle to approach the FQ pronie. This effect may be seen in the 

stress pronles in Fig.4.32 and 4.75, caIcuIated for large variations of packuig pressure- 

The measured stresses near the gate and in the center ofcavity mg-4-71) do not exhibit a 

sipifiaint change. TIùs may be due to an msufncient variation of the packing pressuns 

(Eg-4.72 top). 



Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter. a genetal summary. the most important conclusioos, and the 

original contnimeoas of the thesis are presented. 

5.1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A combimd theoreticai and experimentai analysis of the generation of themai 

stresses in kjectr0on moIded products was -*ed out. Residud stress profiîes dong the 

thicbiess were measured in polystyrene and high density polyethylene samples for various 

processing conditions. These materiais were selected in order to explore the efEect of 

crystaUinity on residuai stresses. The mwisured stress pronles were, m fàa found to be 

significantly distinct in the two polymers. In polystyrene sampks, three regions were 

obtained in most cases: tende stress on the surface and in the core, and a compressive 

region in between Variation of some molding conditions modfied the surface stress ffom 

t d e  to compressive Ieadimg to a twoiegion profile, similar to f?ee quenching. In 

polyethyIene molded sarnples, on the other hanci, two-region stress distniutions were 

obtained in aii the investigated range of conditions: a large tende surface stress and a 

smalI compressive mid-plane stress. Such a distriihtion corresponds to a reversed fîee 

quenching profle. The SUCfiice stress was found to relax with t i .  despite storage at Iow 

temperature (-34.8OC). 

Subsequent theoretid investigations provided more hsight into the interpretation 

of these findings- If the fiow stresses are negiected, the nnaI stress profile is fotmd to 

emerge nom the superposition of two major & i :  one is of p d y  thermal nature 

caused by no~uniform contraction during cooluig, and the other Wor is the pressure 



under which the material solidiïes. This pressure, d e d  the solidification pressure, is 

determineci by the simdtmeous thermai and pressure histories during w o h g  and depends 

on the position. The ratio: pressu~elthennal effect, cded pressure i n d q  is thus the 

deteminhg -or. The limitmg case of a negligile pressure index results in a fiee 

quenchhg stress profile composeci of a cornmessive surface stress and a tende center 

stress. In the case ofa  large pressure index. riie resuIîhg pronle consists of teasiIe stress 

on the surfke and compressive stress in the core of the sample. Intemediate d u e s  of 

this parameter lead to combined pronles such as the three-region profile obtained for 

poiystyrene. 

Tende stnsses on the surface have been associated with a larger sensitMty of the 

molded part to stress cracking Furthemore, sharp changes in the stress dong the 

thickness can aiso have a negative &èct on the mechanicd strength of the product by 

promothg crazing and stress cracking. The results of this thesis regardhg the pressure 

index can provide a pradcai tool for controllhg the residuai stress distiibution usiag 

proceshg parameters. 

nie thermal and pressure effects are not, however, completely independent: what 

one in one way, may change the other in the opposite direction and the acquired 

goal of control of the stresses rnay not be achieved. 

Based on the r d t s  of this thesk, the foIIoWing conclusions are drawn regardmg 

the &ect of processing parameters. Reduhg the tende surface stress in a mIded 

product may be accomplished by enhancing the thermal effect and weakening the pressure 

effect (decreasing the pressure index}. ThW may be achieved by increasing the melt or the 

wolant temperature, decreasing the holding tirne, or decreasing the maximum packing 

pressure. The efféct ofcooIant temperature seems to be opposite to the one expected. The 

tbickness ofthe moId can aiso have a variable effect. For firther discussion on this issue, 

see the discussion in Chapter 4. 

The e&ct of gate size was not investigated, but according to the above 

consideratiow, a Iarger gate delays the gate-sed tirne, thus i n c f e g  the holding the. As 

a r d t ,  the pressure index is increased and we expect to increase the m r f b  t e d e  stress 

(or decrease a compressive stufàce stress). The heat r e h e d  and the large volume change 



during the crystaüïzation of a poIymer have a simiiar effed: it postpones the solidification 

of the gate, prolonging the high pressure region in the pressure history. The pressure 

index is comequentiy inaeased, as is the case for poIyethylene in this study. 

The conclusions are listed in a more concise manner in Table 5.1. As ülustrated in 

Table 5.1, the direction of the variation of parameters must be reversed when the initial 

sign of the stress is changed. For cases in this table where a dennite conclusion U not 

presented, the reader is referred to the relevant section in Chapter 4. 

reduce: to reduce: I 
Sur %ce stress 

COMPRESSIVE 

decrease 

~ - -- 

Center stress 

TENSTLE 

increase 

COMPRESSIVE 

decrease 

increase 

increase 

increase 

decrease 

melt temknire 

decrrase i increase 

decrease 1 increase 1 coohg rate 

coolant temperature 

decrease 

decrease increase 

- 

increase decrease 

Table 5.1. Summary of the effect of moldimg parameters on the fhai stresses 

Residuai stresses were predicted using two models: the two-d,unensionai fiee mold 

shrinkage (2-D F M )  mode1 and ~cKam'. In the 2-D FMS model oniy the pachg and 

cooling stages are considered and the experimentd pressure history is used. In spite of 

large simplifications, this mode1 captures the main features of the residual stnsses. It rnay 

be considered a usefiil tool in quidc estimation ofthe stresses and the eEkt of parameters 

on thea It aiso provides Uisight into the mechanism ofgeneration of themai stresses and 

the shape oftheir nnaI profiles. Simplistic temperature ddations, negIacting the stress 

relaxation aiid crystallization effects contn%ute to disaepancies bebween predictions of 

thïs model and the measurernents, 



~ c ~ a m '  sirnulates the wmplete injection molding, taking into account the 

fountain fiow and crystalfization effects and CalcuIating pressure at different stages. 

Although, in most cases, the pcedictions include the main charaderistics of the muisured 

profles, the stresses are genedy overpredicted. Two main reasons were suggested: the 

cavity packing pressure is overpredicted and the stress relaxation is negleaed. The latta 

was found to be important in polyethylene samples. The discrepancy in the predicted 

pressure during packhg may be due to an incorrect calculation ofthe pressure drop at the 

canty entrance or ofthe mass of the materiai entering the ca* d h g  packing. A source 

of enor in the pressure calculations may be the use of equiliinurn PVT data; the 

conditions during the rapid coohg in injection molding seem far nom equiiiirium, It must 

be noted that expehentai erron in the stress measurements may aiso contribute to this 

problem. 

The final aystallinity Oi,'tn'bution, cdculated by M C K ~  is in good agreement 

with experiments. This suggests that temperature cafculations are reahstic. 

'ïhree inverse methodologies were developed to estimate the temperature 

distnîution or the pressure pronle required to obtain a prescnied residud stress profile. 

Because of the weak sensitivity of the stresses to the initial temperature, &&mg a unique 

solution is more diffidt in this case. Reguiarization and imposing physicai constraint 

were empIoyed to faditate convergence towards the solution. The 1 D  FMS inverse 

method for caldation of pressure history was found to be less sensitive to emors in the 

stress data and gave more accunite resuits. The direct 1-D FMS modei, however, tends to 

overpredict the stresses when compared with experiments. This induces relativeIy larger 

errors when teshg with experirnental results. 

5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

A number ofsuggestions are prrsmted for friture experimentd work, as foiiows: 

1. The order of the polynomial the CUCYature proHe has a large effect on the 

magnitude of the measured stnsses. This p o ~ o d  fhction Ïs subsequeatly used to 

calculate the inte@ and the derivatEve of the Cunrature. N~nencai integraton and 



derivation ahould be tried iastead. The accuracy of the procedure will then depend on the 

-ber of data points. In the present study, 10-12 layers were removed leadhg to 10-12 

data points over the thichess. The number of data points s b d d  be increased. The &éct 

ofdata points should be venned by hmeasing the number of data points for the same run 

and evaluating the &ect on the stress profile. 

2. In the measurement of the deflection ofthe specimen afker removal of egch layer, it was 

observed that this q h t y  varies with t h e  due to the Viscoelastic behavior of the 

polymer. This was especi.liy important in case of polyethylene. This tirne-dependence may 

be measured and accounied for, using an empincd correction. 

3. The injection molding conditions should be varied over a wider range, in order to 

obtain more conclusive cesults about their effect on the final stress profiles. In case of 

polyethylene, it would be interesthg to see ifan imposed short holding tirne would resdt 

in a threeregion stress pronle simüar to pdystyrene. 

4. Measuement of the resi0duai stresses in fieely quenched, compression molded, 

extmded, and injection molded samples with simüar coohg conditions wi help separate 

the fkee quenching stresses, the flow stresses, and the effect of pressure. Fiow stresses are 

present in extmded and injection moIded parts. Sotidification under an appIied pressure 

ocws  in injection and compression molcikg. 

5. Memuement of temperature and pressure at severaI locations hside the cavity can 

provide usefiil idormation for interpretation of the obtamed stress profiles and for the 

evaluation of mode1 predictions. 

6. Residual stresses should be measured in other poIymenCc materials to study the &kt of 

matenal properties. Composite samples and üquid crystalline polymers should be 

considered. 

7. Opticd experiments such as birehgence measurements on fkeely puenched, extrudecl, 

and injection molded samples can help elucidate the effect and importance of orientation 

and flow  stresse!^. 

8. Warpage ofnon-symmetridy cooIed sarnples should be meaismeci and compared with 

predictions. 



To extend the theoreticai investigation on the residuai stresses, the foflowing 

procedures an proposed for fimue work 

1. Modification ofthe 2-D FMS mode1 to caidate the pressure fiom the PVT data during 

packing and cooling instead ofusing the experimental pressure history. 

2. Using a two-dimensional temperature gradient variable in the thickness (2) and flow (x) 

directions in the 2-D EMS model. 

3. Cdcuiation of warpage due to a non-symmetric temperature distn'bution. The cornplete 

thiclmess of the sample shouid be wnsidered instead of haif of it. 

4. Using a viscoelastic rtieological constitutive equation k MCKZ,~@ and cddating the 

fiow stresses and their relaxation- Aiso cdculating the residuai birefnngence aud 

cornparhg with experiments. 

5. IncIudhg the anisotropy due to orientation in the calcuiations. Properbtes such as the 

moduius, thema1 expansion coacient, and thermal conductivity will be affied. 

6. Develophg an inverse method based on the 2-D FMS mode1 and testing it with achiai 

experhents. 

7. U h g  a viscodastic stress-main relationship for stress calculations. 

8. Development of a 3-D stress anai* 

9. Taking into account the thenna1 stresses developed in the solidified Iayer fonned on the 

su& during filling (.McKam">. 

10. hcIudmg n o n - ~ % r i u m  PVT information in M C K ~  caIcuIations in order to 

obtain more acwate density and pressun CaIcuIations during padang and w o h g .  The 

thermd and pressure straùis may then be determineci &om these data as proposed in 

Chaptef 2. 

II. Extendhg the caldation of residuai stresses to other processes such as compression 

moldbg. 

12. Extendkg the dadations to thennoset polymers taking into accwnt the reaction 

kinetics and the heat of reaction, 

13. Extendhg the caldations to composite matetfals. 



5.3. ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
In genemi, the present study may be regarded as a step towards a better 

understanding o fr~*duai  stresses and the effect of various parsuneters on them- More 

specificaiiy, the origllial contniutîons may be iïsted as follows: 

1. inverse methods were developed to caldate an unknown pressure nom a presm'bed 

residud stress profle in an injection molded sample. 

2. An inverse method was derived to eshate the melt temperature pronle at the end of 

the fillùig stage nom a presmied residual stress pronle. These inverse methods may be 

applied to compression molding, as weli. 

3. A combhed experimentai and tkoretid study of the residuai themal stresses was 

accomplished for an morphous and a semi-crystalline material. 

4. Most detailed integrated experhental and computaticnal study ofthe effect of  pressure 

on thermd stresses in injection moldimg. 

5. Most detded integrated experhentd and computationai study of the eéct of 

crystalluiity on thermal stresses in injection molding. 

6. Three major shapes have been obtained previoudy and in the present shidy for the 

raiduai stress profles. Theoretid concepts were appiied to physicai phenornena in this 

thesis in order to eIucidate the occurrence of these profiles and the transition between 

them. 

7. Stress anaiysis was incorporateci into the cornplete simulation of the injection molding 

cycle ( ~ c ~ a n i " >  including the effect offoutain fiow, crystallization, and pressure. 

8. Practid concIusions were drawn and directions were provided to controI tesiduai 

stresses, especiaiîy on the dàce.  The latter can play an important role in the mechanid 

strength ofthe molded produa. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Derivation of the cuwitrire ectuation (3.14): 

Equation (3.14). used to relate the defîection of the specimen to its amahire is 

daived hem. Consider F i g A L  1 below. 

FïgAJ.1 

From the above figure we can write: 

w k e  R is the radius of cmmture, 

Afta some dgebra, we obtaul- 

L* 
R' =-+(R-# (AL 1) 

4 

L is the length of the chord, and cp is the defiection, 

Noting that the curvature is the inverse of the radius, the awature is obtained, as foUows: 

Vdiditv of tauatioa 13.19 in the stress mtwumnenb: 

-on (3.15) was derived by Treuting rrid Read (7) for the Iayer rernovai 

techique with the fbliowing asstm@c)ns: isoaopic m a t e  MC response m the range 

wasidersd, pure bencihg properties @ and u) constant dong the thickuess, and no 

diredionai &ect m the plane of the specimen (qmatwes quai h x and y directions). Due 

to these assumptions, the tase ofthk qdon to dlvlate the stress may intmduœ errors. 



The anisotropy caused by orientationai effécts aioag the uiickness, in the moldeci 

p a  may violate the assurnption of isotropy. The tende moduli of typicai PS and HDPE 

molded sarnples were measured and they dici not vary signiscantly dong the thickness. 

AIso, the measu~ed crystauinity profiles h Fig.4.47 and Fig-4.48 do not exhibit a large 

va~l-ation in the z direction Therefore, the assumption of constant properties seems to be 

reasonable. 

The polymer melt flows in the x diredoa to fili the cavity. The materiai h w s  dso 

in the y direction, especiaIly in filling the first half of the cavity. As a result, the cunniture 

in the x and y directions may not be identicai and should ideaily be mea~ufed and used in 

the more general fonn of the equation (7). 

FmaIIys viscoeIastÎcity is important in a polymaic materiai above its T, as is the 

case for WDPE? at room tempenittue- In facf it was obmed that fier removing each 

layer, the defIection of the specùnen continues to change with time due to creep. The 

short term response of the materiai may be considered elastic. Since equation (3.15) 

relates the eiastic deformation to the stress, the t h e  between removing the layer and 
- .  * measuring the defiection was muumwd (5-6 min). 

Care must be taken for the removed layer to have a d o m i  thikkness. This 

becornes more difficult as more Iayers are nmoved and the remaining specimen warps. 

During the experiment, the warped sarnple was held fiat while removing the layer. The 

stress distriidon was assumed symmeûicai across the thickness and ody haif the 

thichess was cut. Ifthe temperatme of the mofd mers on the two sides, however, the 

stress distnbm*on not be symmetricai. A test was done on a typicai PS sampIe and the 

pronle was found to be symmetricai. 



Some generai propedies ofthe resins used in this thesis ( Styron 685 D and Sclair 

2908) are provided by the companies and are attached here. 



STYRON' 685D 
POLYSTYRENE RESINS - 

MELT FLOW RATE 1.6 @O min. 
-L ' 

- Generai purpose pofystyrene, high heat for oriented shee? containen, hot 
and cold dnnk cups, lids. extnrded profiles, and hausemires. - Sheet enrision. inemotoming, Injection molding, and iniection blow 
moldlng. - High heat resistance, clarity. toug hness and property tetention. 

YieId tecisile strength 
Uftimate tensile strength 
U(r'sSs elongatian 
Tensile rnodulus 
lZO D impact streng th (notched) 

@ 23% ( 7 3 O F )  
Deff edion temperature (anneaied) 

@ 1-82 MPa (264 psi) 
Wcat softening point 

MeIt fiow rate 

- 
ASTM 
kthod - 
0638 
0638 
0638 
0638 
D256 

0648 

91525 
[rate 6 )  
31238 
mnd. G 
0792 - 

Unlts 
SI (lmperfal 

MPa (psi) 
MPa (psi) 

Y* 
MPa (psi) 

J/M (fklbfin) 

"c ("6 
"C (OF) 

g/t O min. 

- 



Melt Index, g/ lO min 7.40 

Melting Range, OC 113 - 146 
Average Specinc Heat, c a V g X  

Average Thermal ConduaMîy, cai/~m-~C-s 

Average Thermal DEkmty, cm21s 


